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Abstract

The increasing interest in multi-robot applications is motivated by the wealth of possibil-
ities o�ered by teams of robots cooperatively performing collective tasks. The e�ciency
and robustness of these teams goes well beyond what individual robots can do. In these
scenarios, distributed strategies attract a high attention, especially in applications which
are inherently distributed in space, time or functionality. These distributed schemas do
not only reduce the completion time of the task due to the parallel operation, but also
present a natural robustness to failures due to the redundancy. Our research is focused
on distributed applications for perception tasks. Perception is of high importance in
robotics, since almost all robotic applications require the robot team to interact with the
environment. Then, if a robot is not able to obtain an environmental representation from
others, or an a priori representation is not available, it must posses perception capabilities
to sense its surroundings. Perception has been long studied for single robot systems and
a lot of research has been carried out in the �elds of localization, map building and ex-
ploration. Among the di�erent sensors that can be used to perceive the environment, we
are interested in visual perception using conventional or omnidirectional cameras. Each
individual robot perceives the portion of the environment where it is operating. In order
to make decisions in a coordinated way, the robots must fuse their local observations into
a global map. We can distinguish between centralized and decentralized or distributed
approaches. In distributed systems, all robots play the same role, and therefore the com-
putations can be distributed among all the robots. In addition, distributed systems are
naturally more robust to individual failures. We are interested in map merging solutions
for robotic systems with range limited communication, and where the computations are
distributed among the robots.

This thesis has been focused in identifying the di�erent issues that appear in dis-
tributed perception scenarios and proposing solutions to all these issues, with a special
interest in robots equipped with cameras. In particular, (i) Firstly, to investigate in the
visual perception for a single robot; (ii) To propose methods for fusing the visual informa-
tion acquired by the robots; (iii) To address the problem of establishing correspondences
between the elements observed by di�erent robots; (iv) To analyze the network localiza-
tion problem from relative measurements; and (v) To propose control motion strategies
to improve the perception of the environment.

During this thesis we have made important contributions to the �eld of distributed
perception: We have proposed algorithms for merging maps acquired by a robot team
with limited communication in a distributed way. We have considered both the static and
dynamic cases. We have considered all the topics that appear in a map merging scenario
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and have made contributions in all of them. The data association has been discussed
for the �rst time in the context of distributed robot teams with limited communication.
The initial correspondence or localization problem consists of reaching a consensus on a
global reference frame. This global frame will be used by the robot team during their
operation. In addition, we have made contributions to the problem of coordination for
perception in two aspects. First, we have proposed a method so that the robots decide
their next motions so that the global map is improved (it is more accurate). Second,
we have proposed a method that allows the robot to compute an important parameter
related to the network topology, which characterizes the speed of the previous distributed
algorithm and thus establishes the rate at which the di�erent algorithms converge to the
values of interest. Therefore, controlling the network topology so that this parameter is
improved, or so that it does not fall below a pre-given value, let us have a deeper control
of the quality of our methods.

Part of the results obtained during this thesis have been published in international
journals with high impact in the robotics community: [8], Robotics and Autonomous
Systems journal. Several results have been presented in international conferences: [10],
Robotics: Science and Systems 2010; [7], [3], IEEE International Conference on Robotics
and Automation, years 2010 and 2011; [6], IEEE/RSJ International Conference on In-
telligent Robots and Systems, year 2009; [11], International Conference on Informatics
in Control, Automation and Robotics, year 2008. Some results have been presented in
international workshops: [5], Workshop on Network Robot Systems, IEEE/RSJ Int. Conf.
on Intelligent Robots & Systems, year 2008. The most recent results have been submitted
to international conferences ( [12], American Control Conference) and to journals ( [9],
submitted to IEEE Transactions on Robotics; [93], submitted to IEEE Transaction on
Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence; [4], submitted to Systems & Control Letters)
and are currently under review. Additionally, we have participated in some research works
in collaboration with international universities [35�37,147].



Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The increasing interest in multi-robot applications is motivated by the wealth of possibil-
ities o�ered by teams of robots cooperatively performing collective tasks. The e�ciency
and robustness of these teams goes beyond what individual robots can do. In these sce-
narios, distributed strategies attract a high attention, especially in applications which
are inherently distributed in space, time or functionality. These distributed schemas do
not only reduce the completion time of the task due to the parallel operation, but also
present a natural robustness to failures due to the redundancy. In addition to the clas-
sical issues associated to the operation of individual robots, these scenarios introduce
novel challenges speci�c to the coordination of the members of the robot team. Several
distributed algorithms are based on behaviors observed in nature. It has been observed
that certain groups of animals are capable of deploying over a given region, assuming
a speci�ed pattern, achieving rendezvous at a common point, or jointly initiating mo-
tion or changing direction in a synchronized way (Fig. 1.1). In the robotics literature,
these behaviors are often called deployment, pattern formation, rendezvous, and �ocking,
respectively. Species achieve synchronized behavior, with limited sensing or communica-
tion between individuals, and without apparently following the instructions of a group
leader. Robotic researchers have intensively investigated on coordination strategies for

Figure 1.1: Examples of �ocking and pattern formation observed in animals.

multi-robot systems (Fig. 1.2) capable of imitating these collective behaviors. In partic-
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10 1. Introduction

ular, it is worth mentioning the following strategies: rendezvous, which consists of the
robots getting together at a certain location; deployment or coverage, which consists of
deploying the robot team over the region of interest, and agreement, which consists of
reaching consensus upon the value of some variable. Agreement has a special interest and
recently it has been shown that several multi-robot strategies, including pattern formation
and rendezvous, can be transformed into an agreement problem.

Figure 1.2: Examples of multi-robot teams.

Our research is focused on distributed applications for perception tasks. Perception
is of high importance in robotics, since almost all robotic applications require the robot
team to interact with the environment. Then, if a robot is not able to obtain an envi-
ronmental representation from others, or an a priori representation is not available, it
must posses perception capabilities to sense its surroundings. Perception has been long
studied for single robot systems and a lot of research has been carried out in the �elds of
localization, map building and exploration. Among the di�erent sensors that can be used
to perceive the environment, we are interested in visual perception using conventional or
omnidirectional cameras (Figs. 1.3). While the �rst kind of cameras (Fig. 1.4) are widely

Figure 1.3: Examples of a conventional and an omnidirectional cameras.

known and used in any area, omnidirectional devices are very popular in robotic appli-
cations. These cameras are able to capture visual information within 360 degrees around
the robot due to the use of an hyperbolic mirror (Fig. 1.5). We manage bearing-only
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;

Figure 1.4: Examples of images taken by a team of 6 robots moving in formation equipped
with a conventional camera. Crosses are features extracted from the images and lines
between images represent feature matches.

Figure 1.5: Examples of omnidirectional images. Crosses are features extracted form the
images, and lines between images represent features matches.

information, which is the kind of information provided by cameras through the projection
of landmarks which are in the scene. In order to recover the position of these landmarks
in the world, multiple observations taken from di�erent positions must be combined. The
manipulation of bearing data is an important issue in robotics. Compared with infor-
mation extracted from other sensors, such as lasers, bearing information is complicated
to use. However, the multiple bene�ts of using cameras have motivated the interest in
the researchers. These bene�ts include the property that cameras are able to sense quite
distant features so that the sensing is not restricted to a limited range. An additional
kind of cameras of high interest are RGB-D devices (Fig. 1.6). They provide both regular
RGB (Fig. 1.7, �rst row) and depth image information (Fig. 1.7, second row). Thus, it is
possible to compute the landmark 3D position from a single image (Fig. 1.7, third row).

Robots sense the environment and combine the bearing data to build representations
of their surroundings in the form of stochastic maps. We use landmark-based representa-

Distributed Alg. on Robotic Networks for Coordination in Perception Tasks



12 1. Introduction

Figure 1.6: Example of a RGB-D camera.
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Figure 1.7: An example of the images obtained with the RGB-D sensor.

tions, where the map is a set of estimates of the positions of the observed landmarks. Each
individual robot perceives the portion of the environment where it is operating. In order
to make decisions in a coordinated way, the robots must fuse their local observations into
a global map. We can distinguish between centralized and decentralized or distributed
approaches. Centralized strategies, where a central node compiles all the information
from other robots, performs the computations, and propagates the processed information
or decisions to the other nodes, have several drawbacks. The whole system can fail if the
central node fails, leader selection algorithms may be needed, and a (direct or indirect)
communication of all agents with the central system may be required. On the other hand,
in distributed systems, all robots play the same role, and therefore the computations can
be distributed among all the agents. In addition, distributed systems are naturally more
robust to individual failures. In distributed scenarios you cannot assume that the agents
can communicate with all other robots at every time instant. A more realistic situation
is when, at any time instant, robots can communicate only with a limited number of
other robots, e.g., agents within a speci�c distance. These situations can be best modeled
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using communication graphs, where nodes correspond to the agents and edges represent
communication capabilities between the robots. Additionally, since agents are moving,
the topology of the graph may vary along the time, given rise to switching topologies. We
are interested in map merging solutions for robotic systems with range limited communi-
cation, and where the computations are distributed among the robots. We consider that
a strategy is distributed when

• it does not rely on any particular communication topology and it is robust to changes
in the topology;

• every robot in the team computes and obtains the global information;

• every robot plays the same role, making the system robust to individual failures;

• information is exchanged exclusively between neighbors and there are no broadcast
messages or �ooding methods.

1.2 Classical Approaches

Multi-robot systems have been deeply researched during the last years. A general overview
of the achieved results, and the current and future research lines in distributed multi-robot
systems can be found in [106,107,123]. Important results have been obtained for the coop-
erative control strategies mentioned in the previous section. We provide here the following
references for the rendezvous [44, 61, 89], the deployment and coverage [45, 89], and the
formation control problems [50, 62, 79, 135, 145], as some examples within the variety of
di�erent existing works. The consensus or averaging problem has a special relevance in
multi-robot systems. It has been shown that the consensus problem is connected to diverse
applications in multi-robot systems, including sensor fusion, �ocking, formation control,
or rendezvous, among others [102, 103]. Several ideas presented along this document are
built on consensus results in the books [27,113].

Many existent solutions for single robot perception have been extended to multi-robot
scenarios under centralized schemes, full communication between the robots, or broad-
casting methods. In [117] a single global map is updated by all the robots. Robots search
for features in the global map that have been observed by themselves along the explo-
ration. Then, they use these coincident features to compute implicit measurements (the
di�erence between the Cartesian coordinates of equal features must be zero) and use these
constrains to update the map. In [56] maps are represented as constraint graphs, where
nodes are scans measured from a robot pose and edges represent the di�erence between
pairs of robot poses. Robot to robot measurements are used to merge two local maps
into a single map. An optimization phase must be carried out in order to transform the
constraint graph into a Cartesian map. [42] also represents the global map using a graph.
Nodes are local metric maps and edges describe relative positions between adjacent local
maps. The map merging process consists of adding an edge between the maps. Global
optimization techniques are applied to obtain the global metric map. [159] merges two
maps into a single one using robot to robot measurements to align the two maps and

Distributed Alg. on Robotic Networks for Coordination in Perception Tasks



14 1. Introduction

then detecting duplicated landmarks and imposing the implicit measurement constraints.
Particle �lters have been generalized to multi-robot systems assuming that the robots
broadcast their controls and their observations [69]. The Constrained Local Submap Fil-
ter has been extended to the multi-robot case assuming that each robot builds a local
submap and broadcasts it, or transmits it to a central agent [149]. Methods based on
graph maps of laser scans [56, 78, 110] make each robot build a new node and broadcast
it. The same solution could be applied for many existing submap approaches [108]. The
previous methods require that each robot has the capability to communicate with all
other robots at every time instant or with a central agent, i.e., they impose centralized
scenarios. As previously mentioned, we are instead interested in distributed scenarios due
to their robustness to robot or link failures, and due to their natural capability to operate
under limited communication.

Distributed estimation methods [1, 40, 65, 71, 96, 100, 101, 143] maintain a joint esti-
mate of a system that evolves with time by combining noisy observations taken by the
sensor network. Early approaches sum the measurements from the di�erent agents in IF
(Information Filter) form. If the network is complete [96], then the resulting estimator is
equivalent to the centralized one. In general networks the problems of cyclic updates or
double counting information appear when nodes sum the same piece of data more than
once. The use of the channel �lter [65, 143] avoids these problems in networks with a
tree structure. The Covariance Intersection method [71] produces consistent but highly
conservative estimates in general networks. More recent approaches [1, 40, 100, 101] use
distributed consensus �lters to average the measurements taken by the nodes. The interest
of distributed averaging is that the problems of double counting of information and cyclic
updates are avoided. They, however, su�er from the delayed data problem that takes
place when the nodes execute the state prediction without having incorporated all the
measurements available at the current step [34]. For general communication schemes [100],
the delayed data problem leads to an approximate KF (Kalman Filter) estimator. An
interesting solution is given in [101] but its convergence is proved in the absence of obser-
vation and system noises. In the algorithm proposed in [40], authors prove that the nodes'
estimates are consistent, although these estimates have disagreement. Other algorithms
have been proposed that require the previous o�ine computation of the gains and weights
of the algorithm [1]. The main limitation of all the previous works is that they consider
linear systems without inputs, and where the evolution of the system is known by all
the robots. We are however interested in a wider class of systems, without the previous
restrictions.

A related scenario are sensor fusion systems [30, 31, 59, 88, 151�153], where measure-
ments acquired by several sensors are fused in a distributed fashion. Sensor fusion systems
di�er from the distributed perception scenario that we consider in this thesis in several
aspects. First, sensor fusion approaches consider that the successive measurements, in our
case local maps, from the same robot must be independent. In a map merging scenario
this does not hold, since the local map of a robot is an evolution of any of its previous
maps. Second, sensors usually observe a set of variables which are a priori known by the
sensor network, e.g., temperature, humidity, etc. However, in distributed perception sce-
narios, robots discover elements in the environment dynamically, as they operate. Thus,
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it is not possible to predict which elements will be detected and inform the robot team
of these elements before starting the exploration. In addition, distributed perception
methods must address speci�c challenges such as associating the elements observed by
the robots in a globally consistent way, or computing the relative poses of the robots and
establishing a common reference frame for the whole robot team.

The data association problem consists of establishing correspondences between dif-
ferent measurements or estimates of a common element. Traditional data association
methods, like the Nearest Neighbor and Maximum Likelihood [64, 72, 159], the Joint
Compatibility Branch and Bound (JCBB) [97], or the Combined Constraint Data Asso-
ciation [16] are designed for single robot systems. They operate on two sets of elements,
one containing the feature estimates and the other one containing the current observa-
tions. Methods based on submaps [29, 114, 149] use these data association algorithms by
transforming one map into an observation of a second one. Multi-robot approaches have
not fully addressed the problem of data association. Many methods rely on broadcasting
controls and observations or submaps, see e.g., [56, 64, 69, 78, 83, 110], and solve the data
association using a cycle-free order, thus essentially reducing the problem to that of the
single robot scenario. However, in a distributed map merging scenario, the robots may
fuse their maps with any other robot's map in any order and at any time. Therefore, it
is not possible to force a speci�c order for solving the data association between the local
maps. In the distributed perception scenario considered in this thesis, it is of high interest
to let each robot solve its own local association with its neighbors in the communication
graph. This scenario is more �exible but may lead to inconsistent global data associations
in the presence of cycles in the communication graph. These inconsistencies are detected
when chains of local associations give rise to two features from one robot being associated
among them. These situations must be correctly identi�ed and solved before merging
the data. Inconsistent associations have already been discussed in the computer vision
literature [53], although in centralized scenarios.

The problem of estimating the common reference frame for the team of robots is moti-
vated by the fact that, in general, the robots start at unknown locations and do not know
their relative poses. This information can be recovered by comparing their local maps
and looking for overlapping regions. This approach, known as map alignment, has been
deeply investigated and interesting solutions have been presented for feature-based [137]
and occupancy grid [38, 39] maps. However, it has the inconvenience that its results de-
pend on the accumulated uncertainty in the local maps. Alternatively, the relative poses
between the robots can be explicitly measured [120,158,159]. These methods present the
bene�t that the obtained results do not depend on the uncertainties in the local maps.
They also allow the robots to compute their relative poses when there is no overlapping
between their maps, or even if they do not actually have a map. The previous meth-
ods give the relative position of a pair of robots. After that, a distributed method is
required to let the robots agree on a global reference frame and obtain their positions in
this frame. This problem is known as distributed network localization. Several network
localization algorithms rely on range-only [2, 32], or bearing-only [122] relative measure-
ments of positions. Alternatively, each agent can locally combine its observations and
build an estimate of the relative full-position of its neighbors using e.g., the approach de-

Distributed Alg. on Robotic Networks for Coordination in Perception Tasks



16 1. Introduction

scribed in [120,141] for 3D scenarios. When full-position measurements are available, the
localization problem becomes linear and can thus be solved by using linear optimization
methods [18,119]. There exist works that compute not only the agents' positions but also
their orientations, [57], and that track the agents' poses [76]. It is also possible to use
a position estimation algorithm combined with an attitude synchronization [95,121] or a
motion coordination [43] strategy to previously align the robot orientations. Formation
control [43, 52, 70, 82] and network localization are related problems. While localization
algorithms compute agent positions that satisfy the inter-agent restrictions, in forma-
tion control problems the agents actually move to these positions. The goal formation
is de�ned by a set of inter-agent restrictions (range-only, bearing-only, full-positions, or
relative poses). Although some works discuss the e�ects of measurement noises in the
�nal result [43], formation algorithms usually assume that both, the measurements and
the inter-agent restrictions are noise free [52,70,82]. Thus, additional analysis is necessary
in noisy localization scenarios. The noisy nature of the relative pose measurements has
already been taken into account in the �eld of cooperative localization. Here, a robotic
team moves along an environment while estimating their poses. Most of the time, each
robot relies on its proprioceptive measurements. When two robots meet, they obtain
a noisy measurement of their relative pose and update their estimates accordingly [118].
During this rendezvous, each robot must be able to communicate with all the other robots
in the team in order to update its estimate. In order to improve the usage of the net-
work, recently a more e�cient algorithm based on quantization [140] has been presented.
Cooperative localization approaches, however, assume that an initial guess on the robot
poses exists.

An important issue that arises in multi-robot scenarios consists of placing the robots
at positions where they are more useful. Extensive research has been focused on the
optimization of facilities [98,99,132], and on coverage problems [45,89], where a group of
robots is optimally placed in an environment of interest to achieve maximum coverage.
Here, we are interested in controlling the robot motions to maximize the information
collected about the scene. This problem is highly related to exploration guided by infor-
mation and active sensing, which has been investigated for both single robot [131, 136]
and multi-robot systems [28]. The previous works are based on grid maps, where fron-
tier cells dividing between already explored and unknown sections can be easily detected.
Robots evaluate a cost function on this small subset of destinations and make decisions
propagating small pieces of information with the other robots. The exploration [115,116]
and feature tracking [155] problems turn out to be more complicated for landmark-based
representations, since the number of candidate destinations is in�nite. It is common the
use of global optimization methods, where robots search for the best position to reduce the
whole map uncertainty. Every robot makes decisions based on its current local estimate
of the global map and propagates its observations to the other robots so that they can
update their maps. These approaches result in weak robot coordination, because without
a common global map estimate, di�erent robots may end up exploring exactly the same
regions. In addition, many of these solutions use gradient methods to �nd minima on
the cost function. Gradient algorithms are computationally expensive since the gradient
must be reevaluated at every step. Besides, they may �nd local minima, and the step
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size adjustment is complicated. Alternatively, clustering methods can be used to select
a �nite subset of candidate positions [150]. Instead of choosing frontier points, as it is
done in [150], we are interested in looking for already explored places which present big
uncertainties. We focus on one step strategies instead of considering path planning or
trajectory optimization methods [84, 85]. These methods use a larger time horizon and
consider the cost function for multiple successive robot motions, and thus they present
important scaling problems for the multi-robot case.

The multi-robot perception can also be improved by speeding up the map merging
algorithms. These distributed methods have a rate of convergence that depends on the
algebraic connectivity of the network. Thus, it would be of high interest for the robots to
estimate this algebraic connectivity in a distributed fashion. Since distributed algorithms
are typically iterative and may take several iterations to converge, it would be useful for
the robots to have upper and lower bounds for the estimated algebraic connectivity at ev-
ery step. Note that some applications, such as the adaptive triggered consensus algorithm
in [124], require the robots to know upper or lower bounds of the algebraic connectivity.
Here we focus on distributed methods that iteratively compute the algebraic connectivity,
and that give lower and upper bounds at each iteration. Connectivity control methods
establish robot motions that preserve or maximize some network connectivity property.
The k−connectivity matrix of the graph is computed in a centralized fashion in [156].
There are several distributed methods that compute spanning subgraphs [157], the left
Laplacian eigenvector with eigenvalue 1 for directed unbalanced graphs [112], or the �rst
four moments (mean, variance, skewness and kurtosis) of the Laplacian eigenvalue spec-
trum [111]. In [126], the motion control strategy maximizes the algebraic connectivity
without actually computing it. Although the previous control methods improve the net-
work connectivity, they do not characterize any particular eigenvalue of the Laplacian as
required in our case. A method that computes and tracks the eigenvalues of the network
topology is given in [58]. Robots execute a local interaction rule that makes their states
oscillate at frequencies corresponding to these eigenvalues, and use the Fast Fourier Trans-
form (FFT) on their states to identify these eigenvalues. The main limitation of this work
is that the proper adjustment of the FFT, so that the eigenvalues can be correctly identi-
�ed, is nontrivial. In addition, some robots may observe only a subset of the eigenvalues
and thus they need to execute additional coordination rules for propagating their data.
Several solutions to the computation of the Laplacian spectra rely on the power iteration
method or variations [63, 74, 154]. Power iteration [68] selects an initial vector and then
repeatedly multiplies it by a matrix and normalizes it. This vector converges to the eigen-
vector associated to the leading eigenvalue (the one with the greatest absolute value) of
the matrix. The original matrix can be previously de�ated so that a particular eigenvalue
becomes the leading one. A continuous-time version of the power iteration is proposed
in [154] for computing the Fiedler eigenvector, which is the one associated to the algebraic
connectivity of the graph. In [74] the orthogonal iteration method is used for simultane-
ously computing the k leading eigenvectors of a matrix. This algorithm can be seen as a
generalization of the power iteration where, at each step, the k vectors are multiplied by
the matrix and ortonormalized. The previous method is used in [63] for computing the
Fiedler eigenvector. The interest of power iteration methods is that each robot only needs
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to maintain its own component within the estimate of the eigenvector. Then, the product
of this vector by the Laplacian can be executed locally by the robots. However, the main
limitation of these approaches consists on the normalization and orthonormalization of
the vectors at each step. For [74], it involves a gossip-based information aggregation algo-
rithm [73] and for [154] a distributed averaging method [59]. Therefore, several iterations
of the previous algorithms must be executed by the robots between consecutive steps of
the power method in order to ensure that they have achieved the required accuracy in the
vector normalization. Besides, the previous methods only ensure convergence but they
do not give any upper or lower bound relating the true algebraic connectivity and the
estimates at each iteration.

1.3 Objectives

This thesis has been focused in identifying the di�erent issues that appear in distributed
perception scenarios and proposing solutions to all these issues, with a special interest in
robots equipped with cameras. In particular,

(i) Firstly, investigate the management of bearing only data and visual perception;

(ii) Propose methods for fusing the visual information acquired by the di�erent robots;

(iii) Address the problem of establishing correspondences between the elements observed
by di�erent robots;

(iv) Analyze the network localization problem from relative measurements; and

(v) Propose control motion strategies to improve the perception of the environment.

We were specially interested in providing distributed solutions that allow the robot team
to operate in scenarios with limited communication. Our goal was to provide formal
proofs of the performance of the algorithms in the previous scenarios. In addition, we
were interested in validating our algorithms under real data as well.

This thesis has been developed in the Departamento de Informática e Ingeniería de
Sistemas (DIIS) in the Universidad de Zaragoza,

http://diis.unizar.es/
within the Instituto de Investigacion e Ingenieria de Aragon,
http://i3a.unizar.es/
and associated to the Robotics, Perception and Real Time (ROPERT) Group,
http://robots.unizar.es/html/home.php
that researches on robot navigation, perception and communication. This thesis has

been associated to the R&D Nacional project NERO (NEtworked mobile RObots for
service and intervention tasks, MEC DPI2006-07928), to the European project URUS
(Ubiquitous Networking Robotics in Urban Settings, European Union, IST Program, 6FP,
IST-1-045062-URUS-STP), and to the R&D National project TESSEO (TEams of robots
for Service and SEcurity missiOns, MEC DPI2009-08126). Within these projects, this
thesis has been focused on multi-robot systems, cooperative perception and distributed
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map merging. This research has been founded by the grant MEC BES-2007-14772 (grant
for the formation of researchers, FPI). Part of this research has been carried out in collab-
oration between the Universidad de Zaragoza and several international universities and
institutes, being supported by the program of short research stays (EEBB FPI). Speci�-
cally, in the University of California, San Diego, US (April 2008, 3 months); again in the
University of California, San Diego, US (March 2009, 3 months); in the Politecnico di
Torino, Italy (April 2010, 4 months); and in the Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden
(March 2011, 3 months).

1.4 Document Organization

This document is organized as follows:
Chapter 1 introduces the problem addressed in this thesis, the classical approaches to

solve it, and states the contributions.
Chapter 2 addresses the problem of visual perception. We discuss and propose several

visual information management methods and evaluate their performance. These methods
allow each robot to combine the visual information obtained with its camera and build a
local map of the portion of the environment explored by itself.

Chapter 3 merges the information acquired by each robot in the network to build a
global representation of the environment. This map merging is carried out after the robots
�nish their exploration. We assume that the ground-truth data association is available at
the robots. We further assume that all the robots share a common reference frame and
that they know their pose in this frame.

Chapter 4 solves the dynamic map merging problem. Robots explore the environment
and, simultaneously, fuse their local maps and build the global map of the environment.
Therefore, robots have a representation of the environment beyond its local map during
all their operation. The fusion of the local observations of all the team members leads to
a merged map that contains more precise information and more features. This global map
enables other multi-robot tasks such as cooperative exploration, navigation, or obstacle
avoidance.

Chapter 5 addresses the problem of establishing correspondences between the elements
in the environment observed by di�erent robots. Robots compute the associations with
their neighbors using classical matching methods. We propose distributed algorithms
that allow each robot to propagate this local data and obtain the global data association
relating its features with the ones of all the other robots in the network. In addition, they
are able to identify and correct associations which are inconsistent in the global level.

Chapter 6 discusses the problem of estimating the positions of the robots in a common
reference frame. Robots compute the relative position of their neighbors using classical
methods. From this information, they build the global frame and compute their positions
in this frame in a distributed fashion. We consider scenarios with both noise-free and
noisy measurements, and discuss the use of an anchor node to de�ne the global frame and
well as more sophisticated methods.

Chapter 7 studies how the robot motions a�ect their perception of the environment.
This has two aspects: First, we analyze how they can improve the precision of the ob-
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served elements in a cooperative fashion. Second, we investigate on how to speed up the
convergence of the distributed algorithms proposed in this thesis. This can be achieved
by controlling the network topology. We propose distributed methods that allow each
robot to compute the algebraic connectivity of the network topology, that speci�es this
convergence speed.

Chapter 8 evaluates the performance of some of our proposals in real scenarios.
Chapter 9 presents the conclusions of this thesis.
The document �nishes with a set of appendices. Appendix A contains several well

known results on average consensus algorithms which are included here for this document
to be self-contained. Appendix B describes a public dataset that we have used in several
of our experiments.

Within each chapter, we include a brief description of its contents, an introduction and
a discussion of the related work, a description of the problem and our proposal, speci�c
simulations, and the conclusions.

1.5 Contributions

During this thesis we have made important contributions to the �eld of distributed per-
ception:

• The proposal of algorithms for merging maps acquired by a robot team with lim-
ited communication in a distributed way. We have considered both the static and
dynamic cases.

• We have considered all the topics that appear in a map merging scenario and have
made contributions in all of them. The data association, to our knowledge, has been
discussed for the �rst time in the context of distributed robot teams with limited
communication.

• The initial correspondence or localization problem consists of reaching a consensus
on a global reference frame. This global frame will be used by the robot team during
their operation. We have proposed distributed algorithms for di�erent scenarios.

• In addition, we have made additional contributions to the problem of coordination
for perception in two aspects. First, we have proposed a method so that the robots
decide their next motions to improve the global map. Second, we have proposed a
method that allows the robots to compute an important parameter related to the
network topology, which characterizes the speed at which the di�erent distributed
algorithms converge to the values of interest.

The results about static map merging have been published in the journal Robotics and
Autonomous Systems [8], and in the Workshop on Network Robot Systems, IEEE/RSJ
Int. Conf. on Intelligent Robots & Systems [5]. The results regarding the dynamic
map merging case have been presented in the IEEE International Conference on Robotics
and Automation [7] and an extended version has been submitted to the journal IEEE
Transactions on Robotics [9] and is currently under review.
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The basic detection method and the resolution based on trees have been presented in
the conference Robotics: Science and Systems [10]. An extension with the feature labeling
appears as part of a paper [8] published in the journal Robotics and Autonomous Systems.
The improved detection algorithm and the resolution algorithm based on the maximum
error cut, together with several experiments with real data, have been submitted to the
journal IEEE Transaction on Pattern Analysis and Machine Intelligence and are currently
under review [93].

The noise-free pose localization appears as part of the paper [8] published in the journal
Robotics and Autonomous Systems. The pose localization from noisy measurements
algorithms was presented in the conference IEEE International Conference on Robotics
and Automation [3]. The centroid-based position localization has been submitted to the
Systems & Control Letters journal [4] and is currently under review.

The map precision improvement method appears in the proceedings of the IEEE/RSJ
International Conference on Intelligent Robots and Systems [6]. The results regarding
the convergence speed improvement have been submitted to the American Control Con-
ference [12] and are under review.

Part of the research has been carried out in collaboration between the Universidad
de Zaragoza and several international universities and institutes, being supported by the
program of short research stays (EEBB FPI). Speci�cally, in the University of California,
San Diego, US (April 2008, 3 months); again in the University of California, San Diego,
US (March 2009, 3 months); in the Politecnico di Torino, Italy (April 2010, 4 months);
and in the Royal Institute of Technology, Sweden (March 2011, 3 months).

The list of publications produced during this PhD follows.

• International Journals:

R. Aragues, J. Cortes, and C. Sagues. Distributed consensus algorithms for
merging feature-based maps with limited communication. Robotics and Autonomous
Systems, 59(3-4):163-180, 2011.

R. Aragues, J. Cortes, and C. Sagues. Distributed consensus on robot net-
works for dynamically merging feature-based maps. IEEE Transactions on Robotics,
2011, submitted .

E. Montijano R. Aragues and C. Sagues. Distributed multi-view matching
in networks with limited communications. IEEE Transactions on Pattern Analysis
& Machine Intelligence, 2011, submitted .

R. Aragues, L. Carlone, C. Sagues, and G. Calafiore. Distributed cen-
troid estimation from noisy relative measurements. Systems & Control Letters, 2011,
submitted .

• International Conferences:

R. Aragues and C. Sagues. Parameterization and initialization of bearing-only
information: a discussion. In Int. Conf. on Informatics in Control, Automation
and Robotics, volume RA-1, pages 252-261, Funchal, Portugal, May 2008.
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R. Aragues, J. Cortes, and C. Sagues. Motion control strategies for improved
multi robot perception. In IEEE/RSJ Int. Conf. on Intelligent Robots and Systems,
pages 1065-1070, St. Louis, USA, October 2009.

R. Aragues, J. Cortes, and C. Sagues. Dynamic consensus for merging vi-
sual maps under limited communications. In IEEE Int. Conf. on Robotics and
Automation, pages 3032-3037, Anchorage, AK, May 2010.

R. Aragues, E. Montijano, and C. Sagues. Consistent data association in
multi-robot systems with limited communications. In Robotics: Science and Sys-
tems, Zaragoza, Spain, June 2010.

R. Aragues, L. Carlone, G. Calafiore, and C. Sagues. Multi agent lo-
calization from noisy relative pose measurements. In IEEE Int. Conf. on Robotics
and Automation, pages 364-369, Shanghai, China, May 2011.

R. Aragues, G. Shi, D. V. Dimarogonas, C. Sagues, and K. H. Johansson.
Distributed algebraic connectivity estimation for adaptive event-triggered consen-
sus. In American Control Conference, 2012, submitted .

• International Workshops:

R. Aragues, J. Cortes, and C. Sagues. Distributed map merging in a robotic
network. In Workshop on Network Robot Systems, IEEE/RSJ Int. Conf. on Intel-
ligent Robots & Systems, Nice, France, September 2008.



Chapter 2

Visual Information Management

In this chapter we discuss feature parameterization and initialization for bearing-only data
obtained from vision sensors. The performance of the methods is analyzed under di�erent
robot motions and depth of the features. The results are evaluated in terms of the sensi-
tivity to step size and performance under ill conditioned situations. The problem studied
refers to robots moving on the plane, sensing the environment and extracting bearing-only
information from uncalibrated cameras to recover the position of the landmarks and its
own localization.

2.1 Introduction

The manipulation of bearing information is an important issue in robotics. Bearing-only
data is the kind of information provided by cameras through the projection of the scene.
In order to recover the position of the landmarks in the world, multiple observations taken
from di�erent positions must be combined. Compared with information extracted from
other sensors such as lasers, bearing information is complicated to use. However, the
multiple bene�ts of using cameras have motivated the interest in the researchers. These
bene�ts include their capability to sense quite distant features so that the sensing is not
restricted to a limited range. This sensing of the environment in the form of bearing
information may be used for many applications such as the Simultaneous Localization
and Mapping (SLAM), which consists of the computation of the landmark localization
in the environment and the calculation of the own robot pose. Algorithms which use
bearing information must deal with the problem of creating representations for features
by the combination of bearing data. The problem of feature parameterization and feature
initialization are of big importance here.

A classical feature parameterization approach is the cartesian [14, 46, 75, 80]. In
the depth parameterization [47] features are stored as an starting point of the ray where
the feature lays, the inclination of the ray and the depth. The inverse-depth is an alterna-
tive similar to the depth parameterization, but using the inverse of the depth instead [92].
Some approaches use no explicit feature parameterization and instead represent landmarks
as constraints between three robot poses [139].

With regard to the feature initialization, undelayed techniques immediately introduce
features in the map so that they can be used to improve the robot estimation [46, 80,
92, 139] while delayed methods defer the introduction into the map until the features
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are near-Gaussian [14, 75]. Delayed approaches often create temporal representations for
landmarks which are maintained in separate �lters and evolve with the incorporation of
new observations of these landmarks until they are �nally introduced into the map [47].

The problem of depth computation for landmarks is a�orded in two separate ways.
Some approaches create depth representation from only one bearing,W assuming an ap-
proximate value for it. These techniques are able to cover depths from the position
were the landmark was observed until in�nity or until a maximum depth within the
workspace [47, 80, 92]. The other approach to depth computation is the combination of
observations taken from di�erent robot poses, where triangulation techniques are used to
recover the depth [14,75].

The interest of this work refers to the comparison of the bearing-only data representa-
tions and initialization techniques, analyzed for di�erent robot motions relative to depth
of the landmarks in the scene. Two feature parameterizations are studied. The �rst is
an standard cartesian parameterization, where features are described by their (x, y) po-
sition. The alternative representation is an adaptation of the inverse-depth in [92] to the
2D situation. Besides, both undelayed and delayed strategies for feature initialization
are used and their performance is compared in di�erent scenarios. The problem studied
in this chapter refers to robots moving on the plane, sensing the environment and ex-
tracting bearing-only information from uncalibrated images to recover the position of the
landmarks and its own localization. As a result of this investigation, some theoretical
solutions are proposed, and their validity is supported by an exhaustive experimentation
using simulated data.

2.2 Problem Description

The problem studied in this chapter is related to the use of bearing-only information
for the SLAM problem using EKF. The robot moves on the plane and elements in the
map are represented by their 2D coordinates. Robot observes landmarks within a �eld of
view of 360◦ due to the use of omnidirectional cameras and obtains bearing-only measure-
ments. Odometry is used to predict robot motion in every step. The Extended Kalman
Filter (EKF) is a widely used technique in these problems and a lot of information can
be found in the literature. The data association problem is not discussed in this chapter.
The Joint Compatibility Branch and Bound (JCBB) [97] is used to select the observations
which are used in the �lter update.

In order to make the reading easy, along the chapter we use the index i ∈ N to refer
to robots and the index j ∈ N to refer to features. We let xri = [xri , yri , θri ]

T be the
i-th robot pose, where xri , yri ∈ R and θri ∈ [−π, π]. When there is no confusion, the
subscript i is omitted. The position of the j-th feature in the map is represented by
xj = [xj, yj]

T or xj = [xj, yj, θj, ρj]
T for respectively the cartesian and the inverse-depth

parameterizations, where xj, yj ∈ R, θj ∈ [−π, π], and ρj ∈ R≥0. We let x be the state
vector containing the current robot pose xr and the positions of the n landmarks,

x = [xr,x1...xn]T ,
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and P be its associated covariance matrix. The measurement taken from robot pose i to
feature j is denoted by zij, or by zj when the robot that took the measurement is not
speci�ed.

2.3 Feature Parameterization

The feature parameterization refers to the way in which features are stored in the state
vector x. In this section the cartesian and the inverse-depth landmark parameterizations
are compared. We discuss whether their landmark representations and observation models
are near-Gaussian and near-linear or not.

Cartesian parameterizations represent features by their (x, y)-coordinates. This pa-
rameterization is very intuitive since the feature position within the map can be easily
obtained. The initialization of features in this cartesian parameterization is problematic
due to the nonlinearity of the triangulation techniques used to recover its position based
on the observations taken from di�erent robots poses. It can be easily shown that bear-
ings generate bigger uncertainties as landmark positions go away from the camera. The
observation model for a feature xj = [xj, yj]

T observed from a robot pose xr = [xr, yr, θr]
T

is [14]

zj = h(xr,xj) = arctan

(
yr − yj
xr − xj

)
− θr.

Inverse-depth parameterizations represent each feature xj as a ray starting at the
position where the feature was �rstly observed (xj, yj) with a global bearing θj and a
depth of 1/ρj. Let mj and Rr be

mj =

[
cos θj
sin θj

]
, Rr =

[
cos θr sin θr
− sin θr cos θr

]
.

The position in cartesian coordinates of the j-th feature in the state vector with inverse-
depth representation xj = [xj, yj, θj, ρj]

T is given by

[xj, yj]
T + 1/ρj mj,

and its inverse-depth observation model is

hj = atan2(hyj , h
x
j ), (2.1)

where hxyj = [hxj , h
y
j ]
T are the coordinates of the feature j in the robot reference xr =

[xr, yr, θr]
T ,

hxyj =

[
hxj
hyj

]
= Rr

([
xj
yj

]
+ 1/ρj mj −

[
xr
yr

])
. (2.2)

Provided that ρi > 0, the inverse-depth observation model in (2.1) remains valid if the
following expression is used instead of equation 2.2

hxyj =

[
hxj
hyj

]
= Rr

(
ρi

([
xi
yi

]
−
[
xr
yr

])
+ mi

)
.
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As advantage with respect to the cartesian parameterization, the inverse-depth obser-
vation model is near linear. Additionally, landmarks at in�nity, ρi = 0, or uncertainties
that extend to in�nity can be represented. The main drawback of the inverse-depth is
that features are over-parameterized, and therefore the size of the covariance matrix is
greater.

2.4 Depth Computation and Feature Initialization

The feature initialization consists of combining the observations of a landmark to create
an estimate (mean and covariance) of its position, and introducing it into the map for the
�rst time. The feature initialization problem of bearing-only data is due to the fact that
features are only partially observable. Since a measurement only gives information about
the direction towards the landmark, then two or more observations must be combined in
order to recover the depth of the landmark. However, there are some situations where
the depth cannot be recovered.

Theorem 2.4.1. Let xr1 be a robot pose and xr2 be a second pose translated but not rotated
with respect to xr1. Let z1j, z2j be observations of a feature j taken from respectively xr1
and xr2, and let α be α = z1j − z2j. Let dp and dt be the translation from xr1 to xr2 on
respectively a perpendicular and a paralell directions to z1j. Without loss of generality, let
dt be equal to zero. The landmark depth dj (distance between xr1 and the landmark j) can
be totally determined from

dj = dp/ tanα.

Corollary 2.4.2. The problem of depth computation from pure translation motions has
the following properties,

(i) this is an undetermined problem (0/0) when simultaneously dp = 0 and α = 0 + kπ,
for k ∈ Z;

(ii) this problem remains undetermined independently of the magnitude of dt;

(iii) the landmark is at in�nity if simultaneously α = 0+kπ for k ∈ Z and dp is di�erent
of zero.

Theorem 2.4.3. Let xr1 be a robot pose and xr2 be a second pose rotated but not translated
with respect to xr1. Let z1j, z2j be observations of a feature j taken from respectively xr1
and xr2. The robot rotation θr2 can be absolutely determined as

θr2 = z1i − z2i.
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Corollary 2.4.4. The problem of depth computation from general robot motions has the
following properties,

(i) given a pure rotation motion, feature depth cannot be recovered;

(ii) given a translation and rotation motion with landmarks of in�nite depth, the robot
rotation can be computed from z1i− z2i for any dp <∞ and robot translation cannot
be recovered.

Based on the previous theorems, ill-conditioned situations are identi�ed:

(a) Depth of features aligned with robot trajectory cannot be recovered. This situations
is formalized in Corollary 2.4.2 (i)-(ii).

(b) Depth cannot be recovered with pure rotation motions as shown in Corollary 2.4.4 (i).

(c) Landmarks at in�nity give robot orientation, but no translation information can be
obtained from them (Corollary 2.4.4 (ii)).

Feature estimates calculated when the depth computation problem is ill-conditioned
present high covariances and great estimation errors which may cause linealization prob-
lems. Once a feature has been wrongly initialized, new observations taken from robot
poses not aligned with the feature will not be able to correct its position. If a cartesian
parameterization is used, an additional problem is that features with in�nite depth cannot
be represented and their initialization must be deferred.

2.4.1 Undelayed Initialization

The undelayed initialization consists of introducing landmarks into the system the �rst
time the landmark is observed. This technique presents many bene�ts since the informa-
tion attached to a landmark can be used earlier and it allows the use of landmarks which
may never been initialized if a delayed strategy is used.Since the �rst time a landmark is
observed only bearing information is available, undelayed techniques must deal with the
problem of creating a representation for the depth and its associated uncertainty.

If an inverse-depth parameterization is used, landmarks are introduced using a �xed
initial depth and an initial uncertainty covering all depths from some dmin to in�nity.
This initial depth must be adjusted depending on the workspace. Since cartesian parame-
terizations require low covariances, an undelayed initialization is only possible if multiple
hypothesis in depth are created [80, 81, 128]. All these approaches present a high com-
plexity and map size. Due to this complexity, approaches using undelayed initialization
together with cartesian parameterization are no longer analyzed in this chapter.

2.4.2 Delayed with Two Observations

This delayed method combines the �rst two observations of a landmark to recover its
position using a triangulation algorithm. This is a not purely delayed technique, since
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there are no conditions which must be satis�ed by the observations in order for the
landmark to be initialized, and all landmarks are introduced in the map provided that
they are observed from at least two robots poses. The main bene�t of this initialization
strategy is that the solution is independent on the workspace. However, triangulation
algorithms used to recover the landmark position are highly non-linear and, depending
on the arrangement of robot poses and features, the problem may be ill-conditioned.

If a cartesian parameterization is used, the recovered feature position must be near-
Gaussian and covariances must be small. For this reason, additional tests are used to
check that features satisfy these conditions. If features are parameterized using inverse-
depth, this strategy may suppose a bene�t in the sense that it is independent on the size
of the scene. Therefore higher covariances in the estimates are admissible and recovered
features are near-Gaussian even for low parallaxes.

2.4.3 Delayed until Condition

In a pure delayed initialization technique, observations of landmarks are accumulated and
its initialization is deferred until a condition of Gaussianity is satis�ed; then observations
are used to create a representation for the feature [14,75].

If a delayed initialization is used, some landmarks may never been initialized. Since
the information provided by landmarks cannot been used until the landmark is initial-
ized, a delayed technique decreases the amount of information available to improve robot
the pose. Many delayed techniques present a high computational cost to calculate the
condition, and have their own problems and limitations. The main bene�t is that the
representation for the landmark is more accurate and reliable than the obtained by an
undelayed strategy.

2.5 Studied Methods

Along this chapter, a comparison of cartesian and inverse-depth parameterizations com-
bined with delayed and undelayed initialization techniques is carried out. The following
studied combinations have been selected because are the most commonly used, being also
simple and of low computational complexity.

2.5.1 Inverse-Depth Undelayed

The following method is an adaptation to the 2D situation of the technique described
in [92]. Each feature j is introduced into the map using a single observation. The current
robot pose xr is used together with the measurement zj and an initial depth parameterized
in inverse-depth ρ0 to get the feature representation xj. This depth is worked out using
a minimal distance dmin which must be selected depending on the workspace,

ρmin =
1

dmin

, ρ0 =
ρmin

2
, σρ =

ρmin

4
,
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where ρmin is the inverse of depth, ρ0 is the initial inverse-depth, which is the middle value
of the interval [0, ρmin], and σρ is the standard deviation used to initialize ρ0. It is selected
so that the 95% of ρ belongs to the interval [ρ0 − 2σρ, ρ0 + 2σρ] = [0, ρmin]. The initial
value of the feature is calculated as

xj = gj(xr, zj, ρ0) = [xr, yr, θr + zj, ρ0]T .

2.5.2 Inverse-Depth Delayed with Two Observations

As a proposal, an inverse-depth parameterization [92] is combined with a delayed initial-
ization technique where two observations z1j, z2j of a feature j taken from di�erent robot
poses xr1 , xr2 are used to retrieve the feature position xj. Here, the second observation
z2j is used to calculate the initial depth ρ0 for the feature,

xj = g(xr1 ,xr2 , z1j, z2j) = [xr2 , yr2 , θr2 + z2i, ρ0]T , ρ0 =
s2 c1 − c2 s1

c1 (yr1 − yr2)− s1 (xr1 − xr2)
,

where ci, si, with i ∈ {1, . . . , 2} are

ci = cos(θi + zij), si = sin(θi + zij). (2.3)

An additional check is used in order to detect situations where inverse-depth cannot be
recovered and intersections take place in the opposite direction of the observation. In
these situations, the initialization is deferred.

2.5.3 Cartesian Delayed with Two Observations

Given the �rst two observations z1j, z2j of a landmark j taken from robot poses xr1 ,xr2 ,
the landmark position xj is calculated as follows [14]

xj = gxj (xr1 ,xr2 , z1j, z2j) =
xr1 s1 c2 − xr2 s2 c1 − (yr1 − yr2) c1 c2

s1 c2 − s2 c1

,

yj = gyj (xr1 ,xr2 , z1j, z2j) =
yr2 s1 c2 − yr1 s2 c1 + (xr1 − xr2) s1 s2

s1 c2 − s2 c1

,

where ci, si, with i ∈ {1, . . . , 2} are given by (2.3). Similarly a test is used to check that
features can be recovered and intersections of bearings are not in the opposite direction
of the observations.

2.5.4 Cartesian/Inverse-Depth Delayed until Finite Depth

A delayed strategy is proposed where feature initialization is deferred until �nite un-
certainty in depth can be estimated. This is achieved by a test which compares two
observation rays and checks if they are parallel. This situation is characterized by Corol-
laries 2.4.2 and 2.4.4. When observation rays are parallel, the uncertainty in depth of
the recovered landmark extends to in�nity and the initialization is deferred. This test is
especially useful when a cartesian parameterization is used, since in�nite depths cannot
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been modeled. Let xri for i = 1, 2 be the two robot poses where observations zij to a
landmark j were taken.

The global bearings αij to the landmark are

αij = θri + zij, (2.4)

for i = 1, 2. If we name Sαij the linearized propagated covariance for bearing αij then the
Chi-squared test for Finite Depth is expressed as

(α1j − α2j)
2

Sα1j + Sα2j

> χ2
0.99,1d.o.f .

2.5.5 Cartesian/Inverse-Depth Delayed until Feature Not Aligned

The initialization of features aligned with the robot trajectory is a problematic issue
when working with bearing-only data. When a feature is observed from two robot poses
which are aligned with the feature, it is not possible to make a right depth initialization.
Corollary 2.4.2 gives a formal explanation of this situation: a feature is aligned with the
robot trajectory when the observation rays are parallel and the robot translation takes
place in a direction which is parallel to the observation.

Let xri for i = 1, 2 be the two robot poses where observations to a landmark j were
taken and αij and Sαij be respectively the global bearings to the landmark given by (2.4)
and their linearized propagated covariances. Let θt be the global inclination of the robot
trajectory from xr1 to xr2 ,

θt = arctan

(
yr2 − yr1
xr2 − xr1

)
,

and Sθt be its linearized propagated covariance.

Observation rays are parallel when

(α1j − α2j)
2

Sα1j + Sα2j

≤ χ2
0.99,1d.o.f ,

and the trajectory is parallel to the observation rays when

(θt − αij)2

Sθt + Sαij
≤ χ2

0.99,1d.o.f ,

for j = 1, 2.

The initialization of features is deferred until a pair of observations is available where
the feature is not aligned with the trajectory. This delayed technique is less restrictive than
the explained in section 2.5.4 and is specially useful for the inverse-depth parameterization
since it allows the initialization and the use of features of in�nite depth.
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2.6 Discussion

In order to analyze the performance of the di�erent parameterizations and initialization
techniques, some experiments have been designed so that the performance and robustness
of the algorithms to deal with bearing-only data can be analyzed. The experimentation
and result analysis is carried out using a simulator which presents many bene�ts. First of
all, exactly the same experiment can be solved by several algorithms so that results are
fully comparable. Besides, ground truth information is available and therefore obtained
results can be compared with the true situation.

In the simulated experiments, an observation noise with an standard deviation of 0.125
degrees is used. Features are placed on the walls of a squared room. An initialization to the
system is introduced from three robot poses and the �rst 5 observed landmarks. It is based
on SFM techniques with the Trifocal Tensor [120]. The data association problem is not
discussed in this chapter and data association is supposed to be perfect. Algorithms have
been tested in di�erent scenarios and under di�erent conditions of visibility, trajectory
and step sizes. The sensor visibility a�ects to the number of visible landmarks. Two
possibilities are evaluated: total visibility, where all features are visible from all robot
poses, and section visibility, where the workspace is divided into four sections and, in
every step, robot observes the features within its section and a few from the neighborhood
in order to connect the sections. Observe that when the visibility is total, no loop closing
takes place and distant features are used.

As stated in Section 2.4, the robot trajectory has an important in�uence on depth
computation in such a way that if landmark is on the direction of robot translation, depth
computation is an undetermined problem. Two trajectories have been evaluated. The �rst
is a squared trajectory composed by several pure translation motions and four 90◦ pure
rotations. In this trajectory some features are aligned with the robot movement for many
steps. The odometry noise is introduced as a function of the step size (st) and it can be
seen in Table 2.1, columns Pure translation and Pure rotation. The second trajectory is
circular. The robot describes a circumference when moving along the environment which
gives rise to mixed rotations and translations. No feature in the map is really aligned
with the trajectory, although for small step sizes features may seem to be in the direction
of the robot translation. The standard deviations of the odometry noise are shown in
Table 2.1 (column Mixed motion). The Step Size st determines the distance (in meters)

Table 2.1: Odometry noise relative to the step size (st).
Standard Pure Pure Mixed
deviation translation rotation motion

xr 0.01 st 0.03 st 0.03 st
yr 0.01 st 0.03 st 0.03 st
θr 2◦ 2.5◦ 2.5◦

between two consecutive robot poses. This is the parameter which a�ects the most the
behavior of the algorithms. Step sizes of 0.125 m, 0.250 m, 0.5 m and 1 m are tested.
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The variables used in order to analyze the performance of an algorithm are listed
below.

• Final divergence: Percent of results where the �nal robot pose diverges from its
estimation. The condition which is tested for each component (xr, yr, θr) indepen-
dently can be written as

(a− â)2

Pa
≤ χ2

0.99,1,

being a the ground-truth for xr, yr, θr, whereas â and Pa are the estimated value
and covariance for xr, yr and θr.

• Map consistency: Percent of features in the �nal map whose estimation is consis-
tent with the ground truth. A feature j is considered inconsistent if its estimated
xj or yj have a great estimation error,

|a− â|

+
√
Pa χ2

0.99,1

≤ 1.5

being a, â and Pa respectively the ground-truth, the estimate and covariance of
either the xj or yj coordinates.

• Trajectory divergence: Percent of steps in the trajectory where the robot pose
estimate (xr, yr, θr) diverges.

• Feature initialization step: Average of the number of steps needed to initialize
a feature, computed as the di�erence between the step when a feature is observed
for the �rst time, and the step when the feature is introduced into the map.

• Feature usage: Average of the feature usage per step, computed as the percent of
features used in the �lter update versus the number of features observed.

• Map consistency per step: Average of the percent of consistent features in the
map in every step.

Additionally, information related to the precision and error of the �nal robot pose, the
trajectory and the �nal map has also been studied.

A total of 160 experiments have been designed, and all of them have been solved using
the algorithms discussed in Section 2.5. For the inverse-depth undelayed, a minimal depth
dmin = 0.5m is used. The results are analyzed in three di�erent blocks. In the �rst we
compare the cartesian delayed algorithms. In the second, we compare all inverse-depth
delayed approaches, and in the third block a general comparison is carried out where
the best of the cartesian delayed algorithms and the inverse-depth delayed method which
performs better are compared to the inverse-depth undelayed algorithm.

The results obtained by the cartesian delayed algorithms can be found in Fig. 2.1. The
cartesian delayed until �nite depth (xy-f) algorithm performs better than the delayed with
two observations (xy-d) and the delayed until features not aligned (xy-l) methods. The
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�nal divergence (Fig. 2.1.a) and trajectory divergence (Fig. 2.1.c) are the lowest for all
step sizes, the map consistency (Figs. 2.1.b, .f) are the highest, and the number of features
used to update (Fig. 2.1.e) is higher than the used by the other cartesian algorithms for all
step sizes even though this algorithm needs more steps to initialize a feature (Fig. 2.1.d).
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Figure 2.1: Cartesian delayed techniques comparison. Analysis of the results for dif-
ferent step sizes (x-axis). The algorithms used are cartesian delayed. xy-d: with two
observations. xy-f: until �nite depth. xy-l: until feature not aligned with robot poses.

From the study of the results obtained by the inverse-depth delayed algorithms, we
can observe that all algorithms performed in a very similar way (Fig. 2.2). The �nal
divergence (Fig. 2.2.a), map consistency (Fig. 2.2.b), trajectory divergence (Fig. 2.2.c),
feature usage (Fig. 2.2.e), and map consistency per step (Fig. 2.2.f) results are similar
for all inverse-depth delayed algorithms for the di�erent step sizes. Only the feature
initialization step (Fig. 2.2.d) di�ers due to the use of the di�erent delayed strategies.

An especial study is carried out in order to compare the capability of the inverse-
depth algorithms to deal with features which are observed during many steps as aligned
with the trajectory. The most critical situation is when the robot moves following an
squared trajectory and only observes landmarks within its section. In this situation the
problematic features are F12, F23, and F34 (Fig. 2.3). In this �gure, the ground-truth
robot trajectory and landmark positions are displayed in red, while the estimates and
uncertainties calculated by the algorithms are drawn in blue. As can be observed, both the
trajectory and the landmark positions have been correctly estimated in all cases. However,
features F12, F23 and F34 present high uncertainty (Fig. 2.3.a) when the algorithm used
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Figure 2.2: Inverse-depth delayed comparison. Analysis of the results for di�erent step
sizes (x-axis). The algorithms are: id-d: with two observations. id-f: until �nite depth.
id-l: until feature not aligned with robot poses.

is the inverse-depth with two observations (id-d). Paying attention to the problematic
features (F12, F23, F34) in Fig. 2.3 we can observe the results of an earlier initialization
of features aligned with the trajectory. Even though their initial estimate and covariance
correctly represent the feature position, posterior observations are not able to correct its
position due to the huge innovation. The inverse-depth delayed until �nite depth (id-f)
and the inverse-depth delayed until feature not aligned with robot poses (id-l) algorithms
performed in a similar way. However, the second is preferred because of its capability to
initialize and use features of in�nite depth.

Finally, the inverse-depth undelayed, with dmin = 0.5m, the inverse-depth delayed
until feature not aligned with robot poses, and the cartesian delayed until �nite depth
algorithms are globally compared and their results are analyzed in order to �nd the one
which performs better. As can be observed in Fig. 2.4, the behavior of the inverse-depth
undelayed algorithm (id-u) is seriously a�ected by the step size. For the smallest step
size (0.125m), almost all experiments converged in the last robot pose (Fig. 2.4.a) while
for the other step sizes, many experiments diverged. The number of consistent features
in the �nal map (Fig. 2.4.b) is lower than for the other algorithms. This behavior is
also observed for the number of consistent features per step (Fig. 2.4.f). The behavior
of the cartesian delayed until �nite depth (xy-f) algorithm is not so much a�ected by
the step size, although a better performance is observed when the step size increases.
Its �nal divergence (Fig. 2.4.a) is slightly higher for smaller step sizes. The number of
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Figure 2.3: (a) Inverse-depth delayed with two observations. (b) Inverse-depth delayed
until feature not aligned with robot poses. (c) Inverse-depth delayed until �nite depth.
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Figure 2.4: Global comparison. Analysis of the results for di�erent step sizes (x-axis).
The algorithms used are: id-u: inverse-depth undelayed, dmin = 0.5m. xy-f: cartesian
delayed until �nite depth. id-l: inverse-depth delayed until feature not aligned with robot
poses.

consistent features in its �nal map (Fig. 2.4.b) and along the steps (Fig. 2.4.f) slightly
decreases for smaller step sizes. And its feature usage (Fig. 2.4.e) remains high for all
step sizes. The algorithm based on inverse-depth delayed until features not aligned (id-
l) produced the best results exhibiting an stable behavior for all step sizes. Almost all
experiments converged both during the last step (Fig. 2.4.a) and along the trajectory
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(Fig. 2.4.c). Almost all features are consistent in the �nal map (Fig. 2.4.b) and along the
steps (Fig. 2.4.f), and the feature usage is the highest (Fig. 2.4.e).

An interesting information about the features usage can be extracted from Figs. 2.4.d, .e.
It can be observed that when an undelayed strategy is selected, the percent of features
used to update the map at each step (Fig. 2.4.e) is much lower than the used by the
delayed algorithms even though features initialization requires a lower number of steps
(Fig. 2.4.d). Therefore, delayed techniques provide important bene�ts due to the fact
that the initial estimates introduced into the map are better with lower covariance.

2.7 Conclusions

In this chapter we have discussed feature parameterization and initialization using bearing-
only measurements. Both considerably a�ect the results of the algorithms. However,
this chapter shows that even with a perfect feature parameterization, if the initializa-
tion problem is ill-conditioned the results are inconsistent. As conclusion we can state
that in general situations the delayed inverse-depth until features not aligned performs
competitively.

An interesting result of this study is the related to the cartesian parameterization
when it is combined with a �nite depth test. It was expected that cartesian algorithm
based in triangulation techniques were to su�er a great degradation of their performance
for small step sizes. However, results show that the algorithm delayed until �nite depth
with cartesian parameterization is not very sensitive to the step size and exhibits very
competitive results. Other interesting conclusion is that introducing features earlier in the
EKF does not mean that more/better information will be available to update the state.

In this chapter we have also stated ill-conditioned situations: a pure rotation motion
and features aligned with the trajectory. None of them can be managed in any case.
Some results have been given to detect these situations which will allow the algorithms
to decide which data can be used in each instant.



Chapter 3

Static Map Merging

In this chapter we present a solution for merging feature-based maps in a robotic net-
work with limited communication. We consider a team of robots that have explored an
unknown environment and have built local stochastic maps of the explored region. After
the exploration has taken place, the robots communicate and build a global map of the
environment. This problem has been traditionally addressed using centralized schemes
or broadcasting methods. The contribution of the work presented in this chapter is the
design of a fully distributed approach which is implementable in scenarios with limited
communication. Our solution does not rely on a particular communication topology and
does not require any central node, making the system robust to individual failures. Infor-
mation is exchanged exclusively between neighboring robots in the communication graph.
We give worst-case performance bounds for computational complexity, memory usage,
and communication load. We validate our results trough simulations.

3.1 Introduction

The increasing interest in multi-robot applications is motivated by the wealth of possibil-
ities o�ered by teams of robots cooperatively performing collective tasks. The e�ciency
and robustness of these teams goes well beyond what individual robots can do. In addi-
tion to the classical issues associated to the operation of individual robots, these scenarios
introduce novel challenges speci�c to the coordination of multiple robots. An important
issue associated to the operation of a robot team is perception. In general, each robot just
observes a portion of the environment. In order to make decisions in a coordinated way,
the robots must fuse their local observations into a global map. Many existent solutions
for single robot perception have been extended to multi-robot scenarios under centralized
schemes, full communication between the robots, or broadcasting methods. In [117] a sin-
gle global map is updated by all the robots. Robots search for features in the global map
that have been observed by themselves along the exploration. Then, they use these coin-
cident features to compute implicit measurements (the di�erence between the Cartesian
coordinates of equal features must be zero) and use these constrains to update the map.
In [56] maps are represented as constraint graphs, where nodes are scans measured from
a robot pose and edges represent the di�erence between pairs of robot poses. Robot to
robot measurements are used to merge two local maps into a single map. An optimization
phase must be carried out in order to transform the constraint graph into a Cartesian
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map. [42] also represents the global map using a graph. Nodes are local metric maps and
edges describe relative positions between adjacent local maps. The map merging process
consists of adding an edge between the maps. Global optimization techniques are applied
to obtain the global metric map. [159] merges two maps into a single one using robot to
robot measurements to align the two maps and then detecting duplicated landmarks and
imposing the implicit measurement constraints. Particle �lters have been generalized to
multi-robot systems assuming that the robots broadcast their controls and their observa-
tions [69]. The Constrained Local Submap Filter has been extended to the multi-robot
case assuming that each robot builds a local submap and broadcasts it, or transmits it to
a central node [149]. Methods based on graph maps of laser scans [56,78,110] make each
robot build a new node and broadcast it. The same solution could be applied for many
existing submap approaches [108].

The previous methods require that each robot has the capability to communicate with
all other robots at every time instant or with a central node. Centralized strategies, where
a central node compiles all the information from other robots, performs the computations,
and propagates the processed information or decisions to all the robots, have several
drawbacks. The whole system can fail if the central node fails, leader selection algorithms
may be needed, and a (direct or indirect) communication of all robots with the central
system may be required. On the other hand, in distributed systems, all robots play
the same role, and therefore the computations can be distributed among all the robots.
In addition, distributed systems are naturally more robust to individual failures. In
distributed scenarios you cannot assume that the robots can communicate with all other
robots at every time instant. A more realistic situation is when, at any time instant,
robots can communicate only with a limited number of other robots, e.g., robots within
a speci�c distance. These situations can be best modeled using communication graphs,
where nodes correspond to the robots and edges represent communication capabilities
between them. Additionally, since robots are moving, the topology of the graph may vary
along the time, given rise to switching topologies, see for instance [27]. We are interested
in map merging solutions for robotic systems with range limited communication, and
where the computations are distributed among the robots.

There has been an intensive recent research in distributed implementations of the
Kalman Filter that make use of its information form (IF). Measurement updates in IF
are additive and therefore information coming from di�erent sensors can be fused in
any order and at any time. While optimal solutions exist for complete communication
networks [96], for general communication schemes [100, 130] the delayed data problem
leads to an approximate KF estimator. This problem appears when the robots execute the
state prediction without having incorporated all the measurements taken at the current
step. As a result, their estimates become suboptimal and give rise to disagreement. The
e�ects of this delayed data problem have been studied in [34]. A solution that reduces this
disagreement has been presented [101] and its convergence has been proved in the absence
of observation and system noises. However, this solution does not consider system inputs,
which usually model odometry measurements in typical robotic applications. Therefore,
it does not solve its associated delayed data problem. Other methods have been proposed
that require the previous o�ine computation of the gains and weights of the algorithm
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and that are only applicable when the variance of measurement noises is constant and a
priori known [1]. Due to the limitations of these methods, the formulation of a multi-robot
perception problem as a distributed estimator presents multiple obstacles.

Here, instead we formulate the map merging as a sensor fusion problem, where each
robot can be seen as a sensor and its local map as a measurement. Instead of maintaining
a global estimator, we let each robot maintain its own local estimator, i.e., build its local
map using exclusively measurements acquired by itself. The information received from
other robots is introduced into its estimated global map, but not into its local map. Sensor
fusion approaches [31] present the inconvenience that the successive measurements, in our
case local maps, from the same robot must be independent. In a map merging scenario
this does not hold, since the local map of a robot is an evolution of any of its previous
maps. However, since we discuss a static map merging where the maps are fused after the
exploration, our approach does not su�er from this limitation. In our solution, the local
maps of the robots are expressed in IF form and they are fused in an additive fashion
using a consensus �lter [31, 152] to provide a distributed implementation.

In this chapter, we propose a solution to the map merging problem for a robotic net-
work modeled by a communication graph, where all computations are distributed among
the robots and where, at every time step, robots only use its own (local) data and the
information received from its neighbors in the graph. The solution is based on distributed
average consensus algorithms for data fusion problems [129,152].

3.2 Problem Description

Throughout the chapter we use the following notation (Table 3.1):

Table 3.1: Notation.

Symbol Usage

i, i′, j, j′ robot index

r, r′, s, s′ feature index

G index used for referring to the global reference frame and map

t iteration number, t ∈ N
f ir the r feature observed by the i robot

Ar,s the (r, s) entry of matrix A

Aij the block (i, j) of matrix A de�ned by blocks

[Aij ]r,s the (r, s) entry of Aij

Mi size of the map of robot i

MG size of the global map

We consider a team of n ∈ N robots with limited communication capabilities. Let G =
(V , E) be the undirected communication graph. The nodes are the robots, V = {1, . . . , n}.
If two robots i, j can exchange information, then there is an edge (i, j) ∈ E between them.
Let Ni be the set of neighbors of robot i,

Ni = {j | (i, j) ∈ E , j 6= i}.

Distributed Alg. on Robotic Networks for Coordination in Perception Tasks
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The robots have explored an unknown environment. Along its operation, each robot
i has observed mi ∈ N features whose true positions are unknown. Based on its own
observations, each robot i has estimated its own pose together with the positions of the
features. It has built a stochastic map withMi = szr+mi szf elements, composed of a
mean x̂i ∈ RMi and covariance matrix Σi ∈ RMi×Mi . The constants szr, szf represent
the size of, respectively, a robot pose and a feature position; szr = 3 for planar motions,
where the robot position (x, y) and orientation θ are estimated; szf = 2 or szf = 3 for
respectively 2D or 3D environments. If xi ∈ RMi is the vector with the true robot pose
after the exploration and with the true positions of the mi features, then

x̂i = xi + vi, (3.1)

where vi is a zero mean noise with covariance matrix Σi. The aim is to merge the local
maps to obtain a global estimate of the map.

Let m ∈ N be the number of di�erent features in the environment. As noted above,
each robot i ∈ {1, . . . , n} has observed mi ≤ m of them. Let x ∈ RMG contain the true
poses of the n robots and the true positions of them features, whereMG = n szr+m szf.
Let Hi ∈ {0, 1}Mi×MG be the observation matrix that relates the elements in x with the
elements observed by robot i. It is a binary matrix, i.e., each entry is equal to 0 or 1,
where there is at most a 1 per row. Since xi = Hix, eq. (3.1) becomes

x̂i = Hix + vi,

where vi has zero mean and covariance matrix Σi. Considering all the local maps together,
we have that (

x̂T1 . . . x̂
T
n

)T
=
(
HT

1 . . . H
T
n

)T
x +

(
vT1 . . .v

T
n

)T
.

We assume that the noises vi are independent since every robot has constructed the map

based on its own observations, and thus E[
(
vT1 . . .v

T
n

)T (
vT1 . . .v

T
n

)
] = diag (Σ1, . . . ,Σn).

The local map of each robot i is represented in IF form by its information matrix Ii ∈
RMG×MG and its information vector ii ∈ RMG ,

Ii = HT
i Σ−1

i Hi, ii = HT
i Σ−1

i x̂i. (3.2)

Given the n local maps in IF form, the operation that merges their information and
produces the global map,

IG =
n∑
i=1

Ii, iG =
n∑
i=1

ii, (3.3)

is additive, commutative, and associative. For this reason, merging the maps in IF form
is a common practice [137]. The mean and covariance matrix of the global map are

x̂G = (IG)−1 iG, ΣG = (IG)−1. (3.4)

The goal is for each robot to compute the global map (3.3)-(3.4) in a distributed fashion.
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3.3 Distributed Averaging

There is a rich literature in sensor networks, where the observations taken by a set of
sensors are fused in IF form to build a better estimate of a variable. A widely used
distributed sensor fusion method whose convergence conditions and properties have been
deeply studied is proposed in [152]. Each robot imaintains the variables Î iG(t) ∈ RMG×MG ,

îiG(t) ∈ RMG , initialized as

Î iG(0) = HT
i Σ−1

i Hi, îiG(0) = HT
i Σ−1

i x̂i, (3.5)

and updated at each time step t ≥ 0 by

Î iG(t+ 1) =
n∑
j=1

Wi,j Î
j
G(t), îiG(t+ 1) =

n∑
j=1

Wi,j î
j
G(t), (3.6)

where x̂i, Σi is the local map of robot i and Wi,j are the Metropolis weights of G given
by eq. (A.3) in Appendix A. This is a distributed averaging algorithm that, for a �xed
connected communication graph G, or a time-varying jointly connected graph, guarantees
that the estimates asymptotically converge to the average of the initial states,

lim
t→∞

Î iG(t) = IG/n, lim
t→∞

îiG(t) = iG/n, (3.7)

being IG, iG the information matrix and vector of the global map (3.3). More information
about averaging algorithms can be found in Appendix A. Then, the variables x̂iG(t) ∈ RMG

and Σ̂i
G(t) ∈ RMG×MG at each robot i ∈ V and each t ≥ 0, de�ned as

x̂iG(t) =
(
Î iG(t)

)−1

îiG(t), Σ̂i
G(t) =

(
Î iG(t)

)−1

, (3.8)

asymptotically converge to

lim
t→∞

x̂iG(t) = x̂G, lim
t→∞

Σ̂i
G(t) = nΣG, (3.9)

where x̂G, ΣG are the mean and covariance of the global map in (3.4). The mean x̂iG(t)
and covariance x̂iG(t) estimated by each robot i ∈ {1, . . . , n} executing this sensor fusion
algorithm have the following properties:

(i) the mean is an unbiased estimate [152] of the truth x and E [x̂iG(t)] = x for all t ≥ 0;

(ii) the temporal estimates are consistent [31, Lemma 2.1] for all t ≥ 0 since the true
uncertainty Qi

G(t) is smaller than the estimated uncertainty, Qi
G(t) � Σ̂i

G(t).

This algorithm is fully distributed because the robots only use information about its
direct neighbors in the communication graph (Wi,j = 0 if j /∈ Ni). Besides, under mild
connectivity conditions, it converges to the average even if the communication graph is
time-varying, G(t) = (V , E(t)). The convergence is asymptotic, and hence the global map
is obtained by each robot i in the limit as t→∞. However, for complete communication
graphs, the strategy converges in a single iteration.
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3.4 Consensus on the Global Map

Throughout this chapter we assume that the local maps have been previously expressed in
a common reference and the data association has been solved. These issues are discussed
in Chapters 5 and 6. In this section we address the problem of fusing the maps once they
are expressed in the same reference frame, and the robots know the data association.

In the previous section we presented a sensor fusion algorithm [152] (eqs. (3.5)-(3.9))
with several interesting properties. The use of sensor fusion algorithms for merging
stochastic maps has an important di�culty that must be addressed. Sensors usually
observe a set of variables which are a priori known, e.g., temperature, humidity, etc.
Speci�cally, during the initialization of the algorithm (Section 3.3, eq. (3.5)) each robot
i knows the observation matrix Hi relating its measurements with the variables to be
estimated. In a map merging scenario, this matrix Hi relates the local features observed
by robot i with the globally observed ones. However, in our case the robots do not know
the observation matrices since they do not know the whole set of features that have been
observed by the robot team. Initially each robot i exclusively knows the labels Li of its
local features. The goal is that each robot discovers the feature labeling of all the robots
through the interaction with its neighbors. We propose an algorithm where the feature
labeling discovering and the data fusion are executed simultaneously.

After solving the data association (Chapter 5), each robot i ∈ V has its label set
Li = {Li1, . . . , Limi} with the labels of its mi features. Two features f

i
r and f

j
s from robots

i, j can be fused together if and only if their labels Lir = (i?, r?), L
j
s = (i′?, r

′
?) have the

same value,

i? = i′? and r? = r′?.

However, in the initialization stage in Section 3.3, (3.5), the robots do not know the label
sets Lj from the other robots, and thus cannot compute their matrix Hi.

Throughout the discussion, we use a sorted version of the label sets Li that we term
label vectors Li. In a label vector Li, the labels L

i
r = (i?, r?) appear sorted following the

lexicographic order (�rst by i?, then by r?). We assume that initially each robot i sorts
its set Li to create its label vector Li, and that it arranges its local map accordingly. The
robot poses which have been estimated are always placed together at the �rst rows and
columns of the information matrices and vectors. In this case, the labels are exclusively
composed of the robot id. Let |Li| denote the number of labels in Li. Given two label
vectors Li, Lj, we say that Li ⊆ Lj if all labels of Li are contained in Lj. We let Γ be a
function that joins two label vectors Li, Lj and returns a new one Lij with all the labels
in Li and Lj, without duplicates, and sorted as prescribed above. It is not di�cult to see
that the function Γ satis�es the following properties:

(i) Γ(Li, Lj) = Γ(Lj, Li);

(ii) Γ(Li, Li) = Li;

(iii) Γ(Li,Γ(Lj, Lk)) = Γ(Γ(Li, Lj), Lk);

(iv) Li, Lj ⊆ Γ(Li, Lj);
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for any label vectors Li, Lj, Lj′ .

We let H be a function that computes the observation matrix between two label
vectors Li, Lj with Li ⊆ Lj. H(Li, Lj) returns a matrix H i

j ∈ {0, 1}|Li| szf×|Lj | szf that
relates the Cartesian coordinates of the features with labels Li and the ones with labels
Lj. It can be seen that H has the property that, if Li ⊆ Lj ⊆ Lj′ , H(Li, Lj) = H i

j,

and H(Lj, Lj′) = Hj
j′ , then H i

jH
j
j′ = H i

j′ = H(Li, Lj′). Additionally, H also satis�es
H(Li, Li) = I.

Given the labels of all the robots Lj, for j = 1, . . . , n, we let LG be the global label
vector which contains all the m di�erent labels in L1, . . . , Ln,

LG = Γ(Γ(. . .Γ(L1, L2), . . . ), Ln). (3.10)

Note that the same LG is obtained if the functions Γ are applied to the label vectors
Li in any other order, as long as each Li, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, is used at least once. Each
observation matrix Hi in (3.5) is then H(Li, LG). We propose two alternative approaches
to solve the problem of the global map merging. The �rst approach begins by reaching
consensus on the global label vector LG, and then computes the matrices Hi and executes
the sensor fusion algorithm in Section 3.3. The second approach does not require the
initial consensus stage on the global label vector LG. We let each robot i start with its
own Li and, incrementally, incorporate the new labels discovered in its neighbors data, to
�nally discover the full LG. Simultaneously, each robot i arranges its information matrix
and vector at each iteration t according to this information.

3.5 Partially Distributed Approach

Our �rst approach to the problem of distributed map merging consists of the following
steps:

1. BFS tree construction: The robots begin by constructing a BFS spanning tree
in the undirected graph using a variation of the �ood with termination algorithm,
see e.g., [109]. As a result, all nodes in the graph know the identity of its parent
and its children in the graph, and also know its role (root, leaf or regular node).

2. Computation of the global label vector: After this, the leaves initiate the
incremental computation of the vector with the labels of all the features observed
by the robots. Robots fuse the label vectors from their children with their own label
vectors and send this data to their parents. When all information is available to
the root, it computes the �nal global label vector and uses a �ooding algorithm to
propagate this information to all nodes in the graph.

3. Distributed averaging: Finally, the nodes compute the matrices Hi and initiate
the basic sensor fusion algorithm in Section 3.3 to compute the global map.

Next, we describe each of these steps in more detail.

Distributed Alg. on Robotic Networks for Coordination in Perception Tasks
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BFS Tree Construction

In order to construct the BFS tree, all nodes in the undirected graph must know if they
are the root and also must know which nodes are their neighbors in the graph.

All nodes initialize 'parent id' to null and 'children set' to be the set of neighbors. The
root node initiates the process sending a 'parent request' to all its neighbors. When a
node receives a 'parent request' message, it checks the value of its 'parent id'; if it is null,
then it updates this value to be the sender id; if the node already has a parent, it replays
with a 'parent reject' message. If during a step a node receives multiple 'parent request'
messages, it selects as a parent the node with the smallest id and sends a 'parent reject'
message to the other nodes. Nodes remove the parent id from the list of children. When
a node receives a 'parent reject' message, it updates its children set, deleting the sender
from this set. A node with an empty children set is a leaf.

Some steps of this algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.1: Example of BFS tree construction. (a): The root (circle) initiates the
process sending a parent request to all its children (blue arrows). (b): Nodes 3 and 5
update their parent and send parent requests (blue arrows) to all their children. (c):
Node 3 sends a parent reject (red arrow) to node 5 as a response to the parent request
received. Node 5 behaves in the same way. Node 6 selects as parent the node with the
minimal identi�er (node 3) and sends a parent reject to node 5; then, it sends a parent
request to all its children. Node 8 updates its parent and sends a parent request to its
children.

Incremental Computation of the Global Label Vector

When a node detects that it is a leaf, it starts the process of computing the global label
vector. Nodes build child label vectors Lchild

i containing their own local labels Li and the
child label vectors Lchild

j from their child nodes j. Each leave node i builds its child label
with its own local labels, Lchild

i = Li and sends it to its parent inside an 'up' message.
Each node i in the graph compiles all the child label vectors Lchild

j1
, . . . , Lchild

j|childi|
sent by

its children childi and fuses this information with its own identity vector Li to create its
child label vector, Lchild

i = Γ(Γ(Γ(. . .Γ(Lchild
j1

, Lchild
j2

), . . . ), Lchild
j|childi|

), Li). Once a node i has

received 'up' messages from all its children, it sends an 'up' message to its parent with the
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resulting child label vector Lchild
i . When the root has received all the information from

its children, it computes the �nal global label vector, LG = Lchild
root . This global vector

contains all the labels of the features observed by all the robots in the team, without
repetition, and sorted in lexicographic order. Then the root sends this �nal vector LG to
all its children in a 'down' message. Every node that receives a 'down' message, records
the global label vector LG and propagates this information sending a 'down' message to
all its children.

Some steps of this algorithm are illustrated in Fig. 3.2.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3.2: Incremental computation of the global label vector. (a): Nodes 5 and
9 send an up message (yellow arrow) to their parent. (b): The root receives an up message
from node 2. It had previously received an up message from its other children (node 4).
(c): The root computes the �nal (global) parameter vector and starts a �ooding process
to communicate this vector to all the nodes. It sends a down message (pink arrow) to all
its children.

Distributed Averaging

During the execution of the previous phase, all the robots receive the global label vector
LG. In this phase, each robot i computes the observation matrix Hi from its local Li and
the global LG label vectors, Hi = H(Li, LG). Robots use their observation matrices Hi in
eq. (3.5) for initializing their estimates of the global map information matrices and vectors
Î iG(t), îiG(t) and they update these estimates with the the sensor fusion algorithm (3.6).

3.6 Fully Distributed Approach

We let each robot i start with its own Li and, incrementally, incorporate the new labels
discovered in its neighbors data, to �nally discover the full LG. Each robot i ∈ {1, . . . , n}
maintains a label vector Li(t) with the di�erent labels discovered by itself up to time t.
Additionally, it maintains the variables iiG(t) ∈ RMi(t) and I iG(t) ∈ RMi(t)×Mi(t), where
Mi(t) is the size of its estimated global map at time t, Mi(t) = |Li(t)| szf. At t = 0,
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robot i initializes these variables with its own local information,

Li(0) = Li, I iG(0) = Σ−1
i , iiG(0) = Σ−1

i x̂i. (3.11)

At each iteration t, the robot incorporates into its label vector Li(t + 1) the new labels
discovered from its neighbors data Lj(t), with j ∈ Ni ∪ {i},

Li(t+ 1) = Γ(Γ(. . .Γ(Lj1(t), Lj2(t)), . . . ), LjNi+1
(t)), (3.12)

where {j1, . . . , jNi+1} = Ni ∪ {i}. Then, it arranges the variables I iG(t) and iiG(t) accord-
ingly, and computes the new values,

I iG(t+ 1) =
n∑
j=1

Wi,j(H
j,t
i,t+1)T IjG(t)Hj,t

i,t+1, iiG(t+ 1) =
n∑
j=1

Wi,j(H
j,t
i,t+1)T ijG(t), (3.13)

where Hj,t
i,t+1 = H(Lj(t), Li(t+ 1)).

Proposition 3.6.1. The outcomes of the algorithms (3.11)-(3.13) and (3.6) are related
as follows: for all t ≥ 0 and all i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

Î iG(t) = (H i,t
G )T I iG(t)H i,t

G , îiG(t) = (H i,t
G )T iiG(t), (3.14)

where H i,t
G = H(Li(t), LG). Furthermore, after diam(G) iterations, the result of both

algorithms is exactly the same, i.e., for all t ≥ 0 and all i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

Î iG(diag(G) + t) = I iG(diag(G) + t), îiG(diag(G) + t) = iiG(diag(G) + t). (3.15)

Proof. We only present the proof for the information matrices I iG(t) (the reasoning is
analogous for the information vectors iiG(t)). We reason by induction. At t = 0, equa-
tion (3.14) is satis�ed since

Î iG(0) = HT
i Σ−1

i Hi = (H i,0
G )T I iG(0)H i,0

G , (3.16)

for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Assuming that (3.14) is true for a given t, then for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n},

Î iG(t+ 1) =
n∑
j=1

Wi,j Î
j
G(t) =

n∑
j=1

Wi,j(H
j,t
G )T IjG(t)Hj,t

G (3.17)

= (H i,t+1
G )T

[
n∑
j=1

(Hj,t
i,t+1)T IjG(t)Hj,t

i,t+1

]
H i,t+1
G = (H i,t+1

G )T I iG(t+ 1)H i,t+1
G ,

where we have used the facts that for all t ≥ 0 and all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, Hj,t
G = Hj,t

i,t+1H
i,t+1
G

and
∑n

j=1 Wi,j = 1. This concludes the proof of (3.14). Regarding (3.15), note that after
diam(G) iterations of the algorithm (3.11)-(3.13), each robot i ∈ {1, . . . , n} has already
incorporated into its label vector information from all the initial label vectors Lj, for
j = 1, . . . , n. Therefore, for all t ≥ 0, Li(diam(G)+ t) = LG, where LG is the global vector

in (3.10). Then, H
i,diam(G)+t
G = H(LG, LG) = I, and the result follows.
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Using the previous algorithm, the robots compute the same global map than if they
were given Hi from the beginning, with the additional bene�t that the information ma-
trices I iG(t) can be inverted for any t ≥ 0 and i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, since they do not contain
any non informative zero columns or rows. Note that in the basic map merging algorithm
(Section 3.3), the information matrices Î iG(t) are initialized with zero rows and columns
for the features which are not local to robot i. Therefore, they cannot be inverted until
robot i has received informative (non zero) data for all the features. In case all the robots
have observed at least one exclusive feature, the robots have to wait for t = diam(G)
iterations for inverting their information matrices and recovering a temporal estimate of
the global map. However, when the robots use the algorithm (3.11)-(3.13), their informa-
tion matrices I iG(t) can be inverted for any t ≥ 0 and i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and thus the global
map can be computed at any step. In the next sections, we will analyze the presented
algorithm in terms of its theoretical and experimental performance. From now on, we let
xiG(t) ∈ RMi(t), Σi

G(t) ∈ RMi(t)×Mi(t) be the global map estimated by a robot i executing
algorithm (3.11)-(3.13),

xiG(t) =
(
I iG(t)

)−1
iiG(t), Σi

G(t) =
(
I iG(t)

)−1
. (3.18)

3.7 Properties

The convergence is asymptotic, and hence the global map is obtained by each robot i in the
limit as t→∞. However, for complete communication graphs, the strategy converges in
a single iteration. For general networks, the intermediate estimates (3.8) have interesting
properties that allow their use at any time t:

(i) the intermediate estimates x̂iG(t) are unbiased,

E
[
x̂iG(t)

]
= x,

for all t ≥ 0 and all i ∈ V such that the information matrix Î iG(t) can be inverted [152,
Theorem 3];

(ii) the numerical covariance Qi
G(t) ∈ RMG×MG of x̂iG(t) is bounded by the locally

estimated global map covariance Σ̂i
G(t),

Qi
G(t) = E

[(
x̂iG(t)− x

) (
x̂iG(t)− x

)T]
=
(
Î iG(t)

)−1
(

n∑
j=1

([W t]i,j)
2HT

j Σ−1
j Hj

)(
Î iG(t)

)−1

,

for all t ≥ 0 and all i ∈ V such that Î iG(t) can be inverted. Since 0 ≤ [W t]i,j ≤ 1 for
all i, j ∈ V and all t ≥ 0, then ([W t]i,j)

2 ≤ [W t]i,j and

Qi
G(t) �

(
Î iG(t)

)−1

= Σ̂i
G(t),
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where � means that Σ̂i
G(t)−Qi

G(t) is a positive semide�nite matrix [31, Lemma 2.1].
Therefore, the numerical covariance Qi

G(t) is bounded by the locally estimated global
map covariance Σ̂i

G(t). In particular, since Σ̂i
G(t) − Qi

G(t) is a positive semide�nite
matrix, the elements in the main diagonal satisfy [Σ̂i

G(t) − Qi
G(t)]r,r ≥ 0, and thus

[Σ̂i
G(t)]r,r ≥ [Qi

G(t)]r,r. Therefore, any decision taken by the robots based on the
entries in the main diagonal of the covariance matrix, can also be taken based on
Σ̂i
G(t).

Those properties of the intermediate estimates allow the robots to make decisions
based on their global map estimates at every time instant.

Here, we analyze the algorithm complexity regarding execution time, amount of com-
munication, and memory space required. Throughout this section, let Mmax be the
highest size of the local map of any robot,

Mmax = max
i∈{1,...,n}

Mi,

and dmax be the highest number of neighbors of any robot,

dmax = max
i∈{1,...,n}

|Ni|.

For time-varying topologies G(t) = (V , E(t)), dmax is de�ned as

dmax = max
i∈{1,...,n},t≥0

|Ni(t)|.

Computational complexity per iteration and robot

The consensus initialization operations in the map merging algorithm have a computa-
tional complexity per iteration and robot of O(M3

max) that exclusively depends on the
local map size. During the general iterations, the cost is O(dmaxM2

G) to perform the
matrix additions.

Communication complexity per iteration and robot

Along the consensus iterations, each robot i exchanges its information matrix I iG(t) with
its neighbors, with a communication cost of O(dmaxM2

G). Notice that each I iG(t)s is a
sparse information matrix, where the signi�cant coe�cients are grouped around the main
diagonal. Therefore, if a compression algorithm is used, the cost of exchanging I iG(t) can
be expressed as O(nM2

max). Alternatively, it can be expressed as O(n+m) if we consider
the local map sizes as constants, giving rise to a total communication cost per robot of,
respectively, O(dmaxnM2

max) or O(dmax(n + m)). In addition, the robots exchange the
label vectors of the features, with a total cost of O(dmaxm).

Space complexity per iteration and robot

Along the consensus algorithm, the maximal space complexity for each robot is associated
to the matrix I iG(t) that, as discussed above, can be considered O(nM2

max) or O(n+m).
Additionally this algorithm requires extra storage for the label vectors, although it does
not have in�uence in the worst-case space complexity measure.
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Time complexity until completion

As we mentioned before, the consensus is asymptotically reached, which means that the
time until completion is in�nite. However, the convergence speed of the averaging al-
gorithm presents a geometric rate for �xed graphs [151], [30] which depends on the sec-
ond eigenvalue with the largest absolute value |λ2(W )| in the Metropolis weights matrix
(eq. (??) in Appendix A). If we denote γ = |λ2(W )|, it can be shown that each entry
[I iG(t)]r,s, [iiG(t)]r in the information matrices and vectors estimated by the robots evolve
according to

|[I iG(t)]r,s − [IG]r,s| ≤ (γ)t
√
nmax

j

{∣∣[IjG(0)]r,s − [IG]r,s
∣∣} , (3.19)

|[iiG(t)]r − [iG]r| ≤ (γ)t
√
nmax

j

{∣∣[ijG(0)]r − [iG]r
∣∣} , (3.20)

for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, all r, s ∈ {1, . . . ,Mi(t)}, and all t ≥ 0.
For graphs with switching topology G(t) = (V , E(t)), the convergence speed is geomet-

ric if the graph has an interval of joint connectivity τ such that every subsequence

{G(t0 + 1), . . . G(t0 + τ)}

of length τ is jointly connected for all t0 [30]. In these graphs, the τ -index of joint
contractivity δ < 1 is given by

δ = max
W∈Wτ

{|λ2(W)| | W primitive paracontractive} (3.21)

where Wτ is the set of all products of, at most, τ Metropolis matrices W (t) that can
be obtained in the communication graph. The convergence speed of each entry [I iG(t)]r,s,
[iiG(t)]r in the information matrices and vectors estimated by the robots depends on the
τ -index of joint contractivity,

|[I iG(t)]r,s − [IG]r,s| ≤ (δ)x
t
τ
y√nmax

j

{∣∣[IjG(0)]r,s − [IG]r,s
∣∣} , (3.22)

|[iiG(t)]r − [iG]r| ≤ (δ)x
t
τ
y√nmax

j

{∣∣[ijG(0)]r − [iG]r
∣∣} , (3.23)

where x t
τ
y is the largest integer less than or equal to t

τ
.

Therefore, the convergence speed depends on the topology of the communication
graph. Moreover, from the time complexity analysis, we can see that when the com-
munication graph is complete, the robots reach consensus in one iteration. For complete
communication graphs, the Metropolis matrix is W = (1/n)11T and |λ2(W )| = 0. Then,
|[I iG(t)]r,s − [IG]r,s| ≤ 0, |[iiG(t)]r − [iG]r| ≤ 0 for all t ≥ 1, all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and all
r, s ∈ {1, . . . ,Mi(t)}.

3.8 Discussion

A �rst set of simulations has been carried out where a team composed by 9 robots has
explored an environment, obtaining a set of local maps (Fig. 3.3(a-i)). Black dots repre-
sent obstacles, red dots are the ground-truth location of landmarks, blue crosses are the
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50 3. Static Map Merging

estimates of the landmark positions and blue ellipses are the estimated covariance. Each
robot explores only a small portion of the environment so that none robot observes all
the landmarks. Due to the short trajectories followed by the robots and to the nature of
bearing-only data, landmark estimates present large uncertainty in the local maps. In the
simulation, robots estimate their motion based on odometry information and sense the
environment using a camera device that provides bearings to the landmarks. The goal of
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(g) Robot 7 (h) Robot 8 (i) Robot 9

Figure 3.3: Local maps obtained by robots 1 to 9 (a-i). Red dots are the ground-truth
location of landmarks. Blue crosses are the estimates of the landmark positions and blue
ellipses are the estimated covariance.

the map merging process is the combination of the local maps to obtain the maximum-
likelihood estimate for the global map (see Fig. 3.5). The robots exchange data according
to the communication topology in Fig. 3.4. Each node executes the algorithm described
in this chapter so that their estimates asymptotically approach this maximum-likelihood
global map. Even thought the consensus is asymptotically reached, we can see that in
practice, the convergence of the averaging algorithm is very fast, and in a few steps the
estimates at every robot approach the global map. In Fig. 3.5 we show the global map
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R1 R2 R3

R4
R5

R6

R7 R8 R9

Figure 3.4: Communication graph between the 9 robots after the exploration.

estimated by robot 7 at iterations t = 1 and t = 10 compared to the centralized global
map t→∞.
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(a) t = 1 (b) t = 10 (c) t→∞

Figure 3.5: (a) Global map estimated by robot 7 at t = 1. (b) Global map estimated
by robot 7 at t = 10. (c) Maximum-likelihood goal global map that is obtained by the
robots as t→∞.

A second set of simulations has been carried out with a team composed by 7 robots
exploring an environment of 20 × 20 m with 300 features, see Fig. 3.6. Each robot
executes 70 motion steps along a path of approximately 30 m. The robots estimate
their motion based on odometry information that is corrupted with a noise of standard
deviation σx, σy = 0.4 cm for the translations and σθ = 1 degree for the orientations. They
sense the environment using an omnidirectional camera that gives bearing measurement
to features within 360 degrees around the robot and within a distance of 6 m. The
measurements are corrupted with a noise of 0.5 degrees standard deviation. Each robot
explores the environment and builds its local map (Fig. 3.8). Due to the presence of
obstacles (gray areas), each robot may have not observed some landmarks. Besides, the
precision of the estimated positions (blue crosses and ellipses) of the landmarks depends
on the trajectory followed by each robot. The 7 robots compute the global map as
described in Section 3.6, under the communication graph in Fig. 3.7. Here, we just
display the global map xiG(t),Σi

G(t) at robot 2 after 5 iterations. We provide a deeper
analysis of the performance of the map fusion algorithm under real data and di�erent
communication networks below. Since the communication graph has a high connectivity,
in a few iterations each robot has received information from any other robot. After 5
iterations, the global map at robot 2 already contains precise estimates of the whole
explored environment (Fig. 3.9).
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Figure 3.6: A team of 7 robots explore an environment of 20 × 20 m. Gray areas are
walls and red dots are the ground-truth location of landmarks. Initially, the robots are
placed in the black box region. They explore the environment and build their maps. We
display the trajectories followed by robots 2, 3, and 5, together with the �nal poses of the
7 robots.
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Figure 3.7: Communication graph G associated to the �nal robot poses in Fig. 3.6. There
is a link (blue solid line) between any pair of robot poses (red triangles) that are within
a distance of 3 m.
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Figure 3.8: Local map estimated by robot 2. The landmarks close to its trajectory
(red line) have been estimated (blue crosses and ellipses) with a high precision. Besides,
its estimated positions (blue crosses) are very close to the ground truth locations (red
dots). Due to the presence of obstacles (gray areas) some of the landmarks have not been
observed, or have been estimated with high uncertainty.
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Figure 3.9: Global map xiG(t),Σi
G(t) estimated by robot 2 after t = 5 iterations. Red

dots are the ground truth position of the features while blue crosses and ellipses are their
estimated positions. Red triangles are the ground truth poses of the 7 robots after the
exploration, and blue triangles are their estimated poses in the global map of robot 2.

3.9 Conclusions

We have presented a new method for merging stochastic feature-based maps acquired by
a team of robots for scenarios with limited communication. The robots explore an envi-
ronment and build their local maps. When they �nish the exploration, they fuse their
local maps and build a global map. The whole method is fully decentralized, relying
exclusively on local interactions between neighboring robots. Under �xed connected com-
munication graphs, or time-varying jointly connected topologies, the estimates at each
robot asymptotically converge to the global map. Moreover, the intermediate estimates
at each robot present interesting properties that allow their use at any time: the mean
of the global map estimated by each robot is unbiased at each iteration; the numerical
covariance of the global map estimated by each robot, which cannot be locally computed,
is bounded by the locally computed covariance. The algorithm is robust to changes in
the communication topology and to link failures. We have studied the performance of the
method for robots equipped with omnidirectional cameras in a simulated environment.
Additional experiments with real data acquired with conventional cameras, link failures,
and changes in the topology, can be found in Chapter 8. To the best of our knowledge
this is the �rst method that solves the map merging problem in a fully decentralized way.
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Chapter 4

Dynamic Map Merging

In the previous chapter we presented a distributed algorithm for merging feature-based
maps in a robot network after the exploration has taken place. In this chapter we discuss
the dynamic map merging case. Along its operation, each robot observes the environment
and builds and maintains its local map. Simultaneously, the robots communicate and
build a global map of the environment. The communication between the robots is limited,
and, at every time instant, each robot can only exchange data with its neighboring robots.
In our contribution to the problem of dynamic map merging we provide a fully distributed
solution which does not rely on any particular communication topology and is robust to
changes in the topology. Each robot computes and tracks the global map based on local
interactions with its neighbors. Under mild connectivity conditions on the communication
graph, the algorithm asymptotically converges to the global map. In addition, we give
means of its convergence speed according to the information increase in the local maps.
We validate our proposal with several experiments.

4.1 Introduction

As previously said, there is an great interest in multi-robot perception in scenarios where
a robot team operates in an unknown environment and individual robots only observe a
portion of it. In such situations, it is of interest for each robot to have a representation
of the environment beyond its local map. The fusion of the local observations of all
the team members leads to a merged map that contains more precise information and
more features. In a static map merging scenario, the information fusion is carried out
after the exploration. Dynamic solutions, where the information is fused while the robots
operate, are more interesting. They enable other multi-robot tasks such as cooperative
exploration, navigation, or obstacle avoidance. In this chapter, we study the problem of
dynamic map merging, where each robot's communication radius is limited, and hence
the communication topology is not complete.

While multi-robot localization under communication constraints has received some
attention [86,118], most of the existing multi-robot map merging solutions are extensions
of the single robot case under centralized schemes, all-to-all communication among the
robots, or broadcasting methods. Particle �lters [69] have been generalized to multi-
robot systems assuming that the robots broadcast their controls and their observations.
In multi-robot submap �lters [149] and graph maps of laser scans [146] approaches, each
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robot builds a local submap and sends it by broadcast to all the other robots or to a central
node. The same solution could be applied for many existing submapping methods [108].
However, in robot network scenarios, distributed approaches are often necessary because
of limited communication, switching topologies, link failures, and limited bandwidth.

Distributed estimation methods [1, 40, 65, 71, 96, 100, 101, 143] maintain a joint esti-
mate of a system that evolves with time by combining noisy observations taken by the
sensor network. Early approaches sum the measurements from the di�erent robots in IF
(Information Filter) form. If the network is complete [96], then the resulting estimator is
equivalent to the centralized one. In general networks the problems of cyclic updates or
double counting information appear when robots sum the same piece of data more than
once. The use of the channel �lter [65, 143] avoids these problems in networks with a
tree structure. The Covariance Intersection method [71] produces consistent but highly
conservative estimates in general networks. More recent approaches [1, 40, 100, 101] use
distributed consensus �lters to average the measurements taken by the robots. The inter-
est of distributed averaging is that the problems of double counting the information and
cyclic updates are avoided. They, however, su�er from the delayed data problem that takes
place when the robots execute the state prediction without having incorporated all the
measurements taken at the current step [34]. For general communication schemes [100],
the delayed data problem leads to an approximate KF (Kalman Filter) estimator. An
interesting solution is given in [101] but its convergence is proved in the absence of ob-
servation and system noises. In the algorithm proposed in [40], authors prove that the
robots' estimates are consistent, although these estimates have disagreement. Other algo-
rithms have been proposed that require the previous o�ine computation of the gains and
weights of the algorithm [1]. The main limitation of all the previous works is that they
consider linear systems without inputs, and where the evolution of the system is known
by all the robots. Here instead we are interested in more general scenarios, without the
previous restrictions. We allow each robot to build its map by using system models not
necessarily linear or known by the other robots, or where the robot odometry is modeled
as an input, among others. A recent work that does not su�er from the previous lim-
itations is given in [87]. Here each robot records its own measurements and odometry,
as well as the observations and odometry from any other robot it encounters. Despite
being very interesting and going beyond the state-of-art, this work has the drawback that
robots must maintain an unbounded amount of memory, which depends on the time be-
tween meetings. Moreover, if a single robot fails or leaves the network, the whole system
fails, and the data association is not discussed. In our case, the information fusion is
carried out on the local maps of the robots for which e�cient distributed data association
methods [10] already exist in the literature. Our approach is similar to a sensor fusion
problem, although the classical assumption [31, 153] that successive measurements taken
by a sensor must be independent does not hold here.

We propose a dynamic map merging method where robots average their maps instead
of their raw measurements. The local maps of the robots are expressed in IF form and
they are fused in an additive fashion using the consensus �lter. We build on ideas from
consensus algorithms that allow the introduction of new information, regardless of the
independence between successive measurements [59, 88]. We use a discrete-time version
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of the PI algorithm which is more appropriate for the robot systems we consider. As
weight matrices we use the Metropolis weights [152] which have been shown to perform
quite good in multi-agent systems [31,40,153] and that have the bene�t that they can be
locally computed by the robots.

The contributions of this chapter are the following: (i) the proposal of the dynamic
consensus strategy where, at each step, a discrete-time version of the PI algorithm is
executed; (ii) the careful study of the convergence rate of the dynamic consensus strategy;
(iii) the applications of this study to characterize the errors in the map merging and to
understand the trade-o�s between the number of iterations and the performance of the
algorithm; and (iv) the implementation for feature-based maps taking into account the
possibly di�erent features discovered by each robot during the exploration.

4.2 Problem Description

Throughout the chapter we let n be the number of robots. Indices i, j refer to robots, r, s
to elements within the maps, and G to the global map. The superscript k ∈ N is used for
exploration steps and t ∈ N for iteration numbers. We let I be the n× n identity matrix,
and 0 be a n× n matrix with all its elements equal to zero. When they are followed by a
subindex n1 × n2, this speci�es their dimensions. We let 1 ∈ Rn be a column vector with
all entries equal to 1. Given a matrix W , [W ]i,j denotes its (i, j) entry, λi(W ) refers to
its i−th eigenvalue with associated eigenvector vi(W ), and λe�(W ) is the modulus of its
eigenvalue with the second largest absolute value.

We consider a team of n ∈ N robots exploring an unknown environment. At the
exploration step k, each robot i has observed mk

i ∈ N features and it has estimated its
own pose together with the positions of the features. Let the constants szr and szf

represent the size of respectively a robot pose and a feature position1. The estimates at
each robot i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and each step k are stored into a stochastic map with mean
x̂ki ∈ RM

k
i and covariance matrix Σk

i ∈ RM
k
i×Mk

i , being Mk
i = szr + mk

i szf. Let
xki ∈ RM

k
i contain the true robot pose and the true positions of the mk

i features, then

x̂ki = xki + vki , (4.1)

where vki is a zero mean noise with covariance matrix Σk
i .

If at step k the information from the n robots was available, e.g., at a central node,
then the global map combining the information of the local maps at the n robots at step
k could be computed. Let m ∈ N be the number of di�erent features in the environment
and x ∈ RMG be the vector with the true poses of the n robots and the true positions
of the m features, beingMG = n szr + m szf. Each robot i ∈ {1, . . . , n} at step k has
observed mk

i ≤ m features and we let Hk
i ∈ {0, 1}M

k
i×MG be the observation matrix that

relates the elements in x and xki so that xki = Hk
i x. The local map of each robot i (4.1)

is a partial observation of x,

x̂ki = Hk
i x + vki , (4.2)

1e.g., szr = 3 when the robot pose is composed of its planar position (x, y) and orientation θ; szf = 2
or szf = 3 for respectively 2D or 3D environments.
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Figure 4.1: Centralized merging of the local maps of n robots in IF form. The global
information matrix IkG and vector ikG are the addition of the local ones Iki , iki , for i ∈
{1, . . . , n}. The �rst rows and columns contain the robot poses, and the last ones, the
feature positions. The elements with zero value are displayed in white. Each robot i has
information of its own pose (light blue) and of the feature positions (dark blue), but it
has no information of any other robot poses j 6= i (white).

where we assume that the noises vki ,v
k′
j are independent for di�erent robots i 6= j and

all k, k′ ∈ N, since every robot has constructed the map based on its own observations.
Note that since the local map of a robot i at step k is an evolution of its map at any
previous step k′ < k, then the noises vki ,v

k′
i are not independent. Let Iki ∈ RMG×MG and

iki ∈ RMG be the information matrix and vector of the local map at robot i and step k in
IF form,

Iki = (Hk
i )T (Σk

i )
−1Hk

i , iki = (Hk
i )T (Σk

i )
−1x̂ki , (4.3)

for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The information matrix IkG and vector ikG of the global map at step k
in IF form are

IkG =
n∑
i=1

Iki , ikG =
n∑
i=1

iki . (4.4)

The previous operation is additive, commutative, and associative. For this reason, merging
the maps in IF form is a common practice [138]. Equivalently, the global map at step k
can be expressed by its mean and covariance matrix,

x̂kG = (IkG)−1 ikG, Σk
G = (IkG)−1. (4.5)

Maps in information form have the property that entries (r, s) and r in the information
matrix Iki and vector iki associated to the elements not observed by robot i are zero
(Fig. 4.1, white elements). Consider a feature observed by several robots R ⊆ {1, . . . , n}
(Fig. 4.1, dark blue area). The associated entries (r, s) and r in the global map [IkG]r,s,
[ikG]r (4.4) are the addition of the di�erent values [Iki ]r,s, [iki ]r, for i ∈ R,

[IkG]r,s =
∑
i∈R

[Iki ]r,s, [ikG]r =
∑
i∈R

[iki ]r.
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Here, each robot i reaches a consensus between its own and the others' values [Ikj ]r,s, [ikj ]r,
for j ∈ R. Consider now the estimated pose of a robot i. It was exclusively observed by i,
and thus for any other robot j 6= i the associated entries (r, s) and r are zero, [Ikj ]r,s = 0,
[ikj ]r = 0. Only robot i is providing information of these entries for the global map,

[IkG]r,s = [Iki ]r,s, [ikG]r = [iki ]r,

and thus it is clear that here there is no need for consensus. The dynamic map merging
problem can be separated into two parts. The �rst part consists of propagating the rows
and columns of Iki , iki associated the pose of a robot j. Any other robot i 6= j just
incorporates this data into its global map. The second part, which consists of reaching a
consensus on the entries associated exclusively to features, is discussed along the following
sections.

Problem 4.2.1. We consider n ∈ N robots exploring and acquiring local maps at some
exploration steps k = 1, 2, . . . as in eqs. (4.1)-(4.3). The communication is range-limited
and two robots can exchange data only if they are close enough. We let Gk = (V , Ek) be
the undirected communication graph at step k. The nodes are the robots, V = {1, . . . , n}.
If robots i, j can communicate then there is an edge between them, (i, j) ∈ Ek. The set of
neighbors N k

i of robot i at step k is

N k
i = {j | (i, j) ∈ Ek, j 6= i}.

The goal is the design of distributed algorithms so that each robot i ∈ V computes and
tracks the global map in eqs. (4.4)-(4.5) based on local interactions with its neighbors N k

i .

4.2.1 Proportional Integral (PI) Averaging Algorithm

We propose a map merging algorithm based on averaging algorithms. They have become
very popular in sensor networks due to their capability to reach agreement in a distributed
way. In praticular, we use a discrete version of the Proportional Integral (PI) estimator
in [59], where each robot i ∈ {1, . . . , n} has an input ui ∈ R. It maintains variables
xi(t), wi(t) ∈ R and updates them by the following rule,

ẋi(t) = −γ xi(t)−
∑
j 6=i

[WP ]i,j [xi(t)− xj(t)] +
∑
j 6=i

[WI ]j,i [wi(t)− wj(t)] + γ ui,

ẇi(t) = −
∑
j 6=i

[WI ]i,j [xi(t)− xj(t)] , (4.6)

where WP and WI are respectively the proportional and the integral weights matrices.
Those weights are compatible with the graph, so that [WP ]i,j = [WP ]j,i = [WI ]i,j =
[WI ]j,i = 0 if robots i and j cannot communicate, j /∈ Ni. The parameter γ > 0 establishes
the rate at which new information replaces old information. It allows the network to slowly
forget errors introduced by robots entering or leaving the network.
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If the inputs and variables at the n robots are considered simultaneously, u ∈ Rn =
(u1, . . . , un)T , x ∈ Rn = (x1, . . . , xn)T , w ∈ Rn = (w1, . . . , wn)T , then the PI estimator
can be expressed in matrix form as follows,[

ẋ(t)
ẇ(t)

]
=

[
−γI − LP LTI
−LI 0

] [
x(t)
w(t)

]
+

[
γI
0

]
u, (4.7)

where LP and LI are the Laplacian associated to respectively the proportional WP and
the integral WI weight matrices,

LP = diag(WP1)−WP , LI = diag(WI1)−WI .

Let ex(t) ∈ Rn be the error vector,

ex(t) = x(t)− 11T

n
u,

and Π be the matrix Π = I − 11T

n
. If each robot i ∈ {1, . . . , n} executes the PI algo-

rithm (4.6) with γ, LP and LI so that

rank(LI) = n− 1, (4.8a)

ε ∈ R is such that Π(LP + LTP )Π � 2εΠ, (4.8b)

γ > 0 is chosen such that γ + ε > 0, (4.8c)

then, for any input u and any initial states x(0),w(0), the error vector ex(t) converges
to 0 exponentially as t→∞ [59, Theorem 5].

The variables xi(t) asymptotically reach the same value for all i ∈ V , i.e., they reach a
consensus, and moreover, the consensus value is the average of the inputs. Observe that
each robot i updates its variables xi(t), wi(t) using local information since the weights
matrices have zero entries for non-neighboring robots, [WP ]i, j = [WI ]i, j = 0 when j /∈ Ni.

A common choice for the weights matrices in distributed averaging are the Metropolis
weightsWM ∈ Rn×n [152] given by eq. (A.3) in Appendix A, where each robot can compute
the weights that a�ect its evolution using only local information. The Metropolis weights
matrix WM is compatible with the graph, [WM ]i,j = [WM ]j,i = 0 if robots i and j cannot
communicate. Besides, for undirected graphs, WM is symmetric and doubly stochastic
WM = W T

M ,WM1 = 1, 1TWM = 1T . It has an eigenvalue at 1, and all its other eigenvalues
λ(WM) ∈ (−1, 1). Its associated Laplacian,

LM = diag(WM1)−WM = I −WM , (4.9)

is symmetric and positive semide�nite [27, Theorem 1.37]. It has an eigenvalue at 0,
and all the others λ(LM) ∈ (0, 2). LM satis�es (4.8a) for connected graphs. It also
satis�es (4.8b) for ε = 0 taking into account that Π(LM + LTM)Π = 2LM since LM is
symmetric, and that LM is positive semide�nite. Then, condition (4.8c) reduces to γ > 0.
Thus, for connected graphs, the PI algorithm (4.7) with symmetric Metropolis weights
matrices WP = WI = WM converges to the average of the inputs.

Along this chapter, we consider a discrete version of the PI algorithm, with equal and
symmetric Laplacian matrices LW ∈ Rn so that LP = LI = LW , LTW = LW . We let W
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be its associated weights matrix, LW = diag(W1) −W . Then, we extend these results
to the particular choice of the Metropolis weights matrix W = WM . We use the notation
λi(A) for the i eigenvalue of a matrix A, and vi(A) for its associated eigenvector. When
the matrix is not speci�ed, λi refers to the LW . We let r = 1√

n
1 be the eigenvector of LW

associated to the eigenvalue 0, and [r S2 . . . Sn] = [r S] be a basis of eigenvectors of LW .

4.3 Consensus on Constant Scalar Inputs

We start by considering a simpli�ed version of Problem 4.2.1, where there is a single
exploration step k. Instead of an information matrix and a vector, each robot i ∈ V has
a single scalar input ui ∈ R. The global data xG ∈ R is the sum of the inputs ui and we
let xavg ∈ R be their average,

xG =
n∑
i=1

ui, xavg =
1

n

n∑
i=1

ui =
1

n
xG. (4.10)

The goal is that each robot i ∈ V computes an estimate xi(t) ∈ R of xavg by local
interactions with its neighbors Ni.

The previous simpli�ed problem can be solved by distributed consensus algorithms [113]
for systems with constant inputs. In particular, we analyze in depth a discrete version
of the Proportional Integral (PI) estimator [59] in the context of dynamic consensus. As
we will show, the capabilities of the PI for re-using past information are crucial for the
considered map merging scenario.

Discrete-time algorithms are more appropriate for the robot systems we consider.
In this section we analyze a discrete-time version of the PI algorithm (4.7) with equal,
symmetric, positive semide�nite Laplacian matrices LW ∈ Rn so that LP = LI = LW ,
LTW = LW and we let W be its associated weight matrix, LW = diag(W1) − W . We
analyze its convergence properties and its convergence speed depending on the step size h
and the parameter γ. The theoretical results we give are general for any weighting matrix.
We later extend them to the particular choice of the Metropolis weight matrix W = WM

(eq. (A.3) in Appendix A) and its Laplacian matrix LW = LM given by eq. (4.9). From
now on, we let r ∈ Rn be the eigenvector of LW associated to the eigenvalue λ1(LW ) = 0,

r = 1/
√
n. (4.11)

We let S2, . . . , Sn be the remaining n− 1 eigenvectors of LW so that [r S2 . . . Sn] = [r S]
is a basis of eigenvectors of LW ,

[r S]TLW [r S] = diag (λ1(LW ), . . . , λn(LW )) , (4.12)

with the eigenvalues sorted as λ1(LW ) ≤, . . . ,≤ λn(LW ). This orthonormal basis exists
since LW is symmetric with real entries. For connected communication graphs, all the
other eigenvalues λ2(LW ), . . . , λn(LW ) are strictly greater than zero and we let L

(−1)
W be

L
(−1)
W = (I− rrT )

(
LW + rrT

)−1
(I− rrT ). (4.13)
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For all i ∈ V we let bi = b(λi(LW )) be

bi = b(λi(LW )) =

√
(γ + λi(LW ))2 − (2 λi(LW ))2. (4.14)

The discrete-time consensus algorithm with constant scalar inputs, with equal and
symmetric Laplacian matrices LW , and step size h > 0 is given by[

x(t+ 1)
w(t+ 1)

]
= A

[
x(t)
w(t)

]
+

[
hγI
0

]
u, with (4.15)

A = I2n×2n + h

[
−γI− µLW LW
−LW 0

]
. (4.16)

The parameter µ > 0 weights the relative e�ects of the Proportional and Integral compo-
nents. In the following we focus on the study of the system for the case µ = 1 and we give
conditions on parameters h, γ that ensure the convergence in real scenarios. The optimal
combination of the proportional and integral weighting matrices depends on the graph,
and on h and γ. The analysis of the properties for each case can be done as a replication
of the theoretical analysis presented here. Note that this algorithm is fully distributed as
each robot updates its states using information from its immediate neighbors. Along this
section we will show that under certain conditions, the states at the robots asymptotically
converge to the average of the inputs, xi(t)→ xavg as t→∞; equivalently in vector form,
that x(t)→ 1xavg. We let the vectors x∗ and w∗ ∈ Rn be

x∗ = rrTu = 1xavg, w∗ = rrTw(0)− γL(−1)
W u, (4.17)

where r and L
(−1)
W are given by eqs (4.11) and (4.13).

In order to analyze the convergence conditions and convergence speed of algorithm (4.15),
we �rst analyze the eigenvalues of the system matrix A in eq. (4.16). The following re-
sult establishes a relationship between them and the eigenvalues of the Laplacian LW
associated to the weight matrix.

Proposition 4.3.1. For each eigenvalue λi(LW ) of the Laplacian LW associated to the
weight matrix, there exist eigenvalues λi(A) and λn+i(A) of the system matrix A in
eq. (4.16),

λi(A) = 1− h (γ + λi(LW ) + bi) /2, λn+i(A) = 1− h (γ + λi(LW )− bi) /2, (4.18)

for i ∈ V, being bi given by (4.14). Note that for λ1(LW ) = 0, eq. (4.18) gives λ1(A) =
1− hγ and λn+1(A) = 1.

Proof. Denote Z =

[
−γI− LW LW
−LW 0

]
, such that A = I2n×2n + hZ. The relationship

between the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of A and Z for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n} is

λi(A) = 1 + hλi(Z), vi(A) = vi(Z). (4.19)
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We de�ne the change of basis Y = P TZP , with

P =

[
r S2 . . . Sn 0

0 r S2 . . . Sn

]
, (4.20)

where [r S2 . . . Sn] is an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of LW as in eq. (4.12), so that
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Z and Y are related by

λi(Z) = λi(Y ), vi(Z) = P vi(Y ). (4.21)

We focus on the matrix Y ,

Y =

[
−γI− [r S]TLW [r S] [r S]TLW [r S]
−[r S]TLW [r S] 0

]
, (4.22)

which because of eq. (4.12) is equal to

Y =

[
diag(−γ − λ1, . . . ,−γ − λn) diag(λ1, . . . , λn)

−diag(λ1, . . . , λn) 0

]
,

where each λi = λi(LW ) and we have omitted (LW ) for clarity. By solving for Y vi(Y ) =
λi(Y )vi(Y ), we get the following expression for the eigenvalues of Y , for all i ∈ V :

λi(Y ) = −γ + λi + bi
2

, λn+i(Y ) = −γ + λi − bi
2

. (4.23)

Its eigenvectors vi(Y ), vn+i(Y ) have all its elements equal to zero but the i−th and the
(n+ i)−th components,

[vi(Y )]i = 1, [vi(Y )]n+i = −λi(LW )/λi(Y ),

[vn+i(Y )]i = 1, [vn+i(Y )]n+i = −λi(LW )/λn+i(Y ). (4.24)

Combining eqs. (4.19),(4.21),(4.23), the expression for the eigenvalues of A in (4.18) is
obtained.

Proposition 4.3.2. If the step size h and the parameter γ satisfy

γ ≥ 3/2 λn(LW ), (4.25a)

hγ < 3/2, (4.25b)

where λn(LW ) is the maximum eigenvalue of LW , then all the eigenvalues of A in (4.18)
are real. For connected communication graphs, all of them but λn+1(A) = 1 have modulus
strictly less than one.

Proof. The eigenvalues of A are related to the ones of LW by (4.18) as stated by Propo-
sition 4.3.1. All the eigenvalues λi(LW ) are real and positive because LW is positive
semide�nite. Since both γ and h are real, the imaginary part of λi(A) is ±Im [bi], which
is 0 because of (4.25a). As a result, all the eigenvalues of A are real.
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Regarding the modulus, �rst note that for connected graphs λi > 0 for all i ∈
{2, . . . , n}. Due to (4.25a) bi given by eq. (4.14) satis�es γ ≤ bi ≤ 2/

√
3γ, and both

λi(Y ) and λn+i(Y ) in eq. (4.23) are decreasing functions satisfying −4/3 γ ≤ λi(Y ) < −γ,
−1/3 γ ≤ λn+i(Y ) < 0, for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n}.

We �rst consider the eigenvalue λ1(A) = 1− hγ. It is strictly less than 1 since h > 0,
γ > 0, and it is greater than −1/2 because of (4.25b). Then, its modulus is strictly less
than 1. For all i ∈ {2, . . . n}, both λi(A) = 1 +hλi(Y ) < 1 and λn+i(A) = 1 +hλn+i(Y ) <
1, since h > 0 and λi(Y ) < 0, λn+i(Y ) < 0. Besides, λi(A) ≥ 1 − 4/3hγ > −1, and
λn+i(A) ≥ 1 − 1/3hγ > 1/2. Then the modulus of both λi(A) and λn+i(A) are strictly
less than 1. Finally, λn+1(A) = 1 as stated in Proposition 4.3.1.

In particular, the selection of γ ≥ 3 and h < 3/(2γ) when the Metropolis Laplacian
matrix LM (eq. (4.9)) is used, satis�es Proposition 4.3.2 for any connected communication
graph, since its eigenvalues satisfy λ1(LM) = 0 and 0 < λi(LM) < 2 for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n}.

We discuss now which one is the second eigenvalue λeff(A) of A with maximum absolute
value. Observe that λn+i(A) ≥ 1/2 is decreasing, thus the greatest absolute value of
λn+i(A) for i ∈ {2, . . . , n} is associated to λn+2(A). Also λi(A) is decreasing and takes
both positive and negative values. For all i such that λi(A) ≥ 0, the associated λn+i(A)
has greater modulus. For all i such that λi(A) < 0, the maximum absolute value is
associated to λn(A). We conclude that λeff(A) = max{λn+2(A),−λn(A)}.

At this point we are ready to prove the convergence of algorithm (4.15) and to char-
acterize its convergence speed.

Theorem 4.3.3. Let LW be the positive semide�nite Laplacian matrix associated to the
connected undirected communication graph G. Let us consider that the robots execute
algorithm (4.15) with a step size h > 0 and a parameter γ > 0 as in Proposition 4.3.2.
Then, for any input u ∈ Rn and any initial states x(0) ∈ Rn, w(0) ∈ Rn, the states
x(t) ∈ Rn, w(t) ∈ Rn of the consensus algorithm (4.15) converge exponentially to

lim
t→∞

x(t) = x∗, lim
t→∞

w(t) = w∗, (4.26)

as t → ∞, where x∗ and w∗ are given by (4.17). Moreover, if we let β = 2
√

10/3, then

the error vector exw(t) =
(
x(t)T ,w(t)T

)T − (xT∗ ,wT
∗
)T

after t iterations2 satis�es

‖exw(t)‖2 ≤ βλteff(A) ‖exw(0)‖2 . (4.27)

Proof. First we prove the convergence. Let us assume that the relation in (4.27) is true.
Since h and γ satisfy conditions (4.25a)-(4.25b) then, as stated by Proposition 4.3.2,
|λn+1(A)| = 1 and the other eigenvalues have modulus strictly less than one |λi(A)| < 1.
In particular, this is true for λeff(A), and thus λteff(A) tends to 0 as t→∞ and the norm
of the error ‖exw(t)‖2 converges to zero.

2All along this chapter, we characterize the convergence speed for an even t in order to give more
accurate bounds.
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Next, we prove that the error vector satis�es (4.27). The discrete time consensus
algorithm (4.15) expressed in terms of the error exw(t) is

exw(t+ 1) = A exw(t), exw(t) = At exw(0).

We de�ne the following change of basis,

C = P TAP = I + hY,

where P and Y are given by (4.20) and (4.22), and we let ezy be the error in the new
coordinates,

ezy(t) = P T exw(t), exw(t) = P ezy(t), (4.28)

which has the same Euclidean norm, ‖exw(t)‖2 = ‖ezy(t)‖2. We focus on the system in
the new coordinates,

ezy(t+ 1) = C ezy(t), ezy(t) = Ct ezy(0),

where the initial error is ezy(0) = (z(0)T ,y(0)T )T − (zT∗ ,y
T
∗ )T . By applying the change of

basis to (4.26), the limit values in the new coordinates are

z∗ =

[
rTu
0n−1

]
, y∗ =

[
rTw(0)

−γ(STLWS)−1STu

]
, (4.29)

where rTw(0) = [y(0)]1. Note that as a result the component [ezy(0)]n+1 of the error in
the new coordinates is zero. Let us decompose the initial error into a linear combination
of the eigenvectors of C,

ezy(0) =
2n∑
i=1

ai vi(C), (4.30)

where it can be seen that for all i ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}

λi(C) = λi(A), and vi(C) = vi(Y ), (4.31)

being λi(A) and vi(C) given by respectively eqs. (4.18) and (4.24). Now we compute the
coe�cients ai, an+i in eq. (4.30) as follows. Each pair [ezy(0)]i, [ezy(0)]n+i of elements in
ezy(0) give two equations on ai, an+i, for i ∈ V ,

[ezy(0)]i = ai + an+i,

[ezy(0)]n+i = −aiλi(LW )/λi(Y )− an+iλi(LW )/λn+i(Y ),

For i = 1, the previous equations give [ezy(0)]1 = a1 + an+1 and [ezy(0)]n+1 = 0. Thus, we
can chose the �rst coe�cient a1 to be the �rst element in the error vector, a1 = [ezy(0)]1,
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and its associated an+1 = 0. Proceeding in a similar fashion with the remaining coe�cients
ai, an+i, for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}, we get

ai = −λi(LW )

bi

(
[ezy(0)]n+i +

λi(Y )

λi(LW )
[ezy(0)]i

)
,

an+i =
λi(LW )

bi

(
[ezy(0)]n+i +

λn+i(Y )

λi(LW )
[ezy(0)]i

)
, (4.32)

where bi is given by (4.14). With the initial error decomposed as in (4.30), the error after
t iterations can be expressed as follows

ezy(t) = Ct ezy(0) =
2n∑
i=1

ai λi(C)t vi(C),

which combined with (4.31) and (4.32) gives

[ezy(t)]1 = (λ1(A))t [ezy(0)]1, [ezy(t)]n+1 = 0,

and for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n},

[ezy(t)]i = ci,n+i [ezy(0)]n+i + ci,i [ezy(0)]i, (4.33)

[ezy(t)]n+i = −ci,n+i [ezy(0)]i + cn+i,n+i [ezy(0)]n+i,

with

ci,n+i = λi(LW )
[
(λn+i(A))t − (λi(A))t

]
/bi, (4.34)

ci,i =
[
λn+i(Y )(λn+i(A))t − λi(Y )(λi(A))t

]
/bi,

cn+i,n+i =
[
−λi(Y )(λn+i(A))t + λn+i(Y )(λi(A))t

]
/bi.

The squared Euclidean norm ‖ezy(t)‖2
2 of the error vector at iteration t, is given by

‖ezy(t)‖2
2 =

n∑
i=1

([ezy(t)]i)
2 + ([ezy(t)]n+i)

2 = (λ1(A))2t([ezy(0)]1)2+

+
n∑
i=2

(c2
i,n+i + c2

i,i)([ezy(0)]i)
2 +

n∑
i=2

(c2
i,n+i + c2

n+i,n+i)([ezy(0)]n+i)
2+

+
n∑
i=2

2ci,n+i(ci,i − cn+i,n+i)[ezy(0)]i[ezy(0)]n+i, (4.35)

where

2ci,n+i(ci,i − cn+i,n+i) = −2λi(LW )(γ + λi(LW ))

b2
i

(
(λn+i(A))t − (λi(A))t

)2
.
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Note that when k1a and k2b have the same sign, then |k1a−k2b| ≤ max{k1, k2}max{a, b}.
By taking into account that both (λn+i(A))t and (λi(A))t ≥ 0 for t even, and that 1/bi ≤
1/γ, λi ≤ 2/3γ, max{−λi(Y ),−λn+i(Y )} ≤ 4/3γ, then it can be seen that

c2
i,n+i ≤ (2/3)2λ2t

eff(A),

max{c2
n+i,n+i, c

2
i,i} ≤ (4/3)2λ2t

eff(A),

|2ci,n+i(ci,i − cn+i,n+i)| ≤ (20/32)λ2t
eff(A).

In addition,

n∑
i=2

|[ezy(0)]i[ezy(0)]n+i| ≤
n∑
i=2

(max{|[ezy(0)]i|, |[ezy(0)]n+i|})2 ≤ ‖ezy(0)‖2
2 .

Combining the previous results, we get

‖ezy(t)‖2
2 ≤ 40/32λ2t

eff(A) ‖ezy(0)‖2
2 . (4.36)

Then, ‖exw(t)‖2 = ‖ezy(t)‖2 satis�es

‖exw(t)‖2 ≤ 2
√

10/3 λteff(A) ‖exw(0)‖2 , (4.37)

as in eq. (4.27) and the proof is completed.

The convergence speed in Theorem 4.3.3 depends on λeff(A) = max{λn+2(A),−λn(A)},
which is related to the eigenvalues λ2(LW ), λn(LW ) of the Laplacian LW of the communi-
cation graph. These eigenvalues depend on the graph topology and require global infor-
mation of the network. In Chapter 7.3 we propose a distributed algorithm that allows each
robot to compute the leading eigenvalue λn(LW ) and the algebraic connectivity λ2(LW )
of the Laplacian; alternatively, other distributed methods [58, 63] could be used. Then,
the robots can compute λn(A), λn+2(A) and �nd the one with the largest absolute value.
In this case, they can also compute the optimal step size h∗ such that −λn(A) = λn+2(A),

h∗ = 4/(2γ + λn(LW ) + λ2(LW ) + bn − b2). (4.38)

4.4 Dynamic Averaging Strategy

Now we consider the dynamic scenario, where each robot i observes its input uki , whose
value varies along the steps k = 1, . . . , K. The goal is that each robot computes and
tracks the average of the inputs 1

n

∑n
i=1 u

k
i up to step k.

We adopt an strategy where, each step k = 1, . . . , K, the robots run the consensus
algorithm in Section 4.3, to compute the average of the inputs up to step k (Fig.4.2).
They initialize their consensus �lters with their previous average estimate. They execute
a total number of L consensus iterations, divided into l iterations per input update step,
and the remaining L− l(K − 1) after the last step.
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Figure 4.2: Dynamic consensus. Each robot i ∈ {1, . . . , n} observes its inputs uki at
the input update steps k = 1, . . . , K. Between any two input update steps, they execute
l consensus iterations to compute the average of the inputs. Then, they use these average
estimates as an initial solution for the consensus iterations in the next step.

Remark 4.4.1. Throughout this section, we consider that the maximum number of con-
sensus iterations L is limited by the problem requirements and it is a priori given to the
robots. This value L may depend, e.g., on the amount of energy each robot has for car-
rying out its operation, the power consumption of each data exchange operation, and the
energy assigned to other robot tasks. We consider that the number of iterations per step
l is also established a priori. It may be selected so that the timespan of input update
steps is the desired one, taking into account the time consumed by the computation and
communication operations executed by the robots.

In case the robot team does not have any of the previous limitations, then the robots
can select the desired lk∗ for each step so that their estimates reach a certain precision.
For instance, if their goal is maintaining a relative estimation error of ε at each step k,∥∥ekxw(lk∗)

∥∥
2
/
∥∥ekxw(0)

∥∥
2
≤ ε, then, from eq. (4.27), the desired value of l∗k would be

lk∗ ≥ (log (ε)− log (β)) / log (λeff(A)) .

We do not specify the number of local observation-estimation iterations carried out by
each robot between consecutive steps k and k + 1. Using this strategy, if a map update
step starts, and a robot is not ready for transmitting its updated local map, it can act as
if it was disconnected from the communication network.

From now on, we add the superscript k to the Laplacian LkW which its associated to
the communication graph Gk =

(
V , Ek

)
at step k and we let [r Sk2 . . . S

k
n] = [r Sk] be

a basis of eigenvectors of LkW as in eq. (4.12). Note that the eigenvector r is common
to all the Laplacians LkW . We let Ak be the system matrix associated to LkW given
by (4.16). We also add the superscript k to the inputs uk = (uk1, . . . , u

k
n) and the states

xk(t) = (xk1(t), . . . , xkn(t)), wk(t) = (wk1(t), . . . , wkn(t)) of the consensus algorithm with
constant inputs (4.15) to identify the associated step k. We de�ne xk∗ and wk

∗ ∈ Rn as we
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did in the previous section but using the variables at step k,

xk∗ = rrTuk = 1xkavg, wk
∗ = rrTwk(0)− γ(LkW )(−1)uk, (4.39)

being r, (LkW )(−1) as in (4.11), (4.13), and let λ? be

λ? = max
k∈{1,...,K}

λeff(Ak). (4.40)

The proposed dynamic consensus algorithm is detailed in Algorithm 4.4.1, where the
step size h > 0 and parameter γ > 0 of the consensus algorithm with constant inputs (4.15)
(Algorithm 4.4.1, lines 6 and 13) are as in Proposition 4.3.2 for all k. In the same way
that the consensus algorithm with constant inputs was fully distributed, the dynamic
consensus algorithm is distributed as each robot updates its data by local interactions
with its neighbors.

Algorithm 4.4.1 Dynamic consensus algorithm - Robot i

1: � Initialization at k = 1
2: xki (0) = 0,wki (0) = 0, uki ← current local map
3: �Algorithm
4: for each step k = 1, . . . , K − 1 do
5: execute algorithm (4.15) for t = l iterations:
6: [xki (t), w

k
i (t)] = consensus_alg

(
uki , x

k
i (0), wki (0)

)
7: initialize the states with the previous estimates:
8: xki (0) = xki (t), w

k
i (0) = wki (t),

9: uki ← current local map
10: end for
11: � Final step at k = K
12: execute (4.15) for the remaining t = L− (K − 1)l iterations:
13: [xki (t), w

k
i (t)] = consensus_alg

(
uki , x

k
i (0), wki (0)

)
The rate of convergence for the dynamic consensus algorithm (Algorithm 4.4.1) de-

pends on (i) the initial input and graph at k = 1, and (ii) the changes on both the
input and the graph topology during consecutive steps. We let α and σ represent this
information,

α = αk for k = 1, σ = max
k∈{1,...,K−1}

σk, (4.41)

with αk =
(
‖rTuk‖2

2 + γ2‖(LkW )(−1)uk‖2
2

)1/2
,

and σk = (‖rT (uk − uk+1)‖2
2 + γ2‖(LkW )(−1)uk − (Lk+1

W )(−1)uk+1‖2
2)1/2. (4.42)

As the following result states, under mild connectivity conditions on the communication
graphs Gk, the states xki (t) at each robot i correctly track the average of the inputs xkavg
for each k.
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Theorem 4.4.2. Assume all robots in V execute the dynamic consensus strategy detailed
in Algorithm 4.4.1 and that their undirected communication graphs Gk are connected for
any step k ∈ {1, . . . , K}. Then, the states xk(t) ∈ Rn, wk(t) ∈ Rn of Algorithm 4.4.1
converge exponentially to

lim
t→∞

xk(t) = xk∗, lim
t→∞

wk(t) = wk
∗ , (4.43)

as t → ∞, where xk∗ and wk
∗ are given by (4.39). Moreover, the error vector ekxw(t) =

[(xk(t))T , (wk(t))T ]T− [(xk∗)
T , (wk

∗)
T ]T for each step k ∈ {1, . . . , K} after t iterations, with

t even, satis�es ∥∥ekxw(t)
∥∥
∞ ≤

∥∥ekxw(t)
∥∥

2
≤ αfk(t) + σgk(t), (4.44)

fk(t) = βkλt+(k−1)l
? , gk(t) = βλt?

k−2∑
p=0

(βλl?)
p,

where l is the number of iterations of the consensus algorithm with constant inputs executed
per input update step, β = 2

√
10/3, and λ?, α and σ are given by eqs. (4.40) and (4.41).

Proof. The convergence of the states xk(t) ∈ Rn and wk(t) ∈ Rn to xk∗ and wk
∗ in (4.39)

is a consequence of Theorem 4.3.3. Regarding the convergence rate, as stated by Theo-
rem 4.3.3 the error vector after l iterations satis�es∥∥ekxw(l)

∥∥
2
≤ βλl?

∥∥ekxw(0)
∥∥

2
. (4.45)

The �nal error vector ekxw(l) at step k and the initial error vector ek+1
xw (0) at the next step

k + 1 are related as follows:

ek+1
xw (0) = ekxw(l) +

[
xk∗
wk
∗

]
−
[

xk+1
∗

wk+1
∗

]
. (4.46)

Combining the previous results we get∥∥ekxw(t)
∥∥

2
≤ βkλt+(k−1)l

?

∥∥e1
xw(0)

∥∥
2

+ βλt?

k−2∑
p=0

(βλl?)
p

∥∥∥∥[ xk−p−1
∗ − xk−p∗

wk−p−1
∗ −wk−p

∗

]∥∥∥∥
2

, (4.47)

where at step k = 1 the states are initialized with zeros (Algorithm 4.4.1, line 2), and
thus the initial error at step k = 1 and iteration t = 0 is e1

xw(0) = [(−x1
∗)
T , (−w1

∗)
T ]T .

We compute the norm of the initial error ‖e1
xw(0)‖2 and obtain α in eq. (4.41), where

we have used the fact that
∥∥(aT , bT )T

∥∥2

2
= ‖a‖2

2 + ‖b‖2
2. Proceeding in a similar fashion,

for k = 1, . . . , K − 1, the norms
∥∥((xk∗ − xk+1

∗ )T , (wk
∗ −wk+1

∗ )T )T
∥∥

2
are equal to σk in

eq. (4.42), and thus they are smaller than σ in eq. (4.41). We �nally obtain the expression
in eq. (4.44) and the proof is completed.
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The interest of the proposed dynamic consensus algorithm is that the robots use the
estimates at the previous step k− 1 for initializing their estimates at step k. As it can be
seen from the rate of convergence,

βkλt+(k−1)l
? α1 + βλt?

k−2∑
p=0

(βλl?)
pσk−p−1,

errors associated to previous steps βkλ
t+(k−1)l
? α1, and βλ

t
?(βλ

l
?)
k−p−1σp, for p = 1, . . . , k−2,

are small since they have already been reduced by the execution of the algorithm. The
error associated to the last step βλt?σk−1 depends on the variation of the input and graph
topology between steps k−1 and k. Consider instead a zero-initialization strategy, where
at each step k the robots discard their old estimates and compute the average at step
k from scratch (initializing their estimates with zeros). The rate of convergence of this
zero-initialization strategy would be given by

βλt?αk.

Note that the term αk given by eq. (4.41) depends on the input and the graph itself. There-
fore, if the variation of inputs and graph topologies σk are small compared to the input
itself αk, then the dynamic consensus algorithm is preferable to the zero-initialization
strategy.

Theorem 4.4.2 can further be used to analyze the behavior of the algorithm under
changes in the communication graph. So far we have assumed that at each step k, during
the l iterations employed by the robots to reach consensus on the average of the input uk,
the graph Gk remains �xed. Now consider instead that after t < l iterations we let the
graph change. This is equivalent to having a new step k+1 with a smaller l, and with the
new graph Gk+1 and with the same input, uk = uk+1. In this case, the additional error
introduced due to the graph change σk+1 in eq. (4.42) is γ‖(Lk+1

W )(−1)uk‖2. Therefore,
as long as the changes in the topology σk+1 are small and slow enough compared to the
number of iterations t and l, the algorithm will correctly track the average of the inputs.

4.5 Dynamic Map Merging Algorithm

We adapt the dynamic consensus strategy (Algorithm 4.4.1) presented in Section 4.4 to
operate on matrices and vectors instead of on scalar inputs. This generalization is key for
merging feature-based stochastic IF maps.

The local maps to be merged given by (4.3) are represented by aMG×MG information
matrix and an information vector of size MG. The robots execute in parallel many
instances of Algorithm 4.4.1 on each entry (r, s) within its information matrix and on
each r entry within its information vector, for r, s ∈ {1, . . . ,MG}3. Let us add the
subscripts {I, r, s} or {i, r} to the variables uki , xki (t), wki (t) to identify the instance we are

3Initially, this would suppose a total of M2
G +MG instances of the consensus algorithm. However,

since the information matrix is symmetric, it only has 1
2MG(MG + 1) di�erent entries. Therefore, the

robots actually executeMG+ 1
2MG(MG+1) instances of the consensus algorithm instead ofMG+M2

G.
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referring to. At step k, each entry within the information matrix [Iki ]r,s and vector [iki ]r of
the local map of robot i ∈ V (4.3) is used as an input for an instance of Algorithm 4.4.1,

uki {I,r,s} = [Iki ]r,s, uki {i,r} = [iki ]r,

for r, s ∈ {1, . . . ,MG}. The states xki (t) of all the instances of Algorithm 4.4.1 at iteration
t and robot i ∈ V are arranged into the temporal information matrix Iki (t) ∈ RMG×MG

and vector iki (t) ∈ RMG as follows,

[Iki (t)]r,s = xki (t) {I,r,s}, [iki (t)]r = xki (t) {i,r},

for r, s ∈ {1, . . . ,MG}. For each robot i ∈ V , k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, t = 0, 1, . . . , we de�ne its
estimate of the mean x̂ki (t) ∈ RMG and covariance Σk

i (t) ∈ RMG×MG of the global map,
at iteration t and step k as

x̂ki (t) =
(
Iki (t)

)−1
iki (t), Σk

i (t) =
(
Iki (t)

)−1
/n. (4.48)

Recall our discussion in Section 4.2 about the two parts of the dynamic map merging:
(i) propagating the rows and columns of Iki , iki associated the pose of a robot j; and (ii)
reaching consensus on the entries associated exclusively to features through the instances
of Algorithm 4.4.1. In eq. (4.48) we are assuming that the information concerning the
poses of the robots has already been received by the robots and incorporated into their
information matrices and vectors.

For simplicity, we are presenting the structures of the information matrices and vectors
iki (t), I

k
i (t), as �xed and known by all the robots. Actually, the robots discover the features

observed by the others in the messages exchanged at each iteration, see Chapter 5 for a
detailed discussion of this issue. Robots use this information to introduce new columns
and rows into their information matrices and vectors. If a robot has never received
information of a feature, e.g., cause it has been observed by a distant robot, it simply
does not have any space for it in its information matrix and vector. As a result, the
information matrices and vectors do not contain non-informative zero rows and columns.
Therefore, Iki (t) in eq. (4.48) can be inverted at each iteration of the algorithm and thus
the global map can always be estimated.

4.6 Convergence for Fixed Networks

Corollary 4.6.1. Assume all the robots i ∈ V execute the dynamic consensus (Algo-
rithm 4.4.1) on each entry of its information matrix and vector as detailed above, and as-
sume that their undirected communication graphs Gk are connected for all k ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
Then, for the last step K, the mean x̂Ki (t) and covariance ΣK

i (t) at each robot i ∈ V asymp-
totically converge to the mean x̂KG and covariance ΣK

G of the global map given by (4.5),

lim
t→∞

x̂Ki (t) = x̂KG , lim
t→∞

ΣK
i (t) = ΣK

G . (4.49)
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4.7 Convergence Speed for Fixed Networks

Corollary 4.7.1. Assume all the robots i ∈ V execute the dynamic consensus (Algo-
rithm 4.4.1) on each entry of its information matrix and vector as detailed above, and as-
sume that their undirected communication graphs Gk are connected for all k ∈ {1, . . . , K}.
Let Ikavg, ikavg be the average of the local maps in IF form at step k,

Ikavg =
1

n

n∑
j=1

Ikj , ikavg =
1

n

n∑
j=1

ikj . (4.50)

Let α{I,r,s} and σ{Ir,s}, be de�ned as α, σ in (4.41) for the inputs uki {I,r,s} = [Iki ]r,s;

equivalently α{i,r}, σ{i,r} for the inputs uki {i,r} = [iki ]r. We let αI and σI , respectively αi

and σi, be the maximum over all the entries of I, respectively of αi,

αI = max
r,s∈{1,...,MG}

α{I,r,s}, σI = max
r,s∈{1,...,MG}

σ{I,r,s},

αi = max
r∈{1,...,MG}

α{i,r}, σi = max
r∈{1,...,MG}

σ{i,r}. (4.51)

Then, for all i ∈ V, k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, r, s ∈ {1, . . . ,MG}, t ≥ 0, the entry [Iki (t)]r,s within
the information matrix and the entry [iki (t)]r within the information vector estimated by
robot i after t iterations satisfy

|[Iki (t)]r,s − [Ikavg]r,s| ≤ αIfk(t) + σIgk(t),

|[iki (t)]r − [ikavg]r| ≤ αifk(t) + σigk(t), (4.52)

where the convergence speed expressions fk(t), gk(t), are de�ned in Theorem 4.4.2, eq. (4.44).

4.8 Properties of the Partial Estimates

An interesting property of this map merging algorithm is that the temporal global maps
θ̂ki (t) estimated at each robot i, are unbiased estimates of the true feature positions x.
As a result, the robots do not need to wait for any speci�c number of iterations of the
map merging algorithm. Instead, they can make decisions on their temporal global map
estimates whenever they need.

Proposition 4.8.1. The estimates of the global map mean x̂ki (t), for each robot i ∈ V, at
a step k ∈ {1, . . . , K}, after t iterations of the dynamic consensus algorithm, are unbiased
estimates of the true feature positions x,

E
[
x̂ki (t)

]
= E

[(
Iki (t)

)−1
iki (t)

]
= x. (4.53)

Proof. The temporal values of Iki (t), iki (t), that evolve according to Algorithm 4.4.1, can
be alternatively expressed as a function of the inputs I1

j , . . . , I
K
j , i1j , . . . , i

K
j , (4.3), and the
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initial states. Since the states at k = 1 and t = 0 are zero (Algorithm 4.4.1, line 2), then
Iki (t) and iki (t) are

Iki (t) =
n∑
j=1

[Φ(k, t)]i,j I
k
j +

k−1∑
p=1

n∑
j=1

[Ω(k, t, p)]i,j I
p
j ,

iki (t) =
n∑
j=1

[Φ(k, t)]i,j ikj +
k−1∑
p=1

n∑
j=1

[Ω(k, t, p)]i,j ipj , (4.54)

where the matrices Φ(k, t),Ω(k, t, p),Ψ(t1, t2) ∈ R2n×2n are

Φ(k, t) =
t∑

τ=1

Ψ (τ + (k − 1)l, t− 1 + (k − 1)l)

[
hγI
0

]
,

Ω(k, t, p) =
l∑

τ=1

Ψ (τ + (p− 1)l, t− 1 + (k − 1)l)

[
hγI
0

]
,

Ψ(t1, t2) = A(t2) . . . A(t1 + 1)A(t1),

and A(t+ kl) = Ak(t) is the system matrix associated to the iteration t and step k given
by (4.16). Since the local maps x̂kj at each robot j are an estimate of the true x (4.2),

x̂kj = Hk
i x + vkj , with E

[
vkj
]

= 0,

then the inputs ikj = (Hk
j )T (Σk

j )
−1x̂kj are

ikj = (Hk
j )T (Σk

j )
−1vkj + Ikj x. (4.55)

Combining eqs. (4.54) and (4.55), variables iki (t) are given by

iki (t) =
n∑
j=1

[Φ(k, t)]i,j(H
k
j )T (Σk

j )
−1vkj+

k−1∑
p=1

n∑
j=1

[Ω(k, t, p)]i,j(H
k−p
j )T (Σk−p

j )−1vk−pj +(
n∑
j=1

[Φ(k, t)]i,j I
k
j +

k−1∑
p=1

n∑
j=1

[Ω(k, t, p)]i,j I
p
j

)
x,

where the last term is exactly Iki (t)x, with Iki (t) as in eq. (4.54). Then x̂ki (t) = (Iki (t))−1iki (t)
is

x̂ki (t) = x + (Iki (t))−1

(
n∑
j=1

[Φ(k, t)]i,j(H
k
j )T (Σk

j )
−1vkj

)
+

(Iki (t))−1

(
k−1∑
p=1

n∑
j=1

[Ω(k, t, p)]i,j(H
k−p
j )T (Σk−p

j )−1vk−pj

)
.

Since the noises vkj have zero mean for all k ∈ {1, . . . , K} and all j ∈ V , the expected
value of x̂ki (t) is x.
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Note that this property holds also for time-varying graphs, where A(t + kl) is di�er-
ent for each iteration t and each step k. For �xed graphs, Ψ (t1 + kl, t2 + kl) is simply
(Ak)t2−t1+1.

4.9 Discussion

A set of experiments has been carried out with a team composed by 9 robots that explore
the region inside the black box in Fig. 4.3. The robots run a total of K = 5 map update

−20 −10 0 10 20

−40

−30

−20

−10

0

10

20

Figure 4.3: Trajectories followed by 9 robots. They cover a region of 30m x 30m of the
scene [60]. In order to give an idea of the scene structure, we display in black the path and
a set of arti�cial landmarks (black dots) placed on both sides of the trajectory, which are
not used in the experiment. Here, the rooms can be identi�ed since robots enter and leave
them describing short trajectories. The long, straight motions correspond to corridors.

steps. Between consecutive map update steps k, k + 1, each robot performs 20 steps of a
bearing-only SLAM algorithm [11]. We display in di�erent colors the 9 local maps for the
map update steps k = 1, and k = 2. (Fig. 4.4). The robots execute a total of L = 1000
consensus iterations. We experiment with 3 di�erent con�gurations. In the �rst one, the
robots execute all the consensus iterations after the last map update step, l = 0. This is
equivalent to a static map merging. In the second case, we use l = 1

4
(L/K), and in the

last one, we use an equal number of iterations per step l = (L/K). The best results are
obtained with the �rst con�guration l = 0 (Fig. 4.5), since the robots only need to agree
on the last map k = K. In the second case, l = 1

4
(L/K), the robots employ their �rst

50 iterations on reaching consensus on the �rst map k = 1. Then, every 50 iterations,
the input maps change again. They start to reach consensus on the map k = K after
the iteration 200. And after that, they converge very fast to the global map. In the last
con�guration, l = (L/K), the robots use more consensus iterations than in l = 1

4
(L/K)

for the maps at k = 1, 2, . . . , 4. Their estimates of these temporal maps are better.
However, the robots start to estimate the last map k = K after iteration 800. After
the L iterations, the global maps θ̂Ki (L), ΣK

θi
(L), computed by the dynamic map merging
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(a) k = 1 (b) k = 2

Figure 4.4: Local maps of the 9 robots used for the update steps k = 1 (a) and k = 2 (b).
They have been obtained after, respectively, 20 and 40 SLAM steps. They are expressed
in a common reference frame. As it can be seen, in k = 2 the feature estimates have been
updated. In addition, the robots have introduced new features into their local maps.
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(a) ||θ̂ki (t)− θ̂kc || along the L iterations (b) ||Tr(Σk
θ̂i

(t))− Tr
(
Σkc (t)

)
|| along the L iterations

Figure 4.5: Estimation errors at robot 1 along the L consensus iterations. (a) ||θ̂ki (t)− θ̂kc ||,
(b) ||Tr(Σk

θ̂i
(t))− Tr

(
Σk
c (t)
)
||. The con�guration l = 0 (black solid line) employs all the

iterations in reaching consensus on the last map k = 5. In the con�guration l = 1
4
(L/K)

(blue dashed line), every 50 iterations the local maps change (blue squares). The robots
start the consensus on the last map after the iteration 200. In the last con�guration
l = (L/K) (red dash-dotted line), the map update steps start every 200 iterations (red
squares). The consensus on the last map begins at iteration 800.
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(a) Robot 1 (b) Centralized system

Figure 4.6: Global map estimated by robot i = 1 at the last consensus iteration, θ̂Ki (L),
ΣK
θ̂i

(L), for the con�guration l = 1
4
(L/K) (a), and global map that would be obtained by a

centralized system, θ̂KG ,Σ
K
G (b). We display in di�erent colors the sections that correspond

to di�erent initial local maps.

algorithm, are very close to the global map θ̂KG , ΣK
G (4.5) that would be obtained by a

centralized system (Fig.4.6 b). We show the global map at robot 1, for the l = 1
4
(L/K)

con�guration (Fig.4.6 a), which is very similar to the maps computed by the other robots.
Similar results have been obtained using the other con�gurations.

4.10 Conclusions

In this chapter we have presented an algorithm for dynamically merging visual maps in
a robot network with limited communication. This algorithm allows the robots to have
a better map of the environment containing the features observed by any other robot in
the team. Thus, it helps the coordination of the team in several multi-robot tasks such
as exploration or rescue. The algorithm correctly propagates the new information added
by the robots to their local maps. We have shown that, with the proposed strategy, the
robots correctly track the global map. At the �nal step, they obtain the last global map,
which contains the last updated information at all the robots.

Future extensions of this work are related to the improvement of the communication
network usage. The number of consensus iterations may be optimized by a proper selection
of the weights and µ in eq. (4.16) or by controlling the network topology to maximize its
connectivity. The amount of information exchanged by the robots can be improved by
applying submapping ideas or by sending only the most informative elements.
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Chapter 5

Distributed Data Association

In this chapter we address the data association problem of features observed by the robots
in a network with limited communications. At every time instant, each robot can only
exchange data with a subset of the robots, its neighbors. Initially, each robot solves
a local data association with each of its neighbors. After that, the robots execute the
proposed algorithm to agree on a data association between all their local observations
which is globally consistent. One inconsistency appears when chains of local associations
give rise to two features from one robot being associated among them. The contribution
of this work is the decentralized detection and resolution of these inconsistencies. We
provide a fully decentralized solution to the problem. This solution does not rely on any
particular communication topology. Every robot plays the same role, making the system
robust to individual failures. Information is exchanged exclusively between neighbors. In
a �nite number of iterations, the algorithm �nishes with a data association which is free of
inconsistent associations. We show the performance of the proposed algorithms through
exhaustive experimentation.

5.1 Introduction

In the commented multi-robot systems, a team of robots cooperatively perform some
task in a more e�cient way than a single robot would do. In this chapter, we address
the data association problem. It consists of establishing correspondences between dif-
ferent measurements or estimates of a common element. It is of high interest in lo-
calization, mapping, exploration, and tracking applications [15]. The Nearest Neighbor
(NN), and the Maximum Likelihood (ML), are widely used methods which associate each
observation with its closest feature in terms of the Euclidean or the Mahalanobis dis-
tance [159], [72], [64]. Other popular method is the Joint Compatibility Branch and
Bound (JCBB) [97], which considers the compatibility of many associations simultane-
ously. The Combined Constraint Data Association [16] builds a graph where the nodes
are individually compatible associations and the edges relate binary compatible assign-
ments. Over this graph, a Maximal Common Subgraph problem is solved for �nding
the maximum clique in the graph. Scan matching and Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [41]
are popular methods for comparing two laser scans. Other methods, like the Multiple
Hypothesis Tracking, and the Joint Probabilistic Data Association, maintain many asso-
ciation hypothesis instead of selecting one of them. And exist many variations of these

79
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techniques that combine RANSAC [55] for higher robustness.

In solutions based on submaps, one of them is usually transformed into an observation
of another. The local submaps are merged with the global map following a sequence [149],
or in a hierarchical binary tree fashion [29]. All the mentioned data association approaches,
operate on elements from two sets. One set usually contains the current observations, and
the other one consists of the feature estimates. These sets may be two images, two laser
scans, or two probabilistic maps.

Lately, many localization, mapping, and exploration algorithms for multi-robot sys-
tems have been presented. However, they have not fully addressed the problem of multi-
robot data association. Some solutions have been presented for merging two maps [137],
[159] that do not consider a higher number of robots. Many approaches rely on broad-
casting all controls and observations measured by the robots. Then, the data associ-
ation is solved like in a single robot scenario, using scan matching and ICP for laser
scans [69], [56,78,110], or NN, ML, and visual methods for feature-based maps [64], [83].
In these methods, the problem of inconsistent data associations is avoided by forcing a
cycle-free merging order. This limitation has also been detected in the computer vision
literature. In [53] they approach an inconsistent association problem for identifying equal
regions in di�erent views. They consider a centralized scenario, where each 2 views are
compared among them in a 2-by-2 way. Then, their results are arranged on a graph where
associations are propagated and con�icts are solved. The work in [48], from the target
tracking literature, simultaneously considers the association of all local maps. It uses an
expectation-maximization method for both computing the data association and the �nal
global map. The main limitation of this work is that the data from all sensors needs to
be processed together, what implies a centralized scheme, or a broadcast method.

All the previous methods rely on centralized schemes, full communication between
the robots, or broadcasting methods. However, in multi-robot systems, distributed ap-
proaches are more interesting. They present a natural robustness to individual failures
since there are no central nodes. Besides, they do not rely on any particular communi-
cation scheme, and they are robust to changes in the topology. On the other hand, dis-
tributed algorithms introduce an additional level of complexity in the algorithm design.
Although the robots make decisions based on their local data, the system must exhibit a
global behavior. In this chapter, we address the data association problem for distributed
robot systems. Each of our robots posses a local observation of the environment. Instead
of forcing a speci�c order for associating their observations, we allow the robots compute
its data association with each of its neighbors in the graph. Although this scenario is
more �exible, it may lead to inconsistent global data associations in the presence of cy-
cles in the communication graph. These inconsistencies are detected when chains of local
associations give rise to two features from one robot being associated among them. These
situations must be correctly identi�ed and solved before merging the data. Otherwise, the
merging process would be wrong and could not be undone. In this chapter, we approach
a distributed data association, under limited communications. Instead of comparing any
2 local observations among them, only the local observations of neighboring robots can
be compared. Besides, there is no central node that has knowledge of all the local associ-
ations and each robot exclusively knows the associations computed by itself. Then, each
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robot updates its local information by communicating with its neighbors. We present an
algorithm where, �nally, each robot is capable of detecting and solving any inconsistent
association that involves any of its features.

5.2 Problem Description

We consider a robotic team composed of n ∈ N robots. The n robots have communication
capabilities to exchange information with the other robots. However, these communica-
tions are limited. Let Gcom = (Vcom, Ecom) be the undirected communication graph. The
nodes are the robots, Vcom = {1, . . . , n}. If two robots i, j can exchange information then
there is an edge between them, (i, j) ∈ Ecom. Let Ni be the set of neighbors of robot i,

Ni = {j | (i, j) ∈ Ecom}.

Each robot i has observed a set Si of mi features,

Si = {f i1, . . . , f imi}.

It can compute the data association between its own set Si, and the sets of its neighbors
Sj, with j ∈ Ni. However, these data associations are not perfect. There may appear
inconsistent data associations relating di�erent features from the same set Si (Fig. 5.1). If
the robots merge their data as soon as they solve the local data association, inconsistent
associations cannot be managed since the merging cannot be undone. The goal of our
algorithm is to detect and resolve these inconsistent associations before executing the
merging.

Robot A

Robot B

Robot C

Robot D

fA
1

fA
2

fB
1

fB
2

fC
1

fC
2

fD
1

fD
2

X

Figure 5.1: Robots A, B, C and D associate their features comparing their maps in a two-
by-two way. Robot A associates its feature fA1 with fD2 and with fB1 ; robot B associates
fB1 with fC1 ; robot C associates fC1 with fD1 (solid lines). As a result, there is a path
(dashed line) between fD1 and fD2 . This is an inconsistent situation. Finding this path
would require the knowledge of the whole association graph.

In order to make the reading easy, along the chapter we use the indices i, j and k to
refer to robots and indices r, r′, s, s′, to refer to features. The rth feature observed by the
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ith robot is denoted as f ir. Given a matrix A, the notations Ar,s and [A]r,s correspond
to the (r, s) entry of the matrix, whereas Aij denotes the (i, j) block when the matrix is
de�ned by blocks. We let Ik be the k × k identity matrix, and 0k1×k2 a k1 × k2 matrix
with all entries equal to zero.

5.2.1 Matching between two cameras

Let F be a function that computes the data association between any two sets of features,
Si and Sj, and returns an association matrix Aij ∈ Nmi×mj where

[Aij]r,s =

{
1 if f ir and f js are associated,
0 otherwise,

for r = 1, . . . ,mi and s = 1, . . . ,mj. We assume that F satis�es the following conditions.

Assumption 5.2.1 (Self Association). When F is applied to the same set Si, it returns
the identity, F (Si,Si) = Aii = I.

Assumption 5.2.2 (Unique Association). The returned association Aij has the property
that the features are associated in a one-to-one way,

mi∑
r=1

[Aij]r,s ≤ 1 and

mj∑
s=1

[Aij]r,s ≤ 1,

for all r = 1, . . . ,mi and s = 1, . . . ,mj.

Assumption 5.2.3 (Symmetric Association). Robots i and j associate their features
in the same way. Given two sets Si and Sj it holds that F (Si,Sj) = Aij = A

T
ji =

(F (Sj,Si))T .

Additionally, the local matching function may give information of the quality of each
associations. The management of this information is discussed in Section 5.7.

We do not make any assumptions about the sets of features used by the cameras. How-
ever, we point out that the better the initial matching is, the better the global matching
will be. Examples of features and matching functions that can be used in our method are:
Lines or invariant descriptors matched with epipolar or homography constraints [66]; 3D
points computed using mapping techniques matched with the Joint Compatibility Branch
and Bound (JCBB) [97]; Image templates of people, faces, objects, etc. matched with
sums of absolute di�erences of the pixels or correlation methods [104].

5.2.2 Centralized matching between n cameras

Let us consider now the situation in which there are n cameras and a central unit with the
n sets of features available. In this case F can be applied to all the pairs of sets of features,
Si, Sj, for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The results of all the associations can be represented by an
undirected graph Gcen = (Fcen, Ecen). Each node in Fcen is a feature f ir, for i = 1, . . . , n,
r = 1, . . . ,mi. There is an edge between two features f ir, f

j
s i� [Aij]r,s = 1.
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Camera A Camera B

Camera D Camera C

Camera A Camera B

Camera D Camera C

Camera A Camera B

Camera D Camera C

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5.2: Di�erent association graphs. (a) Centralized matching with perfect association

function. The graph is formed by disjoint cliques. (b) Centralized matching with imperfect

association. Some links are missed, (fA1 , f
B
1 ) and (fA2 , f

B
2 ), and spurious links appear, (fA2 , f

B
1 ).

As a consequence, a subset of the features form a con�ictive set. (c) Matching with limited

communications. Now, the links between A and C, and B and D, cannot be computed because

they are not neighbors in Gcom. Moreover, the information available to each camera is just the

one provided by its neighbors.

For a perfect matching function, the graph Gcen exclusively contains disjoint cliques,
identifying features observed by multiple cameras (Fig. 5.2 (a)). However, in real situa-
tions, the matching function will miss some matches and will consider as good correspon-
dences some spurious matches (Fig. 5.2 (b)). As a consequence, inconsistent associations
relating di�erent features from the same set Si may appear.

De�nition 5.2.4. An association set is a set of features such that they form a connected
component in Gcen. Such set is a con�ictive set or an inconsistent association if there
exists a path in Gcen between two or more features observed by the same camera. A feature
is inconsistent or con�ictive if it belongs to an inconsistent association.

Centralized solutions to overcome this problem are found in [54], [13]. The latter one is
also well suited for a distributed implementation but yet requires that any pair of images
can be matched. In camera networks this implies global communications, which is not
always possible.

5.2.3 Matching between n cameras with limited communications

Let us consider now that there is no central unit with all the information and there
are n robots, each one with a camera and a process unit with limited communication
capabilities. The robots are scattered forming a network with communications described
with the undirected communication graph Gcom = (Vcom, Ecom) introduced at the beginning
of this section.

In this case, due to communication restrictions, local matches can only be found within
direct neighbors. As a consequence, the matching graph computed in this situation will
be a subgraph of the centralized one, Gdis = (Fdis, Edis) ⊆ Gcen, (Fig. 5.2 (c)). It has the
same set of nodes, Fdis = Fcen, but it has an edge between two features f ir, f

j
s only if the

edge exists in Gcen and the robots i and j are neighbors in the communication graph,

Edis = {(f ir, f js ) | (f ir, f js ) ∈ Ecen ∧ (i, j) ∈ Ecom}.
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Along this chapter, we name msum the number of features, |Fdis| =
∑n

i=1 mi = msum.
We name df the diameter of Gdis, the length of the longest path between any two nodes
in Gdis, and we name dv the diameter of the communication graph, Gcom. The diameters
satisfy df ≤ msum and dv ≤ n. We name A ∈ Nmsum×msum the adjacency matrix of Gdis,

A =

 A11 . . . A1n
...

. . .
...

An1 . . . Ann

 , (5.1)

where

Aij =

{
F (Si,Sj) if j ∈ {Ni ∪ i},
0 otherwise.

(5.2)

Let us note that in this case none of the robots has the information of the whole
matrix. Robot i has only available the sub-matrix corresponding to its own local matches
Aij, j = 1, . . . , n. Under these circumstances the problem is formulated as follows: Given
a network with communications de�ned by a graph, Gcom, and an association matrix A
scattered over the network �nd the global matches and the possible inconsistencies in a
decentralized way. In case there are con�icts, �nd alternative associations free of them.

5.3 Propagation of Local Associations and Detection of

Inconsistencies

Considering de�nition 5.2.4 we observe that in order to detect an inconsistent association it
is required to compute the paths that exist among the elements in Gdis. As the following
lemma states [27], given a graph Gdis, the powers of its adjacency matrix contains the
information about the number of paths existing between the nodes of Gdis:
Lemma 5.3.1 (Lemma 1.32 [27]). Let Gdis be a weighted graph of order |V| with un-
weighted adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}|V|×|V|, and possibly with self loops. For all i, j ∈
{1, . . . , |V|} and t ∈ N the (i, j) entry of the tth power of A, At, equals the number of
paths of length t (including paths with self loops) from node i to node j.

The computation of the powers of A requires, a priori, the information about the
whole matrix. We show now that this computation can also be done in a decentralized
manner. Let each robot i ∈ Vcom maintain the blocks within At associated to its own
features, Xij(t) ∈ Nmi×mj , j = 1, . . . , n, t ≥ 0,, which are initialized as

Xij(0) =

{
I, j = i,
0, j 6= i,

(5.3)

and are updated, at each time step, with the following algorithm

Xij(t+ 1) =
∑

k∈{Ni∪i}

AikXkj(t), (5.4)

with Aik as de�ned in (5.2). It is observed that the algorithm is fully distributed because
the robots only use information about its direct neighbors in the communication graph.
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Theorem 5.3.2. Let [At]ij ∈ Nmi×mj be the block within At related to the associations
between robot i and robot j. The matrices Xij(t) computed by each robot i using the
decentralized algorithm (5.4) are exactly the sub-matrices [At]ij,

Xij(t) = [At]ij, (5.5)

for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and all t ∈ N.

Proof. The proof is done using induction. First we show that eq. (5.5) is satis�ed for
t = 0. In this case we have that A0 = I, thus for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, [A0]ii = I and
[A0]ij = 0, which is exactly the initial value of the variables Xij (eq. (5.3)).

Now we have that for any t > 0,

[At]ij =
n∑
k=1

Aik[A
t−1]kj =

∑
k∈{Ni∪i}

Aik[A
t−1]kj,

because Aik = 0 for k /∈ {Ni ∪ i}. Assuming that for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} and a given
t > 0, Xij(t− 1) = [At−1]ij is true, then

Xij(t) =
∑

k∈{Ni∪i}

AikXkj(t− 1) =
∑

k∈{Ni∪i}

Aik[A
t−1]kj = [At]ij.

Then, by induction, Xij(t) = [At]ij is true for all t > 0.

Corollary 5.3.3. The variables Xij(t) contain the information about all the paths of
length t between features observed by robots i and j.

Proof. By direct application of Lemma 5.3.1.

Analyzing the previous algorithm the �rst issue to deal with is how to simplify the
computation of the matrices in order to avoid high powers ofA. In the case we are studying
it is just required to know if there is a path between two elements in Gdis and not how
many paths are. This means that in this situation it is enough that [Xij(t)]r,s > 0 in
order to know that features f ir and f

j
s are connected by a path. Another issue is to decide

when the algorithm in (5.4) must stop. Since the maximum length of a path between any
two nodes in a graph is its diameter, then after df iterations the algorithm should stop.
However, in general situations the robots will not know neither df nor msum, which makes
this decision hard to be made a priori.

De�nition 5.3.4. We will say that two matrices A and Ā of the same dimensions are
equivalent, A ∼ Ā, if for all r and s it holds

[A]r,s > 0⇔ [Ā]r,s > 0 and [A]r,s = 0⇔ [Ā]r,s = 0.

In practice any equivalent matrix to the Xij(t) will provide the required information,
which allows us to simplify the computations simply by changing any positive value in
the matrices by 1. Moreover, the equivalency is also used to �nd a criterion to stop the
algorithm:
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Proposition 5.3.5. For a robot i, let ti be the �rst time instant, t, such that Xij(t) ∼
Xij(t− 1) for all j = 1, . . . , n. Then robot i can stop to execute the algorithm at time ti.

Proof. Let X̄ij(t) be the components inXij(t), such that [Xij(t−1)]r,s = 0 and [Xij(t)]r,s >
0. The cardinal, |X̄ij(t)|, represents the number of features f js ∈ Sj such that the minimum
path length in Gdis between them and one feature f ir ∈ Si is t. At time ti, Xij(ti) ∼
Xij(ti − 1) ∀j for the �rst time, and then

∑n
j=1 |X̄ij(ti)| = 0 because no component has

changed its value from zero to a positive. This means that there is no path of minimum
distance ti linking any feature f

i
r with any other feature in Gdis. By the physical properties

of a path, it is obvious that if there are no features at minimum distance ti, it will be
impossible that a feature is at minimum distance ti + 1 and all the paths that connect
features of robot i with any other feature have been found.

Corollary 5.3.6. All the robots end the execution of the iteration rule (5.4) in at most
in df + 1 iterations.

Proof. Recalling that the maximum distance between two nodes in Gdis is the diameter
of the graph, denoted by df , then

∑n
j=1 |X̄ij(df + 1)| = 0 for all i = 1, . . . , n.

If a robot j at time t does not receive the information Xij(t) from robot i then it will
use the last matrix received, because robot i has already �nished computing its paths and
Xij(t) ∼ Xij(t− 1).

It remains to analyze which features are con�ictive and which are not. Each robot has
the information about all the association paths of its features and the features of the rest
of the robots in the network in the di�erent variables Xij(ti). The robots detect all the
con�ictive features using two simple rules. A feature f ir is con�ictive if and only if one of
the following conditions are satis�ed:

(i) There exists other feature f ir′ , with r 6= r′, such that

[Xii(ti)]r,r′ > 0; (5.6)

(ii) There exist features f js and f js′ , s 6= s′, such that

[Xij(ti)]r,s > 0 and [Xij(ti)]r,s′ > 0. (5.7)

In conclusion, the proposed algorithm will be able to �nd all the inconsistencies in
a �nite number of iterations. The algorithm is decentralized and it is based only on
local interactions between the robots. Each robot only needs to know its local data
associations. It updates its information based on the data exchanged with its neighbors.
When the algorithm �nishes, each robot i can extract from its own matrices Xij(ti) all
the information of any con�ict that involves any of its features. If the robot has any
con�ictive feature, it also knows the rest of features that belong to the con�ictive set
independently of the robot that observed such features.
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5.4 Improved Detection Algorithm

The previous detection method has several drawbacks. The powers of A may contain
large values. However, in practice we do not require to compute all the paths of length t
between the features. In this case it is just required to know if there is a path between two
elements in Gdis. Moreover, the method does not exploit the local information of features
belonging to the same robot. In this section we propose a new algorithm that overcomes
these limitations reducing the complexity of the operations, the number of required steps
to execute it and the amount of transmitted information.

Let yir(0) = {[Ai1]r,1, . . . , [Ain]r,mn} ∈ {0, 1}msum be the row associated with feature
f ir and [yir(0)]u, u = 1, . . . ,msum, the u

th component in the row. The new algorithm to
compute the paths between features is:

Algorithm 5.4.1 Inconsistency Detection - Robot i
Ensure: All the inconsistencies are found
1: repeat
2: Send yir(t), r ∈ Si to all j ∈ Ni
3: Receive all yjs(t), j ∈ Ni, s ∈ Sj
4: for all r ∈ Si do
5: for all j ∈ Ni, s ∈ Sj | [Aij]r,s = 1 do
6: yir(t+ 1) = yir(t) ∨ yjs(t)
7: end for
8: for all r′ ∈ Si satisfying that ∃ u ∈ {1, . . . ,msum} such that [yir(t)]u =

[yir′(t)]u = 1 do
9: yir(t+ 1) = yir(t) ∨ yir′(t)
10: end for
11: end for
12: until yir(t+ 1) = yir(t), ∀r ∈ Si

The algorithm computes the logical �or � operation of rows of neighbor robots and
common matches. Lines 5-7 are equivalent to compute the powers of A using logical
values instead of integers. The second part of the update, lines 8-10, speeds up the
process by also considering that when two or more of features observed by the same robot
share a common third feature observed by a di�erent robot, then eventually they will be
associated with each other.

The new algorithm reduces the complexity of the operations with respect to [10] by
replacing the products of matrices by logical operations between rows. This reduction
allows to avoid the large numbers that may appear when computing high powers of the
adjacency matrix and also allows us to reduce the amount of transmitted data.

Proposition 5.4.1. The amount of information exchanged by the network during the
whole execution of Algorithm 5.4.1 can be upper bounded by 2m2

sum.

Proof. By the de�nition of the operations in lines 6 and 9 of Algorithm 5.4.1 we can see
that the components of yir change their value at most once during the whole execution, for
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all i ∈ Vcom, r ∈ Si. This means that it is not necessary for the robots to send the whole
blocks yir to their neighbors but just the indices of the components that have changed
their value from false to true. Each element can be identi�ed by two data, the row and the
column and there are a total of m2

sum elements, the size of A. Therefore, in the worst case,
the amount of transmitted information through the network during the whole execution
of the algorithm now is 2m2

sum.

Regarding the correctness of the algorithm we have the following result:

Proposition 5.4.2. After execution of Algorithm 5.4.1 all the paths between features have
been found and they are available to all the robots with features involved in them.

Proof. Let yir(t) be the number of components in yir(t), such that [yir(t − 1)]u = 0 and
[yir(t)]u = 1, u = 1, . . . ,msum. This number represents the number of new paths found in
Gdis at time instant t that include the features in Si. These new paths come either from
the execution of line 6, or the execution of line 9.

Let ti be the �rst time instant such that yir(ti) = yir(ti− 1) ∀r and yir(ti) = 0 because
no component has changed its value from zero to one for any of the features. This means
that, for any feature in Si, there are no new paths with other features. By the physical
properties of a path, it is obvious that if there are no new features at minimum distance
ti, it will be impossible that a new feature is at minimum distance ti+1. In addition, if no
new paths at distance ti+1 can be found, line 9 of Algorithm 5.4.1 will not �nd new paths
either. At this point the condition of line 12 is true and the algorithm ends. Since the
solution of the algorithm is equivalent to the computation of the powers of the adjacency
matrix, because of line 6, this also means that all the paths that connect features of robot
i with any other feature have been found.

When one robot j at time t does not receive the information yir(t), r = 1, . . . ,mi from
robot i then it will use the last information it had, because it means that robot i has not
found new paths and yir(t) = yir(t− 1).

Finally let us analyze the number of iterations that the algorithm requires to �nish:

Theorem 5.4.3. All the robots end the execution of the Algorithm 5.4.1 in at most
min(df , 2n) iterations.

Proof. We already know that the algorithm �nishes in at most df iterations. In the case
that the matching does not contain any inconsistency df ≤ 2n and the result is valid.

Now let us suppose that there is one inconsistency. This implies that the communi-
cation graph, Gcom, contains one cycle of arbitrary length, `. We divide the number of
iterations in three parts. First n− ` iterations are required to ensure that the information
of all the features belonging to the robots outside the cycle reaches at least one robot in
the cycle.

The second part requires 3
4
` + 1 iterations. In the worst case, the diameter of the

subgraph de�ned by the cycle is `/2 and only ` + 1 features in the cycle form the in-
consistency, which means that only one robot will execute, at some point, lines 8-10 of
Algorithm 5.4.1. It is clear that after `/2 + 1 iterations there will be at least two robots
in the cycle, at maximum distance from each other (`/2), with all the information. One
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of the robots, the one with the inconsistency, will obtain the information from the exe-
cution of 8-10 in Algorithm 5.4.1. The other robot is the one with the common feature,
u, detected in lines 8-10 of the algorithm by the �rst one. After this point `/4 iterations
are required to share this information with the rest of the robots in the cycle and we can
ensure that all the robots in the cycle have all the information about the inconsistency.
If there are more than `+ 1 features inside the cycle forming the inconsistency the result
is still valid.

With all the robots in the cycle knowing all the features that form the inconsistency,
the number of additional iterations required to transmit the information to the rest of the
network is upper bounded again by n−`. If we sum all the iterations we obtain 2n− 5

4
`+1.

Since the minimum length of a cycle is 3 the above quantity is always lower than 2n.

Let us remark that this bound is conservative because it does not take into account
that during the initial n − ` and the �nal n − ` iterations the cycle is also exchanging
information.

5.4.1 Example of execution
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Figure 5.3: Example of execution of the decentralized algorithm for detection of inconsistencies

applied to Fig. 5.2 (c). A detailed explanation can be found in section 3.2.

Figure 5.3 shows an example of how the algorithm is applied. The example shows the
execution of the algorithm for the associations shown in Fig. 5.2 (c). Each robot has
only the information about the rows corresponding to the features they have observed.
In Fig. 5.3 (a) the matrix with the local matches found by all the cameras can be seen.
The zeros have been omitted in the �gure for a better representation. For simplicity here
we will only explain the process for the robot A. After the �rst round of communications
and the execution of lines 5-7 of Algorithm 5.4.1 the rows have the form of Fig. 5.3 (b).
The components with green background are the new paths found by the algorithm. For
the case of the camera A, the �rst feature, fA1 , is matched with the �rst feature of robot
D, which is a direct neighbor of A, thus, yA1 (2) = yA1 (1) ∨ yD1 (1). The second feature is
matched with fB1 and fD2 so yA2 (2) = yA2 (1)∨yB1 (1)∨yD2 (1). Finally yA3 (2) = yA3 (1)∨yB3 (1).
After that robot A detects that fA1 and fA2 share a common match with fC1 . Therefore
it executes lines 8-10 of the algorithm with these two features, as shown in Fig. 5.3 (c).
Now the process is repeated, obtaining the matrix in Fig. 5.3 (d). The algorithm has
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found all associations using only 3 < df = 7 iterations. At this point the robot A knows
that fA1 and fA2 belong to one inconsistent association with features fB1 , f

B
2 , f

C
1 , f

C
2 , f

D
1

and fD2 .

5.5 Resolution Algorithm based on Trees

The resolution of inconsistent associations consists of deleting edges from Gdis so that the
resulting graph is con�ict-free.

De�nition 5.5.1. Let C denote the number of con�ictive sets in Gdis. We say a con�ictive
set C is detectable by a robot i if there exists a r ∈ {1, . . . ,mi} such that f ir ∈ C. The set
of robots that detect a con�ictive set C is R ⊆ Vcom. The number of features from each
robot i ∈ R involved in C is m̃i. We say Gdis is con�ict-free if C = 0.

All the edges whose deletion transforms Gdis into a con�ict-free graph, belong to any of
the C con�ictive sets of Gdis. Since the con�ictive sets are disjoint, they can be considered
separately. From now on, we focus on the resolution of one of the con�ictive sets C. The
other con�ictive sets are managed in the same way. The resolution problem consists of
partitioning C into a set of disjoint con�ict-free components Cq such that

∪
q
Cq = C, and Cq ∩Cq′ = ∅,

for all q, q′ = 1, 2, . . . . The number of such con�ict-free components is a priori unknown
and it will be discussed later in this section.

Obtaining an optimal partition that minimizes the number of deleted edges is com-
plicated. If there were only two inconsistent features f ir, f

i
r′ , it could be approached

as a max-�ow min-cut problem [105]. However, in general there will be more inconsis-
tent features, m̃i ≥ 2, within C associated to a robot i ∈ R. Besides, there may also
be m̃j ≥ 2 inconsistent features belonging to a di�erent robot j ∈ R. The application
of [105] separately to any pair of inconsistent features does not necessarily produce an
optimal partition. It may happen that a single edge deletion simultaneously resolves more
than one inconsistent association. Therefore, an optimal solution should consider multiple
combinations of edge deletions, what makes the problem computationally intractable, and
imposes a centralized scheme. We propose a resolution algorithm that is not optimal but
is e�cient and is proven to be correct. Besides, it allows a decentralized computation.

Proposition 5.5.2. Let R be the set of robots that detect C. Let i? be the robot with the
most features involved in C,

i? = arg max
i∈R

m̃i. (5.8)

The number of con�ict-free components in which C can be decomposed is lower bounded
by m̃i?.

Proof. Each con�ict-free component can contain, at most, one feature from a robot i ∈ R.
Then there must be, at least, maxi∈R m̃i = m̃i? components.
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Algorithm 5.5.1 Spanning Trees - Robot i
1: � Initialization
2: for each con�ictive set C for which i is root (i = i?) do
3: create m̃i? components
4: assign each inconsistent feature f i?r ∈ C to a di�erent component Cq
5: send component request to all its neighboring features
6: end for
7:

8: � Algorithm
9: for each component request from f js to f ir do
10: if (b) or (c) then
11: [Aij]r,s = 0
12: send reject message to j
13: else if (d) then
14: assign f ir to the component
15: send component request to all its neighboring features
16: end if
17: end for
18: for each component reject from f js to f ir do
19: [Aij]r,s = 0
20: end for

The resolution algorithm constructs m̃i? con�ict-free components using a strategy close
to a BFS tree construction. Initially, each robot i detects the con�ictive sets for which it
is the root using its local information Xi1(ti), . . . , Xin(ti). The root robot for a con�ictive
set is the one with the most inconsistent features involved. In case two robots have the
same number of inconsistent features, the one with the lowest robot id is selected. Then,
each robot executes the resolution algorithm (Algorithm 5.5.1).

The root robot creates m̃i? components and initializes each component Cq with one
of its features f i? ∈ C. Then, it tries to add to each component Cq the features directly
associated to f i? ∈ Cq. Let us consider that f js has been assigned to Cq. For all f ir such
that [Aij]r,s = 1, robot j sends a component request message to robot i. When robot i
receives it, it may happen that

(a) f ir is already assigned to Cq;

(b) f ir is assigned to a di�erent component;

(c) other feature f ir′ is already assigned to Cq;

(d) f ir is unassigned and no feature in i is assigned to Cq.

In case (a), f ir already belongs to the component Cq and robot i does nothing. In cases
(b) and (c), f ir cannot be added to Cq; robot i deletes the edge [Aij]r,s and replies with
a reject message to robot j; when j receives the reject message, it deletes the equivalent
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edge [Aji]s,r. In case (d), robot i assigns its feature f ir to the component Cq and the
process is repeated.

Theorem 5.5.3. Let us consider that each robot i ∈ Vcom executes the decentralized
resolution algorithm (Algorithm 5.5.1) on Gdis, obtaining G ′dis,

(i) after t = n iterations no new features are added to any component Cq and the algo-
rithm �nishes;

(ii) each obtained Cq is a connected component in G ′dis;

(iii) Cq is con�ict free;

(iv) Cq contains at least two features;

for all q ∈ {1, . . . , m̃i?} and all con�ictive sets.

Proof. (i) The maximal depth of a con�ict-free component is n since, if there were more
features, at least two of them would belong to the same robot. Then, after at most n
iterations of this algorithm, no more features are added to any component Cq and the
algorithm �nishes.

(ii) There is a path in Gdis between any two features belonging to a con�ictive set
C. Therefore, there is also a path in Gdis between any two features assigned to the same
component Cq. Since the algorithm does not delete edges from Gdis within a component
(case (a)), then Cq it is also connected in G ′dis. Since none feature can be assigned to more
than one component (case (b)), the components are disjoint. Therefore, Cq is a connected
component in G ′dis.

(iii) By construction, two features from the same robot are never assigned to the same
component Cq (case (c)). Therefore, each component is con�ict-free.

(iv) Each con�ictive set has more than one feature. Because of Assumptions 5.2.1 and 5.2.2,
each feature and its neighbors are con�ict free. Therefore, each component Cq contains,
at least, its originating feature, and a neighboring feature. Thus, it has at least two
features.

Corollary 5.5.4. After executing Algorithm 5.5.1, the size of each con�ict set C is reduced
by at least 2 m̃i?, where m̃i? ≥ 2.

When the algorithm �nishes, each original con�ictive set C has been partitioned into
m̃i? con�ict-free components. It may happen that a subset of features remains unassigned.
These features may still be con�ictive in G ′dis. The detection algorithm can be executed
on the subgraph de�ned by this smaller subset of features.

Proposition 5.5.5. Consider each robot i iteratively executes the detection (Section 5.4)
and the resolution (Section 5.5) algorithms. Then, in a �nite number of iterations, all
con�ictive sets disappear.
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Proof. After each execution of the resolution algorithm, the size of each con�ict set C is
reduced by, at least, 2 m̃i? ≥ 4 (Corollary 5.5.4). Then, in a �nite number of iterations,
it happens that |C| < 4. A set with 3 features f ir, f

i
r′ , f

j
s cannot be con�ictive; this would

require the existence of edges (f ir, f
j
s ) and (f ir′ , f

j
s ), what is impossible (Assumption 5.2.2).

A set with 2 features cannot be con�ictive (Assumptions 5.2.1 and 5.2.2), and a set with a
single feature cannot be inconsistent by de�nition. Therefore, there will be no remaining
inconsistencies or con�ictive sets.

The main interest of the presented resolution algorithm, is that it is fully decentralized
and it works on local information. Each robot uses its own Xij(ti) for detecting the root
robot of each con�ictive set. During the resolution algorithm, the decisions and actions
taken by each robot are based on its local associations Aij, and the components assigned
to its local features. Moreover, each robot is responsible of deleting the edges from its
local association matrices Aij, with j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In addition, the presented algorithm
works in �nite time. Let us note that although we presented the algorithm for a single
con�ictive set, all con�ictive sets are managed in parallel.

5.6 Feature Labeling

Simultaneously to the data association process, the robots assign labels to their features.
After checking feature f ir is consistent, robot i assigns it a label Lir = (i?, r?) ∈ N2

composed of a robot identi�er i? and a feature index r? as follows. Assume f ir and

features f js , f
j′

s′ , . . . form a consistent association set in Gdis and thus they are observations
of a common landmark in the environment taken by robots i, j, j′, . . . . Among all the
candidates (i, r), (j, s), (j′, s′), . . . , a unique label (i?, r?) is selected by the robots, e.g.,
the one with the lowest robot id. Then, robot i assigns this label to f ir, L

i
r = (i?, r?); the

other robots j, j′, . . . , proceed in a similar way so that �nally,

Lir = Ljs = Lj
′

s′ = · · · = (i?, r?) .

We say a feature f ir is exclusive if it is isolated in Gdis, corresponding to a landmark
observed by a single robot i; in this case, its label Lir is simply (i, r). Otherwise, we say
f ir is non-exclusive and it may either be consistent or con�ictive. Consistent features are
labeled as explained above, whereas robots wait until con�icts are resolved for labeling its
con�ictive features. The data association and labeling process �nishes with an association
graph Gdis free of any inconsistent association and with all the features labeled. When
the algorithm �nishes, two features f ir, f

j
s have the same label, Lir = Ljs, i� they are

connected by a path in the resulting con�ict-free Gdis. The decentralized data association
and labeling algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 5.6.1. This strategy makes use of
two subroutines to detect features and resolve inconsistencies that we explained in the
previous sections.

Throughout this section, we use S̃i ⊆ Si for the set of unlabeled features at robot
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and let |S̃i| be its cardinality, i.e., the number of unlabeled features at
robot i. The set of labels Li consists of the labels Lir already assigned to the features
f ir ∈ Si \ S̃i. Given a matrix Xij of size |S̃i| × |S̃j|, we de�ne the function r̄ = row (f ir)
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that takes an unlabeled feature f ir ∈ S̃i and returns its associated row in Xij, with
r̄ ∈ {1, . . . , |S̃i|}. Equivalently, we de�ne the function s̄ = col(f js ) for features in S̃j. We

let Ãij ∈ N|S̃i|×|S̃j | be like the local association matrix Aij, but containing exclusively the
rows and columns of the unlabeled features of robots i and j.

Algorithm 5.6.1 Data association and labeling - Robot i

1: S̃i ← {f i1, . . . , f imi}, Li ← ∅
2: Solve the local data association
3: Assign_label(Lir = (i, r), f ir) to each exclusive feature f ir
4: while |S̃i| > 0 do
5: Run the detection algorithm
6: Find each consistent feature f ir and its root f i?r?
7: Assign_label(Lir = (i?, r?), f

i
r)

8: Run the resolution algorithm
9: Find each resolved feature f ir and its component id [i?, r?]
10: Assign_label(Lir = (i?, r?), f

i
r)

11: Find each exclusive feature f ir
12: Assign_label(Lir = (i, r), f ir)
13: end while
14: function Assign_label(Lir, f

i
r)

15: Li ← Li ∪ {Lir}, S̃i ← S̃i \ {f ir}
16: end function

Initially, all the features of each robot i are unlabeled,

S̃i = {f i1, . . . , f imi}, Li = ∅.

Each robot i solves a local data association with each of its neighbors j ∈ Ni and obtains
the association matrixAij ∈ Nmi×mj . Then, the robot locally detects its exclusive features
f ir which have not been associated to any other feature,

[Aij]r,s = 0 for all j ∈ Ni, j 6= i, and all s ∈ {1, . . . ,mj}. (5.9)

Since an exclusive feature f ir is always consistent, robot i assigns a label L
i
r to it composed

of its own robot id and feature index and removes it from the set of unlabeled features,

Lir = (i, r), Li = Li ∪ Lir, S̃i = S̃i \ {f ir}. (5.10)

Since its unlabeled features in S̃i may be con�ictive, it executes the detection algorithm 5.4
on this subset.

The detection algorithm is executed on the subgraph of Gdis involving the features in
S̃i, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. When it �nishes, robot i has the power matrices Xij ∈ N|S̃i|×|S̃j |,
for j = 1, . . . , n, which contain the entries in Adiam(Gdis) associated to the features in S̃i
and S̃j. There is a path between f ir and f

j
s i�

[Xij]r̄,s̄ > 0, (5.11)
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being r̄ = row(f ir) and s̄ = col(f js ). These matrices give robot i the information about
all the association paths of its features and the features of the rest of the robots in the
network.

Then, each robot i detects its consistent features. After a feature f ir has been classi�ed
as consistent, its robot i proceeds to assign it a label. Here we show how robot i decides
the feature label (i?, r?). Let us �rst give a general de�nition of the root robot of an either
consistent or con�ictive association set.

De�nition 5.6.1. The root robot i? for an association set is the one that has the most
features in it. In case there are multiple candidates, it is the one with the lowest identi�er.
Equivalently, we de�ne the root features f i?r? , f

i?
r′?
, . . . as the features from the root robot

that belong to the association set.

Using the power matrices Xi1, . . . , Xin, robot i can �nd the number of features m̃j

from a second robot j that belong to the same association set than f ir with r̄ = row(f ir)
as follows,

m̃j =
∣∣{f js | [Xij]r̄,s̄ > 0, with s̄ = col(f js )

}∣∣ . (5.12)

If we let m̃? be the maximum m̃j for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, then the root robot i? and root
features f i?r? , f

i?
r′?
, . . . for the association set of f ir with r̄ = row(f ir) are

i? = min {j | m̃j = m̃?} , {r?, r′?, . . . } =
{
s | [Xii? ]r̄,s̄ > 0 with s̄ = col(f i?s )

}
. (5.13)

When f ir belongs to a consistent set, the root i? corresponds to the robot with a single
feature f i?r? in the association set that has the lowest identi�er,

i? = min
{
j | [Xij]r̄,s̄ > 0 for some s̄ ∈ {1, . . . , |S̃j|}

}
, r? =

{
s | [Xii? ]r̄,s̄ > 0 with s̄ = col(f i?s )

}
,

(5.14)

where r̄ = row(f ir). Robot i assigns to its feature f
i
r the label L

i
r = (i?, r?) and removes it

from the set of unlabeled features,

Lir = (i?, r?), Li = Li ∪ Lir, S̃i = S̃i \ {f ir}. (5.15)

Thus, all features in the association set are assigned the same label. The robots proceed
with all its consistent features in a similar fashion. For the features classi�ed as con�ictive,
the resolution method (Algorithm 5.5.1) presented in the previous section is executed to
solve the inconsistencies.

Let each component Cq in Algorithm 5.5.1 have the identi�er (i?, r?) composed of
the root robot i? and root feature r? responsible of creating the component. When the
resolution algorithm �nishes, each feature f ir that has been assigned to a component
(i?, r?) has become consistent due to the edge removals. We say that such features are
resolved. Thus, all the resolved features with the same component id form a consistent
association set. Each robot i uses the component id of f ir as its label,

Lir = (i?, r?), Li = Li ∪ Lir, S̃i = S̃i \ {f ir}. (5.16)
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Additionally, due to edge removal, some unlabeled features f ir ∈ S̃i may have become
exclusive. Robot i detects such features f ir by checking that

[Ãij]r̄,s̄ = 0, for all j ∈ Ni, j 6= i, all s̄ ∈ {1, . . . , |S̃j|},

being r̄ = row(f ir), and it manages them as in (5.10). The remaining features may still
be con�ictive. Each robot i executes a new detection-resolution iteration on these still
unlabeled features S̃i.

In a �nite number of iterations, all features of all robots have been labeled, and the
algorithm �nishes. The interest of the presented algorithm is that it is fully decentralized
and works on local information. Each robot i uses its own Sij and Xij to classify its
features.

5.7 Resolution Algorithm based on the

Maximum Error Cut

The previous resolution algorithm has the advantage of solving all the inconsistencies in
an easy way. However, the algorithm does not use information about the quality of the
matches, and therefore is not optimal and the provided solution is arbitrary.

Most of the matching functions in the literature are based on errors between the
matched features. These errors can be used to �nd a better partition of C. Let E be the
weighted symmetric association matrix

[E]r,s =

{
ers if [A]r,s = 1,
−1 otherwise,

(5.17)

with ers the error of the match between fr and fs.

Assumption 5.7.1. The error between matches satis�es:

• err = 0,∀r;

• Errors are non negative, ers ≥ 0,∀r, s;

• Errors are symmetric, ers = esr,∀r, s;

• Errors of di�erent matches are di�erent, ers = er′s′ ⇔ [r = r′∧s = s′]∨ [r = s′∧s =
r′];

Since the inconsistency is already known there is no need to use the whole matrix
but just the sub-matrix related with the inconsistency, EC. Although all the errors in EC
are small enough to pass the matching between pairs of images, we can assume that the
largest error in the path between two con�ictive features is, with most probability, related
to the spurious match.

De�nition 5.7.2. Given two con�ictive features, we de�ne a bridge as a single link whose
deletion makes the con�ict between those two features disappear.
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Note that not all the links in one inconsistency are bridges. There are links that, if
deleted, would not break the inconsistency because:

• They do not belong to the path between the features to separate;

• They belong to the path, but they also belong to a cycle in the association graph,
and therefore, they are not bridges.

Our goal is, for each pair of con�ictive features, �nd and delete the bridge that links them
with the maximum error.

Algorithm 5.7.1 shows our solution to �nd the bridges using local interactions. Along
the section we explain in detail how it works. As we did in the detection algorithm, let each

Algorithm 5.7.1 Maximum Error Cut - Robot i
Require: Set of C di�erent con�ictive sets
Ensure: Gdis is con�ict free
1: for all C do
2: � Error transmission
3: zr(0) = {[EC]r,1, . . . , [EC]r,c}, r = 1, . . . , m̃i

4: repeat
5: zr(t+ 1) = maxs∈C, [EC ]r,s≥0(zr(t), zs(t)Prs)
6: until zr(t+ 1) = zr(t), ∀r ∈ m̃i

7: � Link Deletion
8: while robot i has con�ictive features r and r′ do
9: Find the bridges (s, s′) :
10: (a) [zr]s = [zr′ ]s′ , s 6= s′,
11: (b) For all s′′ 6= s, [zr]s 6= [zr]s′′ ,
12: (c) For all s′′ 6= s′, [zr′ ]s′ 6= [zr′ ]s′′
13: Select the bridge with largest error
14: Send message to break it
15: end while
16: end for

robot initialize its own rows of elements as zr(0) = {[EC]r,1, . . . , [EC]r,c}, r ∈ {1, . . . , m̃i}.
Each robot manages the m̃i rows corresponding to the con�ictive features it has observed.
The update rule executed by every robot and every feature is

zr(t+ 1) = max
s∈C, [EC ]r,s≥0

(zr(t), zs(t)Prs), (5.18)

where the maximum is done element to element and Prs is the permutation matrix of the
columns r and s. We have dropped the super indices corresponding to robots because the
limited communications are implicit in the error caused by direct associations, eq. (5.17).

Proposition 5.7.3. The dynamic system de�ned in (5.18) converges in a �nite number
of iterations and for any r, s ∈ C such that [EC]r,s ≥ 0 the �nal value of zr is the same
than zsPrs.
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Proof. The features involved in the inconsistency form a strongly connected graph. For
a given graph, the max consensus update is proved to converge in a �nite number of
iterations [27]. For any r, s ∈ C such that [EC]r,s ≥ 0, by eq. (5.18) and the symmetry of
EC, the �nal consensus values of zr and zs satisfy, element to element, that

zr ≥ zsPrs and zs ≥ zrPsr (5.19)

Using the properties of the permutation matrices, Prs = Psr = P−1
sr , we see that zsPrs ≥

zr, which combined with eq. (5.19) yields to zr = zsPrs.

Let us see the convergence values of the di�erent elements. Considering again eq.
(5.18) for a given feature fr, we can express it as a function of its elements, the uth

component, [zr(t+ 1)]u, is updated as follows:

[zr(t+ 1)]u =
max([zr(t)]u, [zs(t)]s) if [EC]r,s ≥ 0 ∧ u = r

max([zr(t)]u, [zs(t)]r) if [EC]r,s ≥ 0 ∧ u = s

max([zr(t)]u, [zs(t)]u) if [EC]r,s ≥ 0 ∧ r 6= u 6= s

,
(5.20)

where the two �rst rows are due to the permutations. Let us �rst analyze the case in
which the inconsistency does not contain any cycle.

Theorem 5.7.4. If C is cycle free, then:

(i) For any r ∈ C, [zr(t)]r = 0,∀t ≥ 0.

(ii) [zr(t)]s′ → [EC]r′,s′ = er′s′, where

r′ = arg min
[A]r′′,s′=1

d(r, r′′),

and d(r, r′′) is the distance in links to reach node r′′ starting from node r. In other
words, fr′ is the closest feature to fr directly associated to fs′ .

Proof. For any feature, fr, taking into account eq. (5.20), the update of the rth element
of zr, [zr(t+ 1)]r, is

[zr(t+ 1)]r = max
s∈C, [EC ]r,s≥0

([zr(t)]r, [zs(t)]s).

Recalling the �rst point in assumption 5.7.1, the initial value of [zr(0)]r = err = 0, for all
r, then [zr(t)]r = 0,∀t ≥ 0.

The inconsistency does not have any cycles and there is a path between any two
features, the con�ict is a spanning tree. Let us consider one link, (fr′ , fs′). The link
creates a partition of C in two strongly connected, disjoint subsets

Cr′ = {r | d(r, r′) < d(r, s′)},

Cs′ = {s | d(s, s′) < d(s, r′)}.
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In the above equations it is clear that r′ ∈ Cr′ and s′ ∈ Cs′ .
We will focus now on the values of the s′th element of the state vector for the nodes

in Cr′ and the r′th element for the nodes in Cs′ ,

[zr(t)]s′ , r ∈ Cr′ , and [zs(t)]r′ , s ∈ Cs′ .

In the �rst case, for any r ∈ Cr \ r′, update rule (5.20) is equal to

[zr(t+ 1)]s′ = max
r′′∈Cr′ , [EC ]r,r′′≥0

([zr(t)]s′ , [zr′′(t)]s′).

because r 6= s′ 6= r′′. The nodes in Cs′ are not taken into account because that would
mean that C has a cycle. The special case of feature fr′ has an update rule equal to

[zr′(t+ 1)]s′ = max
r∈Cr′ ,[EC ]r′,r≥0

([zr′(t)]s′ , [zr(t)]s′ , [zs′(t)]r′).

In a similar way the updates for features in Cs are

[zs(t+ 1)]r′ = max
s′′∈Cs′ , [EC ]s,s′′≥0

([zs(t)]r′ , [zs′′(t)]r′)

[zs′(t+ 1)]r′ = max
s∈Cs′ ,[EC ]s′,s≥0

([zs′(t)]r′ , [zs(t)]r′ , [zr′(t)]s′).

Considering together all the equations and the connectedness of Cr′ and Cs′ , all these
elements form a connected component and they will converge to

max
r∈Cr′ , s∈Cs′

([zr(0)]s′ , [zs(0)]r′),

Since all the features r ∈ Cr′ \ r′ are not associated with fs′ , [zr(0)]s′ = −1. Analogously,
for all the features s ∈ Cs′ \ s′, [zs(0)]r′ = −1. Finally, for the features r′ and s′, by the
second and third point of assumption 5.7.1, [zr′(0)]s′ = er′s′ = es′r′ = [zs′(0)]r′ ≥ 0 > −1.
Therefore this subset of c elements of the state vectors converge to the error of the link
(fr′ , fs′), er′s′ . From Proposition 5.7.3 we can also see that for any r ∈ Cr′ , [zr]s, s ∈ Cs′ \s′,
will converge to the �nal value of [zs′ ]s.

The same argument applies for the rest of the links and the proof is complete.

Let us see what happens now in the presence of cycles in the inconsistency.

Theorem 5.7.5. Let us suppose the inconsistency has a cycle involving ` features. Let
C` be the subset of features that belong to the cycle. After the execution of (5.18) it holds
that:

(i) ∀r′, s′ ∈ C`, s′ 6= r′

[zr′ ]s′ → max
r,s∈C`

ers.

(ii) ∀r′ 6∈ C`, s′ ∈ C`, s′ 6= arg mins∈C` d(r′, s),

[zr′ ]s′ → max
r,s∈C`

ers.
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Proof. In the proof we will denote r1, . . . , r`, the set of features in C`.Without a loss of gen-
erality we will assume that the links that form the cycle are (fr1 , fr2), (fr2 , fr3) . . . , (fr` , fr1).
For an easy reading of the proof of this result we will omit the time indices in the update
equations. Let us consider the update rule (5.20) for element r2 of feature fr1 ,

[zr1 ]r2 = max([zr1 ]r2 , [zr2 ]r1 , [zr` ]r2),

where we have also omitted other possible features that are directly linked to fr1 because
if they are also linked to fr2 they belong to C` and if not they do not a�ect to the �nal
result.

From the above equation we observe that [zr1 ]r2 depends on the value of [zr2 ]r1 . At the
same time this value is updated with

[zr2 ]r1 = max([zr2 ]r1 , [zr1 ]r2 , [zr3 ]r1),

which depends on the value of [zr3 ]r1 . If we keep with the chain of associations we reach
the point in which [zr`−1

]r1 depends on [zr` ]r1 , which has update rule equal to

[zr` ]r1 = max([zr` ]r1 , [zr`−1
]r1 , [zr1 ]r`).

As we have proved in Proposition 5.7.3, in the end [zr1 ]r2 = [zr2 ]r1 , [zr2 ]r1 = [zr3 ]r1 , . . . ,
[zr`−1

]r1 = [zr` ]r1 and [zr` ]r1 = [zr1 ]r` because they are direct neighbors. This means that
after the execution of enough iterations of (5.18), [zr1 ]r2 = [zr1 ]r` = [zr]r1 ,∀r ∈ C` \ r1.
By applying the same argument for any other feature in C` we conclude that after the
execution of the update, for any r ∈ C`, [zr]r′ = [zr]r′′ ,∀r′, r′′ ∈ C` \ r. Thus, each feature
inside the cycle will end with `− 1 elements in its state vector with the same value (the
maximum of all the considered links) and (i) is true. If there are any additional links
inside the cycle the result is the same including in the max consensus the weights of these
links.

Now let us consider the rest of the features in the inconsistency, C̄` = C \ C`. Given a
feature s ∈ C̄` two things can happen:

• ∃ unique r ∈ C` such that fr and fs are directly associated;

• s is not directly associated with any feature in C` but there exists at least one path
of features ∈ C̄` that ends in a unique feature r ∈ C`;

The uniqueness of r comes from the fact that if there were another feature r′ ∈ C`,
reachable from s without passing through r, that would mean that s is also part of the
cycle. Note that this does not discard the possibility that r and s belong to another cycle
di�erent than C`.

As we have seen in the proof of Theorem 5.7.4, due to the fact that r is the only
connection with C`, for any r′ ∈ C` \ r, [zs]r′ will have �nal value equal to [zr]r′ which
proves (ii). On the other hand [zs]r will have the value of the link that connects it to
feature r or, if fr and fs belong to another cycle di�erent than C`, the maximum error of
all the links that form the second cycle. In both cases, doing a change in the names of
the indices, we can see that (ii) is also true.
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(a) Inconsistency (b) Spanning Trees (c) Maximum Error Cut

Figure 5.4: Example of execution of the resolution of one inconsistency using the two approaches. (a)
Inconsistency. (b) Solution obtained using the Spanning Trees algorithm. (c) Solution obtained using
the Maximum Error Cut approach. A detailed explanation can be found in section 4.3.
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Figure 5.5: Example of execution of the algorithm (5.18) for the inconsistency in Fig. 5.4 (a). Each
sub�gure (a)-(f) represents a new step of the algorithm. In 6 steps the robots with inconsistent features
are able to decide which links delete to solve them. For more details see Section 4.3.

At this point we are ready to de�ne the bridges in terms of the variables zr and to
propose a criterion to select the bridge to break. The bridges, (fs, fs′), for any pair of
con�ictive features fr and fr′ satisfy

(a) [zr]s = [zr′ ]s′ , s 6= s′,

(b) for all s′′ 6= s, [zr]s 6= [zr]s′′ ,

(c) for all s′′ 6= s′, [zr′ ]s′ 6= [zr′ ]s′′ ,

The �rst condition comes from Theorem 5.7.4 and the other two come from Theorem
5.7.5. Note that for any bridge, the error of the bridge is the same as the value of
[zr]s, [zr]s = [zr′ ]s′ = ess′ . Therefore, each node can look in a local way at its own rows
and choose the best bridge that breaks the con�ict, the one with the largest error. In
case one robot has more than two features in the same con�ict, �nding the optimal cut
becomes NP-hard. In this chapter we use a greedy approach that returns good results.
Our solution chooses two of the m̃i inconsistent features and selects the best bridge for
them. The bridge separates all the m̃i features in two disconnected subsets. The process
is repeated with each of the subsets until the inconsistencies are solved.

Note that we are considering only single-link deletions. Cycles in the association graph
are sets of features strongly associated, and therefore, it is better not to break links there.
If two con�ictive features belong to the same cycle, then there are no bridges. However,
the algorithm is also able to detect this situation and the Spanning Trees can be used to
solve the con�ict.
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0 6 1 9 7 8 8 3

1 0 7 9 8 8 3 6

1 6 0 9 7 8 8 3

1 9 7 0 8 8 3 6

Figure 5.6: Decision about which links should be deleted to solve the inconsistency. Robot B chooses
the link (fA2 , f

B
2 ). Robot A discards the elements with values 8 and 9 because they belong to a cycle and

to a link that does not solve its inconsistency respectively. The match between fB1 and fC1 solves the
inconsistency and has the largest error.

In conclusion, this algorithm is able to detect in a local way the best bridge to break
each inconsistency. This provides a more solid criterion to solve the inconsistencies than
just cutting arbitrary edges. Each robot is able to detect which set of links is best to cut
in order to solve the con�icts regarding its own features. The algorithm also �nishes in
�nite time and does not require much additional bandwidth because, as in the detection
algorithm, the amount of transmitted information can be optimized.

5.7.1 Example of execution

Let us consider one inconsistency as the one depicted in Fig. 5.4 (a) where the communi-
cation graph is a ring with an additional link between robots C and E. The Spanning Trees
solution is shown in Fig. 5.4 (b). In this case the root camera to manage the inconsistency
is the camera A. For each feature, camera A instantiates a di�erent spanning tree. After
2 communications rounds, robots C and E send a request to D and also among them. fD1
gets attached to fC1 and the other links are broken. After this point the algorithm has
ended its execution and the new association graph is con�ict free.

Figure 5.4 (c) shows the solution obtained using the Maximum Error Cut algorithm.
The evolution of the zr vectors is shown in Figure 5.7. Each one of the sub�gures (a)-(f)
represents a new iteration of the algorithm in (5.18). The -1 values are omitted for clarity.
As an example of how it works, the third row in sub�gure 5.7 (b), corresponding to fB1 ,
executes (5.18) with the �rst and �fth rows, sent by robots A and C because of features
fA1 and fC1 . Robot B permutes the �rst and third element of the vector sent by robot
A and the third and �fth element of vector sent by robot C and chooses the maximum
(element to element) of the three vectors. As a result the sixth and seventh position
(features fD1 and fE1 ) change their values. It is interesting to observe how for the cycle
all the elements in the di�erent vectors are receiving the value �8�, corresponding to the
largest value within the cycle. Once rule (5.18) has �nished, robots A and B look for the
bridges to break their inconsistencies (Fig. 5.6). For robot B the best bridge is the one
matching features fA2 and fB2 . For the robot A this is not a bridge because both features
have the same value in the same element. The next largest value is also discarded because
it belongs to a cycle. Finally, the bridge with error 7 is selected and the match between
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fB1 and fC1 is deleted.

5.8 Discussion

In order to show the performance of the algorithm, we have carried out several simula-
tions with a team composed by 7 robots exploring an environment of 20 × 20 m with
300 features, see Fig. 5.7. Each robot executes 70 motion steps along a path of approx-
imately 30 m. The robots estimate their motion based on odometry information that is
corrupted with a noise of standard deviation σx, σy = 0.4 cm for the translations and
σθ = 1 degree for the orientations. They sense the environment using an omnidirectional
camera that gives bearing measurement to features within 360 degrees around the robot
and within a distance of 6 m. The measurements are corrupted with a noise of 0.5 degrees
standard deviation. Each robot explores the environment and builds its local (Fig. 5.8).
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Figure 5.7: A team of 7 robots explore an environment of 20 × 20 m. Gray areas are
walls and red dots are the ground-truth location of landmarks. Initially, the robots are
placed in the black box region. From these initial poses, they reach consensus on the
global reference frame. After that, they explore the environment and build their maps
according this global reference frame. We display the trajectories followed by robots 2, 3,
and 5, together with the �nal poses of the 7 robots.

Due to the presence of obstacles (gray areas), each robot may have not observed some
landmarks. Besides, the precision of the estimated positions (blue crosses and ellipses) of
the landmarks depends on the trajectory followed by each robot.

When they �nish the exploration, they execute the consistent data association algo-
rithm under the communication graph in Fig. 5.9. We assume that a pair of robots can
exchange information if they are within a distance of 3 m. The local data associations
F (Si,Sj) are obtained by applying the JCBB method [97] to the local maps of any pair of
neighboring robots (i, j) ∈ Ecom. Since all the trajectories followed by the robots traverse
the main corridor (Fig. 5.7) there is a high overlapping between their local maps (Ta-
ble 5.1). Given any 2 local maps with approx. 122 features, there are approximately
89 true matches (ground truth). We can see that, although the local data association
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Figure 5.8: Local map estimated by robot 2. The landmarks close to its trajectory
(red line) have been estimated (blue crosses and ellipses) with a high precision. Besides,
its estimated positions (blue crosses) are very close to the ground truth locations (red
dots). Due to the presence of obstacles (gray areas) some of the landmarks have not been
observed, or have been estimated with high uncertainty.
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Figure 5.9: Communication graph associated to the �nal robot poses in Fig. 5.7. There
is a link (blue solid line) between any pair of robot poses (red triangles) that are within
a distance of 3 m.

method has found a high amount of the ground truth links (good links or true positives),
it has also missed a few of them (missing links or false negatives). In addition, some
additional links have been detected that link together di�erent features (spurious links or
false positives).

From the 858 features within all the local maps, there are 300 di�erent features in the
ground truth sense (association sets). From them, 184 were observed by a single robot
(ground truth exclusive features), and the remaining where observed by around 6 robots
(ground truth size of the remaining association sets). As previously stated, there is a
high overlapping between the maps, and each non-exclusive feature has been observed by
almost every robot. In the data association graph Gdis however, only 296 association sets
have been obtained, which means that di�erent features have been mixed up together.
There are 184 exclusive features (ground truth exclusive features), although the local
data association algorithm has found 187 exclusive features. These additional 3 exclusive
features appear due to the presence of the three outliers, the features with high covariance
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ellipses in Fig. 5.10. Since their positions have been wrongly estimated, the local data
association method has failed to correctly associate them.

Table 5.1: Local data associations.

Features Per local map Total

Features observed 122 858

Data associations Per pair of local maps Total

Links (ground truth) 89 2860

Links 88 2820

Good links 85 2750

Missing links 3 110

Spurious links 2 70

Association sets Obtained Ground truth

Association sets 296 300

Exclusive features 187 184

Non-exclusive assoc. 109 116

Size of non-exclusive 6.1 5.8

The robots execute Algorithm 5.6.1 on the non-exclusive features to detect and solve
any inconsistent associations. From the 109 non exclusive association sets, 102 of them
are consistent, and its associated 591 features are classi�ed as consistent (Table 5.2). The
remaining 7 sets are con�ictive, and they have associated 80 con�ictive features. After
executing the resolution algorithm on the 80 con�ictive features, all of them are resolved
and the process �nishes. The original 7 con�ictive sets are partitioned into 14 consistent
non-exclusive sets. Due to these additional sets, the number of consistent non-exclusive
association sets (Table. 5.2, third row), which initially was 102 (Table. 5.2 �rst row), is
increased into 116 (102 + 14) after executing the algorithm. Equivalently, the number
of consistent non-exclusive features (Table. 5.2, fourth row) which was 591 (Table. 5.2,
second row) becomes 671 (591 + 80) since the 80 inconsistent features are resolved.

Table 5.2: Detection and resolution of inconsistent associations.

Detection Con�ictive Consistent non-exclusive Consistent exclusive

Association sets 7 102 187

Features 80 591 187

Resolution Con�ictive Consistent non-exclusive Consistent exclusive

Association sets 0 116 (+14) 187

Features 0 671 (+80) 187

The comparison between the �nal data association graph and the ground truth infor-
mation can be seen in Table 5.3. Since the resolution algorithm is based on link deletion,
the number of links here is lower than in Table 5.1. However, the number of association
sets is closer to the ground truth results. From the 303 obtained association sets, 3 of
them are due to the three outliers in Fig.5.10. Thus, there are 300 remaining association
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sets, which is exactly the same number of association sets in the ground truth data. The
same behavior is observed regarding their sizes. This means that the resulting associa-
tions are similar to the ground truth ones in spite of the fact that they have less links.
From the 26 links erased from Gdis, 22 were spurious links, and only 4 where good links
that now are missing.

Table 5.3: Results after detecting and solving the inconsistencies.

Features Per local map Total

Features observed 122 858

Data associations Per pair of local maps Total

Links (ground truth) 89 2860

Links 87 2794 (-26)

Good links 85 2746 (-4)

Missing links 3 114 (+4)

Spurious links 2 48 (-22)

Association sets Obtained Ground truth

Association sets 303 300

Exclusive features 187 184

Non-exclusive assoc. 116 116

Size of non-exclusive 5.7 5.8
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Figure 5.10: Global map xiG(t),Σi
G(t) estimated by robot 2 after t = 5 iterations. Red

dots are the ground truth position of the features while blue crosses and ellipses are their
estimated positions. Red triangles are the ground truth poses of the 7 robots after the
exploration, and blue triangles are their estimated poses in the global map of robot 2.
The three landmarks with high covariance ellipses are outliers that have been wrongly
estimated by one of the robots. They have been classi�ed by the algorithm as exclusive,
giving rise to the presence of 3 additional exclusive sets in the �nal association map (303)
compared to the ground truth information (300).

After associating their features, the 7 robots compute the global map as described in
Chapter 3, under the communication graph in Fig. 5.9. Since the communication graph
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has a high connectivity, in a few iterations each robot has received information from
any other robot. After 5 iterations, the global map at robot 2 already contains precise
estimates of the whole explored environment (Fig. 5.10).

5.9 Conclusions

We have presented a new technique to match several sets of features observed by a team
of robots in a consistent way under limited communications. Local associations are found
only within robots that are neighbors in the communication graph. After that, a fully
decentralized method to compute all the paths between local associations is carried out,
allowing the robots to detect all the inconsistencies related with their observations. For
every con�ictive set detected, in a second step the method is able to delete local associa-
tions to break the con�ict using only local communications. The whole method is proved
to �nish in a �nite amount of time �nding and solving all the inconsistent associations.
Experimental results show the performance of the method in scenarios with great interest
in robotic tasks. To the best of our knowledge this is the �rst algorithm that is able to
do it.
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Chapter 6

Distributed Localization

As discussed at the beginning of this document, one of the issues in a distributed per-
ception scenario is that, usually, robots start at unknown poses and do not share any
reference frame. In this chapter we address the problem of distributed localization, which
consists of establishing this common frame and computing the robots' poses relative to
this frame. Each robot is capable of measuring the relative pose of its neighboring robots.
However, it does not know the poses of far robots, and it can only exchange data us-
ing the range-limited communication network. In this chapter, we discuss three di�erent
scenarios and propose distributed algorithms for them. In the �rst scenario, each robot
measures the planar position and orientation of nearby robots relative to its own frame,
being the measurements noise free. In the second case, we address the same problem but
assuming that the measurements are noisy. In the third case, the robots measure and esti-
mate their positions, i.e., they do not compute their orientations, being the measurements
corrupted with noises. We discuss the cases that the common frame is set at an anchor
robot, and that this common frame is placed at the centroid of the robot team. The
presented algorithms have the interesting property that can be executed in a distributed
fashion. They allow each robot to recover its pose using exclusively local information and
local interactions with its neighbors. Besides, they only require each robot to maintain
an estimate of its own pose. Thus, the memory load of the algorithm is low compared to
methods where each robot must also estimate the positions or poses of any other robot.

6.1 Introduction

Multi-robot tasks, such as pattern formation [22, 144] or collision avoidance [127], often
require the knowledge of the robots' positions in a common reference frame. Typically,
robots start at unknown locations, they do not share any common frame, and they can
only measure the relative positions of nearby robots. We address the localization problem,
which consists of combining these relative measurements to build an estimate of the robots'
positions in a common frame.

Several localization algorithms rely on range-only [2,32,33], or bearing-only [122] rel-
ative measurements of the robots' poses. Other approaches assume that robots measure
the full state of their nearby robots. The relative full-pose of a pair of robots can be ob-
tained, for instance, by comparing their local maps [38,39,137] and looking for overlapping
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regions. This approach, known as map alignment, presents a high computational cost and
its results depend on the accumulated uncertainty in the local maps. Alternatively, each
robot can locally combine several observations to build an estimate of the relative poses.
The 2D relative pose can be retrieved from at least �ve noisy distance measurements and
four noisy displacements [158]. Bearing-only measurements can be also used to recover
the 2D relative pose in vision systems [120]. The 3D case has also been analyzed for
distance and bearing, bearing-only, and distance-only observations [141]. These methods
present the bene�t that the obtained results do not depend on the uncertainties in the
local maps. They also allow the robots to compute their relative poses when there is no
overlapping between their maps, or even if they do not actually have a map.

Network localization algorithms properly combine the previous relative measurements
to produce an estimate of the robots' poses. Some distributed algorithms compute both
the positions and orientations but assume that the relative measurements are noise free,
e.g., [57] where each robot reaches an agreement on the centroid of the network ex-
pressed in its local reference frame. Other methods compute exclusively the robot posi-
tions but not their orientations, and consider noisy relative measurements of the robot
positions [18,119]. This latter localization problem can be solved by using linear optimiza-
tion methods [18, 119]. Although these works do not consider the robots' orientations,
they can also be applied to such cases provided that the robots have previously executed
an attitude synchronization [95,121] or a motion coordination [43] strategy to align their
orientations.

Cooperative localization algorithms [76, 118, 140] do not just compute the network
localization once, but also track the robots positions. These algorithms, however, usually
assume that an initial guess on the robot poses exists.

Formation control [43,52,70,82] and network localization are related problems. While
localization algorithms compute robot positions that satisfy the inter-robot restrictions, in
formation control problems the robots actually move to these positions. The goal forma-
tion is de�ned by a set of inter-robot restrictions (range-only, bearing-only, full-positions,
or relative poses). Although some works discuss the e�ects of measurement noises in the
�nal result [43], formation algorithms usually assume that both, the measurements and
the inter-robot restrictions are noise free [52,70,82]. Thus additional analysis is necessary
in noisy localization scenarios.

Both, formation control and localization problems can be solved up to a rotation and
a translation. This ambiguity disappears when the positions of a subset of anchor robots
is given in some absolute reference frame. The range-only case [2] requires at least three
non-collinear anchors for planar scenarios. The density and placement of anchors has an
important e�ect on the accuracy of the solution for the bearing-only case [122]. In the
full-position case a single anchor is enough. Its placement in�uences the accuracy of the
�nal results and it is common to analyze the estimation errors at the robots as a function
of their distances to the anchor [20]. However, it is common to assume that the �rst robot
is the anchor placed at the origin of the common reference frame and make the other
robots compute their positions relative to the anchor.

In this chapter we focus on network localization methods where robots measure the
relative full-pose of their neighbors. We assume that one of the methods presented in the
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second paragraph [120, 141, 158] is executed by the robots to compute the relative pose
measurements and their associated covariances. Since these methods do not require the
robots to have a map, it can be executed at any time. In particular, we execute it at
an initial stage, prior to any exploration taking place. The communication graph during
this initial stage must be connected. We consider scenarios with both noisy and noise-
free relative measurements. For the noisy case, we assume that these measurements are
independent since they are acquired individually by the robots. We do not further discuss
cooperative localization algorithms, since in a map merging scenario it is enough for the
robots to compute the global frame and their poses once. In addition, in this chapter
we discuss the selection of the common reference frame. We consider the cases that the
common frame is one of the robots (anchor-based), and that the common frame is the
centroid.

First, we discuss a scenario where each robot measures the noise-free pose of its nearby
robots in its own reference frame. We build in [142], where a camera network reaches an
agreement on the pose of an object observed from each camera. When the cameras do
not share a common reference frame, each robot uses the relative pose of its neighbors to
transform their estimates into its own reference frame. We show that this algorithm allows
the robots to compute their poses relative to the centroid of the team in a distributed
fashion. Then, we present an algorithm for noisy measurements of relative poses. The
robots estimate their poses relative to an anchor node in a distributed fashion. Finally, we
discuss the noisy position estimate case. We present a distributed algorithm that allows
the robots to simultaneously compute the centroid of the team and their positions relative
to the centroid. We show that when the centroid of the team is selected as the common
frame, the estimates are more precise than with any anchor selection.

In order to make the reading easy, along the chapter we use the indices i, j to refer to
robots and indices e, e′ to refer to edges. An edge e starting at robot i and ending at robot
j is represented by e = (i, j). Given a matrix A, the notations Ar,s and [A]r,s corresponds
to the (r, s) entry of the matrix. We let ⊗ be the Kronecker product, Ir be the identity
matrix of size r × r, and 0r×s be a r × s matrix with all entries equal to zero. A matrix
A de�ned by blocks Aij is denoted A = [Aij]. The operation A = blkDiag(B1, . . . , Br)
returns a matrix A de�ned by blocks with Aii = Bi and Aij = 0 for i 6= j.

6.2 Problem Description

The problem addressed in this chapter consists of computing the localization of a network
of n ∈ N robots from relative measurements. We consider three di�erent scenarios.

In the �rst scenario, the goal is to compute the planar poses of n ∈ N robots
{pG1 , . . . ,pGn } expressed in the global frame G, where pGi =

[
xGi , y

G
i , θ

G
i

]
∈ SE(3) for

i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, given m ∈ N measurements of relative poses between robots. The robots
measure the planar pose (position and orientation) of nearby robots expressed on their
own reference frame, being the measurements noise-free. We let pij ∈ SE(3) be the pose
of a robot j relative to robot i. This information is represented by a directed graph
G = (V , E), where the nodes V = {1, . . . , n} are the robots, and E contains the m relative
measurements, |E| = m. There is an edge e = (i, j) ∈ E from i to j if robot i has a
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relative measurement of the state of robot j. We assume that the measurement graph G
is directed and weakly connected, and that an robot i can exchange data with both its in
and out neighbors Ni so that the associated communication graph is undirected,

Ni = {j | (i, j) ∈ E or (j, i) ∈ E}.

We let A ∈ {0, 1,−1}n×m be the negative incidence matrix of the measurement graph,

Ai,e =


−1 if e = (i, j)
1 if e = (j, i)
0 otherwise

, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, e ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, (6.1)

and we let Wi,j be the Metropolis weights de�ned in eq. (A.3) in Appendix A associated
to G. The localization problem consists of estimating the states of the n robots from
the relative measurements. Any solution can be determined only up to a rotation and a
translation, i.e., several equivalent solutions can be obtained depending on the reference
frame selected. We compute the robot poses relative to a global frame G whose position
is the centroid of the team, and whose orientation is the Karcher mean [91] of the robots
orientations as explained in Section 6.3. We assume that the orientations of the robots
satisfy −π/2 < θi < π/2 for all i ∈ V , so that the average orientation is well de�ned [91].

Alternatively [18], one of the robots a ∈ V , e.g., the �rst one a = 1, can be established
as an anchor with state paa = 03×1, and the poses of the non-anchor robots can be expressed
relative to the anchor. We call such approaches anchor-based and add the superscript a
to their associated variables. We let Va = V \ {a} be the set of non-anchor nodes and
matrix Aa ∈ {0, 1,−1}n−1×m be the result of deleting the row associated to node a from
A in eq. (6.1). This is the case considered in our second scenario, where we address the
anchor-based localization problem for the case that the relative measurements are noisy.
Each edge e = (i, j) ∈ E in the relative measurements graph G = (V , E) has associated
noisy measurements of the orientation zθe and the position zxye of robot j relative to robot i,
with associated covariance matrices Σzθe

and Σzxye . We assume that the measurements are
independent since they were acquired individually by the robots. The goal is to estimate
the robot poses p̂ai of the non-anchor robots i ∈ Va relative to the anchor a from the
noisy relative measurements. As in the previous scenario, here we also assume that the
orientations of the robots satisfy −π/2 < θi < π/2 for all i ∈ V .

In the third scenario, instead of computing robot poses, we consider that each robot
i ∈ V has a p−dimensional state xi ∈ Rp, and that the measurement ze ∈ Rp associated
to an edge e = (i, j) ∈ E relates the states of robots i and j as follows

ze = xj − xi + ve,

where ve ∼ N (0p×p,Σze) is a Gaussian additive noise. Thus, we solve a position localiza-
tion problem, although the proposed method can be alternatively applied for estimating
speeds, accelerations, or current times. In addition, this method can be used in a pose
localization scenario, provided that the robots have previously executed an attitude syn-
chronization [95, 121] or a motion coordination [43] strategy to align their orientations.
We estimate the states x̂ceni of the robots i ∈ V relative to the centroid of the states,
and compare this representation with a classical anchor-based one x̂ai . In the following
sections we explain in detail the three scenarios.
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6.3 Noise-free Pose Localization

In this section we address the problem of establishing a common reference frame for a
robot team in a planar environment and obtaining the robot poses in this frame. The
robots measure the relative poses (relative positions and orientations) of nearby robots
and we consider the case that the measurements are noise-free. We propose a distributed
strategy where the robots use the relative measurements to compute their pose relative
to the global frame. We de�ne the global frame as the centroid of the robot positions
and the Karcher mean [91] of their orientations. We assume that the orientations of the
robots satisfy 0 < θi < π for all i ∈ V , so that the average orientation is well de�ned [91].

In this section, we represent the pose pGi = (RG
i , T

G
i ) ∈ SE(3) of robot i expressed in

the global frame G, by the following rotation matrix RG
i and translation vector TGi ,

RG
i =

 cos θGi − sin θGi 0
sin θGi cos θGi 0
0 0 1

 , TGi =

 xGi
yGi
0

 , (6.2)

where z = 0 since the robots move on the plane, and the planar rotations are around the z-
axis. We let pij = (Ri

j, T
i
j ) ∈ SE(3) be the pose of a robot j relative to robot i. Recall that

as previously stated relative measurements are noise-free, thus we use pij indistinctively
for the true and the measured relative poses. Along this section we use the generic world
reference frame w as a tool for providing the theoretical results and de�nitions, and we let
pw

i = (Rw

i , T
w

i ) ∈ SE(3) be the pose of robot i expressed in frame w. Note that this frame,
which is unknown by the robots, is only used for deriving our proposal and it is not needed
for executing the proposed algorithms. Instead, the proposed algorithms exclusively rely
on the relative poses pij between neighboring robots.

As previously stated, we de�ne the global frameG as the centroid of the robot positions
and the Karcher mean [91] of their orientations. We begin by discussing what the centroid
of the robot team is. Suppose we are given the true robot poses pw

i = (Rw

i , T
w

i ) in a world
reference frame w. Then the position of the centroid T w

G in frame w is

T w

G =
1

n

n∑
j=1

T w

j . (6.3)

The equivalent expression for the orientation of the global reference frame Rw

G requires
further explanations on averages of rotations and it is discussed later in this section. Let
(RG

w
, TG

w
) be the inverse of (Rw

G, T
w

G), i.e., the pose of the world frame w expressed in the
centroid frame, RG

w
= (Rw

G)T , TG
w

= − (Rw

G)T T w

G. Then, the pose of each robot i ∈ V with
respect to the centroid frame pGi = (RG

i , T
G
i ) is

RG
i = RG

w
Rw

i , TGi = RG
w
T w

i + TG
w
. (6.4)

The centroid G representation does not depend on the original reference frame w selected.
The same robot poses relative to the centroid pGi are obtained regardless of the reference
w used in (6.3)-(6.4). Moreover, as we show in this section, the robots do not need to
know any world reference frame w in order to compute their poses pGi = (RG

i , T
G
i ) with
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respect to G (6.4). More speci�cally, we let each robot i compute the pose of the centroid
piG = (Ri

G, T
i
G) in its own reference frame; and pGi can be obtained from piG and vice versa

as follows:

RG
i =

(
Ri
G

)T
, TGi = −

(
Ri
G

)T
T iG, Ri

G =
(
RG
i

)T
, T iG = −

(
RG
i

)T
TGi . (6.5)

We �rst present the distributed algorithm for the positions and then we explain the
agreement on the orientations. Both algorithms exclusively rely on the relative poses pij
between neighboring robots, here denoted by (Ri

j, T
i
j ) ∈ SE(3).

We are ready to present the distributed algorithm executed by the robots to agree on
the position of the global reference frame, computed as the centroid G of the robot team.
Let each robot i ∈ V have an estimate of the position of the centroid in its own reference
frame T iG(t) ∈ R3 which is initialized as T iG(0) = 0 and updated each time step t ∈ N
according to

T iG(t+ 1) =
∑

j∈Ni∪{i}

Wi,j(R
i
jT

j
G(t) + T ij ), (6.6)

where Wi,j are the Metropolis weights associated to the relative measurements graph G
as de�ned in eq. (A.3) in Appendix A. Then, we have the following result.

Proposition 6.3.1. Assume G is connected. Then, if each robot i ∈ V executes the
algorithm (6.6), as t→∞, each T iG(t) with i ∈ V tends to the position of the centroid in
robot's i reference T iG as de�ned by eqs. (6.3)-(6.5),

lim
t→∞

T iG(t) = T iG. (6.7)

Proof. First of all, we show that, by making a proper change of variables, the update
rule (6.6) is actually an averaging algorithm (see Appendix A) and thus the states at the
robots asymptotically reach consensus. Consider the change of variables,

Ti(t) = Rw

iT
i
G(t) + T w

i , T iG(t) = (Rw

i )
T Ti(t)− (Rw

i )
T T w

i , (6.8)

that expresses each T iG(t) in a world frame w, being (Rw

i , T
w

i ) the robot poses in frame w.
We apply this change of variables to our system (6.6),

Ti(t+ 1) =
∑

j∈Ni∪{i}

Wi,jR
w

iR
i
jR

j
w
Tj(t) +

∑
j∈Ni∪{i}

Wi,j(R
w

iR
i
jT

j
w

+Rw

iT
i
j + T w

i )

=
∑

j∈Ni∪{i}

Wi,jTj(t), (6.9)

since
∑

j∈Ni∪{i}Wi,j = 1 for all i ∈ V , Rw

iR
i
jR

j
w

= Rw

w
= I, and Rw

iR
i
jT

j
w

+ Rw

iT
i
j + T w

i =
T w

w
= 0, for all i, j ∈ V . Thus, (6.9) is an averaging algorithm like (A.1) in Appendix A,

which converges to (A.2) the average of the initial states,

lim
t→∞
Ti(t) =

1

n

n∑
j=1

Tj(0) =
1

n

n∑
j=1

Rw

jT
j
G(0) + T w

j =
1

n

n∑
j=1

T w

j = T w

G, (6.10)
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which is the position of the centroid (6.3) in the world frame w. Let us now reverse the
change of variables (6.8) and use equations (6.4), (6.5) and (6.10),

lim
t→∞

T iG(t) = (Rw

i )
T T w

G − (Rw

i )
T T w

i = − (Rw

i )
T (RG

w

)T
TG
w
− (Rw

i )
T (RG

w

)T
RG

w
T w

i

= −
(
RG
i

)T (
RG

w
T w

i + TG
w

)
= −

(
RG
i

)T
TGi = T iG, (6.11)

and the proof is complete.

Let us now discuss the agreement on the orientation of the global reference frame.
We use the Karcher mean [91] to compute the average of the robot orientations. Given
the robot orientations Rw

i in some frame w, the orientation of the global frame Rw

G is the
Karcher mean given by,

Rw

G = arg min
Rw

n∑
i=1

d2(Rw, Rw

i ), (6.12)

where d2(Rw

i , R) is the Riemannian square distance between Rw and Rw

i given by

d2(Rw, Rw

i ) = −1

2
Tr
{

[log((Rw)T Rw

i )]
2
}
. (6.13)

Here log is the logarithmic map log : SO(3)→ so(3) de�ned by

log(R) =

{
03×3 if β = 0,
β

2 sinβ
(R−RT ) if β 6= 0,

(6.14)

where β = arccos
(

Tr{R}−1
2

)
. The term

∑n
i=1 d

2(Rw

i , R) in (6.12) can be seen as a cost
function to be minimized. Recalling that the initial orientations θi are located in a geodesic
ball of radius less than π/2, then this cost function restricted to the geodesic ball is convex,
and the Karcher mean is well de�ned [91].

The orientation of the global frame Ri
G(t) relative to each robot i is then computed

using a distributed consensus algorithm on SO(3) [142] combined with the Metropolis
weights as de�ned in eq. (A.3) in Appendix A. Robot i initializes its variable Ri

G(0) = I
and updates it at each t ∈ N by

Ri
G(t+ 1) = Ri

G(t) exp(ui(t)), ui(t) =
∑

j∈Ni∪{i}

Wi,j log(Ri
G(t)TRi

jR
j
G(t)), (6.15)

where Wi,j are the Metropolis weights associated to the graph G given by eq. (A.3) in
Appendix A, and exp is the exponential map exp : so(3)→ SO(3) de�ned by

exp(ui(t)) =

{
I if α = 0,
I + sinα

α
ui(t) + 1−cosα

α2 u2
i (t) if α 6= 0,

where α =
√

1
2
Tr{uTi (t)ui(t)}. Given that the robot orientations are planar and within a

range of ±π
2
, and that the graph G is connected, this algorithm converges to the unique

Karcher mean expressed in each robot's reference frame

lim
t→∞

Rw

iR
i
G(t) = Rw

G, (6.16)
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for all i ∈ V .
After executing this algorithm for order n2 log(ε−1) iterations each robot obtains its

pose relative to the global frame with a precision ε (see Appendix A). Robots can then
express their local maps according to this common reference frame.

6.4 Noisy Pose Localization

The problem addressed in this section consists of computing the planar poses of n ∈ N
robots {pa1, . . . ,pan}, where pai = [xai , y

a
i , θ

a
i ] for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, relative to an anchor robot

a, given m ∈ N noisy measurements of relative poses between robots. There is a single
anchor node a ∈ V which is placed at the pose paa = 03×1. By convention, we let the
anchor be the �rst node, a = 1, and denote Va = V \{a} the set of non-anchor nodes. The
robots measure the planar pose (position and orientation) of nearby robots expressed on
their own reference frame. In the previous section, we assumed the measurements were
noise-free. Here, we instead consider that they are corrupted with noises.

Each edge e = (i, j) ∈ E in the relative measurements graph G = (V , E) has associated
noisy measurements of the orientation zθe and the position zxye of robot j relative to
robot i, with associated covariance matrices Σzθe

and Σzxye . We let zθ ∈ Rm, zxy ∈ R2m,
Σzθ ∈ Rm×m and Σzxy ∈ R2m×2m contain information of the m measurements,

zθ = (zθ1, . . . , z
θ
m)T , zxy = ((zxy1 )T , . . . , (zxym )T )T ,

Σzθ = Diag(Σzθ1
, . . .Σzθm

), Σzxy = blkDiag(Σzxy1
, . . .Σzxym ).

We assume that the measurements are independent since they were acquired individually
by the robots. Thus, the goal is that each robot i ∈ V estimates its pose p̂ai relative to
this anchor.

This problem is solved by using a three-phases strategy:

Phase 1: Compute a suboptimal estimate of the robot orientations θ̃aV ∈ Rn relative to
the anchor a for all the robots in V ;

Phase 2: Express the position measurements zxy of the robots in terms of the previously
computed orientations;

Phase 3: Compute the estimated poses of the robots p̂aV = ((x̂aV)T , (θ̂aV)T )T .

During the rest of the section, we analyze each of these phases and present a distributed
implementation.

6.4.1 Centralized algorithm

Phase 1

During this �rst phase, an initial estimate of the robot orientations θ̃Va ∈ Rn−1 relative to
the anchor a is obtained. This estimate is computed based exclusively on the orientation
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measurements zθ ∈ Rm with covariance Σzθ ∈ Rm×m. When the orientations measure-
ments are considered alone and they belong to ±π

2
, the estimation problem becomes linear,

and the estimated orientations are given by the Weighted Least Squares,

θ̃aVa = Σθ̃aVa
AaΣ−1

zθ
zθ, Σθ̃aVa

=
(
AaΣ−1

zθ
(Aa)T

)−1
, (6.17)

where Aa ∈ {0, 1,−1}n−1×m is the result of deleting the row associated to the anchor
a from the incidence matrix A of the measurement graph in eq. (6.1). Recall that the
orientation of the anchor is set to zero, θ̃ai = 0 for i = a. We let θ̃aV ∈ Rn and Σθ̃aV

Rn×n
contain the orientation of all the robots in V , including the anchor a,

θ̃aV = (0, (θ̃aVa)
T )T , Σθ̃aV

= Diag(0,Σθ̃aVa
). (6.18)

Phase 2

Each relative position measurement zθe associated to the edge e = (i, j), was originally
expressed in the local coordinates of robot i. During the second phase, these measurements
are transformed into a common orientation using the previously computed θ̃aV .

For each edge e = (i, j) ∈ E we let R̃e ∈ R2×2 and S̃e ∈ R2×2 be the following matrices
associated to the orientation θ̃i of robot i,

R̃e = R(θ̃ai ) =

[
cos θ̃ai − sin θ̃ai
sin θ̃ai cos θ̃ai

]
, S̃e = S(θ̃ai ) =

[
− sin θ̃ai cos θ̃ai
− cos θ̃ai − sin θ̃ai

]
, (6.19)

and let the block diagonal matrix R̃ ∈ R2m×2m compile information from the m edges,

R̃ = R(θ̃aV) = blkDiag(R̃1, . . . , R̃m). (6.20)

The updated pose measurements in the global coordinates w ∈ R2m+(n−1) and their
associated covariance Σw are

w =

[
z̃xy
θ̃Va

]
=

[
R̃ 0
0 In−1

] [
zxy
θ̃Va

]
,

Σw =

[
K J
0 In−1

] [
Σzxy 0
0 Σθ̃Va

] [
KT 0
JT In−1

]
, (6.21)

where K ∈ R2m×2m and J ∈ R2m×(n−1) are the jacobians of the transformation with
respect to respectively, zxy and θ̂,

K = R̃, and Je,i = S̃e zxye if e = (i, j) for some j, and Je,i = 02×1 otherwise. (6.22)

Phase 3

During the last phase, the positions of the robots x̂aVa ∈ R2(n−1) relative to the anchor

node a are computed, and an improved version θ̂aVa ∈ Rn−1 of the previous orientations
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θ̃aVa is obtained. Let p̂aVa ∈ R3(n−1) contain both the positions and orientations of the
non-anchor robots,

p̂aVa =

[
x̂aVa

θ̂aVa

]
= Σp̂aVa

BΣ−1
w w, Σp̂aVa

=
(
BΣ−1

w BT
)−1

, (6.23)

where B = blkDiag ((Aa ⊗ I2), In−1), and Σw and w are given by (6.21). The estimated
poses p̂aV ∈ R3n of all the robots in V , including the anchor a, are given by

p̂aV = (0T3×1, (p̂
a
Va)

T )T , Σp̂aV
= blkDiag(03×3,Σp̂aV

). (6.24)

Algorithm

Considering the three phases together, the estimated positions x̂aVa and orientations θ̂aVa
of the non-anchor robots are

x̂aVa = L−1(Aa ⊗ I2)Υz̃xy

(
I2m + JΣθ̂aVa

JTΥz̃xyE
)
R̃ zxy,

θ̂aVa = (AaΣ−1
zθ

(Aa)T )−1AaΣ−1
zθ

zθ + Σθ̂aVa
JTΥz̃xyE R̃ zxy, where (6.25)

Υz̃xy = (R̃ΣzxyR̃
T )−1, E = (Aa ⊗ I2)TL−1(Aa ⊗ I2)Υz̃xy − I2m,

Σθ̂aVa
= ((Σθ̃aVa

)−1 − JTΥz̃xyEJ)−1, L = (Aa ⊗ I2)Υz̃xy(Aa ⊗ I2)T , (6.26)

and p̂aV is obtained from the previous expressions as in eq. (6.24). A full development
of these expressions can be found in the following section. From (6.25), it can be seen
that the computation of x̂aV and θ̂aV involves matrix inversions and other operations that
require the knowledge of the whole system. Although a priori the proposed strategy would
require a centralized implementation, in the next sections we show a proposal to carry
out the computations in a distributed way.

Development of the expressions of the localization algorithm

During the �rst phase, θ̃aVa and its covariance Σθ̃aVa
are

θ̃aVa = Σθ̃aVa
AaΣ−1

zθ
zθ, Σθ̃aVa

= (AaΣ−1
zθ

(Aa)T )−1. (6.27)

In the second phase, the updated measurements w and a �rst order propagation of the
uncertainty Σw are

w =

[
z̃xy
θ̃aVa

]
=

[
R̃zxy
θ̃aVa

]
, Σw =

[
R̃ΣzxyR̃

T + JΣθ̃aVa
JT JΣθ̃aVa

Σθ̃aVa
JT Σθ̃aVa

]T
. (6.28)

The estimates in the third phase are the solution of the linear system

p̂aVa =

[
x̂aVa

θ̂aVa

]
= (BΣ−1

w BT )−1BΣ−1
w w. (6.29)
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To write in explicit form x̂aVa and θ̂
a
Va we �rst compute the information matrix Υw = Σ−1

w ,

Υw =

[
Υz̃xy −Υz̃xyJ
−JTΥz̃xy Σ−1

θ̃aVa
+ JTΥz̃xyJ

]
, (6.30)

where Υz̃xy is as in eq. (6.26), Υz̃xy = (R̃ΣzxyR̃
T )−1, and where we have used the following

blockwise inversion relations
[
A B
C D

]−1
=

[
E F
G H

]
, with

E = A−1 + A−1B
(
D − CA−1B

)−1
CA−1 =

(
A−BD−1C

)−1
,

F = −A−1B
(
D − CA−1B

)−1
= −

(
A−BD−1C

)−1
BD−1,

G = −
(
D − CA−1B

)−1
CA−1 = −D−1C

(
A−BD−1C

)−1
,

H =
(
D − CA−1B

)−1
= D−1 +D−1C

(
A−BD−1C

)−1
BD−1. (6.31)

The information matrix Υp̂aVa
= (BΣ−1

w BT ) and its inverse Σp̂aVa
are

Υp̂aVa
=

[
(Aa ⊗ I2)Υz̃xy(Aa ⊗ I2)T −(Aa ⊗ I2)Υz̃xyJ
−JTΥz̃xy(Aa ⊗ I2)T Σ−1

θ̃Va
+ JTΥz̃xyJ

]
,

Σp̂aVa
=

[
Σx̂ Σx̂,θ̂

ΣT
x̂,θ̂

Σθ̂

]
, with (6.32)

Σθ̂ = ((Σθ̃aVa
)−1 − JTΥz̃xyEJ)−1,

Σx̂ = L−1 + L−1(Aa ⊗ I2)Υz̃xyJΣθ̂J
TΥz̃xy(Aa ⊗ I2)TL−1,

Σx̂,θ̂ = L−1(Aa ⊗ I2)Υz̃xyJΣθ̂,

E = (Aa ⊗ I2)TL−1(Aa ⊗ I2)Υz̃xy − I,

L = (Aa ⊗ I2)Υz̃xy(Aa ⊗ I2)T . (6.33)

6.4.2 Distributed algorithm

Phase 1

The initial orientation θ̃aV in the �rst phase of the algorithm can be computed in a dis-
tributed fashion using the following Jacobi algorithm [18]. Let each robot i ∈ V maintain
a variable θ̃ai (t) ∈ R. The anchor i = a keeps its variable equal to zero for all time steps
t ∈ N,

θ̃ai (0) = 0, θ̃ai (t+ 1) = θ̃ai (t), for i = a. (6.34)

Each non-anchor robot i ∈ Va initializes its variable at t = 0 with any value θ̃ai (0), and
updates it at each time step t ∈ N by

θ̃ai (t+ 1) = C−1
i ci + C−1

i

∑
e=(i,j)∈E

(Σzθe
)−1θ̃aj (t) + C−1

i

∑
e=(j,i)∈E

(Σzθe
)−1θ̃aj (t), (6.35)
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where

ci = −
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

(Σzθe
)−1zθe +

∑
e=(j,i)∈E

(Σzθe
)−1zθe,

Ci =
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

(Σzθe
)−1 +

∑
e=(j,i)∈E

(Σzθe
)−1. (6.36)

The previous expressions are the Jacobi iterations associated to (6.17). Let Υθ̃aVa
and

ηθ̃aVa
be respectively the information matrix and vector of θ̃aVa ,

Υθ̃aVa
= (Σθ̃aVa

)−1 = AaΣ−1
zθ

(Aa)T , ηθ̃aVa
= AaΣ−1

zθ
zθ. (6.37)

Let C contain the elements in the diagonal of Υθ̃aVa
,

C = Diag([Υθ̃aVa
]2,2, . . . , [Υθ̃aVa

]n,n),

and D be D = C −Υθ̃aVa
. The �rst equation in (6.17) can be rewritten as

Υθ̃aVa
θ̃aVa = ηθ̃aVa

, θ̃aVa = C−1Dθ̃aVa + C−1ηθ̃aVa
. (6.38)

From here, we can write

θ̃aVa(t+ 1) = C−1Dθ̃aVa(t) + C−1ηθ̃aVa
, (6.39)

initialized at t = 0 with θ̃aVa(0). By operating with AaΣ−1
zθ

zθ and AaΣ−1
zθ

(Aa)T , it can
be seen that (6.35) is the i − th row of (6.39). The system (6.39) converges to θ̃aVa in
eq. (6.17), and equivalently each θ̃ai (t) in (6.35) converges to θ̃ai for i ∈ Va, if the spectral
radius of C−1D is less than 1,

ρ(C−1D) < 1, (6.40)

and the anchor variable, θ̃ai (t) with i = a, remains equal to 0 for all the iterations t. The
value ρ(C−1D) gives the convergence speed of the system, converging faster for ρ(C−1D)
closer to 0. Recalling that Σzθ is a diagonal matrix, then each variable θ̃ai (t) asymptotically
converges to the i-th entry θ̃ai of the vector θ̃

a
Va in (6.17) [17,18] that would be computed

by a centralized system.

Observe that the computations are fully distributed and they exclusively rely on local
information. The constants Ci and ci are computed by each robot i ∈ Va using exclusively
the measurements zθe and covariances Σzθe

of its incoming e = (j, i) or outgoing edges

e = (i, j). Also the variables θ̃aj (t) used to update its own θ̃ai (t+ 1) belong to neighboring
robots j ∈ Ni.
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Phase 2

Let us assume that the robots have executed tmax iterations of the previous algorithm,
and let θ̄ai be their orientation at iteration tmax, θ̄

a
i = θ̃ai (tmax). Then, the second phase

of the algorithm is executed to transform the locally expressed measurements zxy into
the measurements expressed in the reference frame of the anchor node z̃xy. As previously
stated, the estimated orientations θ̄ai do not change during this phase (6.21). Let R̄ =
R(θ̄aVa) be de�ned by using the orientations θ̄ai instead of θ̃ai in (6.20). Since the matrix
R̄ is block diagonal, each robot i ∈ V can locally transform its own local measurements,

z̄xye = R̄ez
xy
e , for all e = (i, j) ∈ E . (6.41)

Since the robots use θ̄ instead of θ̃, also the updated measurements obtained during the
second phase are z̄xy instead of z̃xy. This second phase is local and it is executed in a
single iteration.

Phase 3

In order to obtain the �nal estimate p̂aVa , the third step of the algorithm (6.23) apparently
requires the knowledge of the covariance matrix Σw, which at the same time, requires the
knowledge of Σθ̃aVa

. However, a distributed computation of these matrices cannot be

carried out in an e�cient way. Here we present a distributed algorithm for computing p̂aV .

Let each robot i ∈ V maintain a variable p̂ai (t) ∈ R3, composed of its estimated
position x̂ai (t) ∈ R2 and orientation θ̂ai (t) ∈ R, and let p̂aV(t) be the result of putting
together the pai (t) variables for all i ∈ V . The anchor robot keeps its variable equal to
zero for all the iterations,

p̂ai (0) = 03×1, p̂ai (t+ 1) = p̂ai (t), for i = a. (6.42)

Each non-anchor robot i ∈ Va initializes its variable at t = 0 with any value p̂ai (0) and
updates p̂i(t) at each time step t ∈ N by

p̂ai (t+ 1) =

[
x̂ai (t+ 1)

θ̂ai (t+ 1)

]
= M−1

i (fi(p̂
a
V(t)) + mi) , (6.43)

where

Mi =

[
M1 M2

M3 M4

]
, fi(p

a
V(t)) =

[
f1

f2

]
, mi =

[
m1

m2

]
. (6.44)

Let Υz̃xye be the block within the matrix Υz̃xy in (6.26) associated to an edge e = (i, j) ∈ E ,

Υz̃xye = R̃e(Σzxye )−1(R̃e)
T . (6.45)
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The elements within Mi are

M1 =
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

Υz̃xye +
∑

e=(j,i)∈E

Υz̃xye ,

M2 =
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

Υz̃xye S̃e zxye ,

M3 =
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

(zxye )T (S̃e)
TΥz̃xye ,

M4 =
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

(zxye )T (S̃e)
TΥz̃xye S̃e zxye +

∑
e=(i,j)∈E

(Σzxye )−1 +
∑

e=(j,i)∈E

(Σzxye )−1. (6.46)

The elements within fi(p̂
a
V(t)), which is the term depending on the previous estimates

p̂aV(t) = (x̂aV(t)T , ˆθ(t)
a

V)T , are

f1 =
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

Υz̃xye x̂aj (t) +
∑

e=(j,i)∈E

Υz̃xye x̂aj (t) +
∑

e=(j,i)∈E

Υz̃xye S̃e zxye θ̂aj (t),

f2 =
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

(zxye )T (S̃e)
TΥz̃xye x̂aj (t)−

∑
e=(i,j)∈E

(Σzxye )−1θ̂aj (t)−
∑

e=(j,i)∈E

(Σzxye )−1θ̂aj (t). (6.47)

Finally, the terms within mi are

m1 = −
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

Υz̃xye z̃xye +
∑

e=(j,i)∈E

Υz̃xye z̃xye +
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

Υz̃xye S̃ez
xy
e θ̃

a
i −

∑
e=(j,i)∈E

Υz̃xye S̃ez
xy
e θ̃

a
j ,

m2 = −
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

(zxye )T (S̃e)
TΥz̃xye z̃xye +

∑
e=(i,j)∈E

(zxye )T (S̃e)
TΥz̃xye S̃ez

xy
e θ̃

a
i

−
∑

e=(i,j)∈E

(Σzθe
)−1θ̃aj −

∑
e=(j,i)∈E

(Σzθe
)−1θ̃aj +

∑
e=(i,j)∈E

(Σzθe
)−1θ̃ai +

∑
e=(j,i)∈E

(Σzθe
)−1θ̃ai .

(6.48)

Theorem 6.4.1. The estimates p̂i(t) computed by each robot i ∈ V by the distributed
algorithm (6.42)-(6.43) converge to p̂ai = [(x̂ai )

T θ̂ai ]
T for connected measurement graphs G

with ring or string structure.

Proof. For the anchor i = a, it is true since p̂ai (t) = 0 for all the time steps. Now we
focus on the non-anchor nodes in Va. First of all, we show that p̂ai is an equilibrium point
of the algorithm (6.43) for all i ∈ Va. Let Υp̂aVa

be the information matrix associated to
p̂aVa , i.e., Υp̂aVa

= (Σp̂aVa
)−1,

Υp̂aVa
=

[
L −AaΥz̃xyJ

−JTΥz̃xy(Aa ⊗ I2)T AaΣ−1
zθ

(Aa)T + JTΥz̃xyJ

]
, (6.49)

where L and Υz̃xy are given by (6.26). Analyzing the term BΣ−1
w in (6.23), it can be seen

that it is

BΣ−1
w =

[
(Aa ⊗ I2)Υz̃xy −(Aa ⊗ I2)Υz̃xyJ
−JTYz̃xy AaΥ−1

zθ
(Aa ⊗ I2)T + JTΥz̃xyJ

]
. (6.50)
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If we express the third phase in the following way

Υp̂aVa
p̂aVa = B Σ−1

w w, (6.51)

and then we consider the rows associated to robot i, we get

p̂ai =

[
x̂ai
θ̂ai

]
= M−1

i (fi(p̂
a
V) + mi) , (6.52)

with Mi, fi(p
a
V(t)) and mi as in (6.44)-(6.48).

Now we prove that the system is convergent. Let M = blkDiag(M2, . . . ,Mn) and
q̂aVa be a permutation of p̂aVa so that the estimates of each robot appear together, q̂aVa =[
(x̂a2)T θ̂a2 , . . . , (x̂

a
n)T θ̂an

]T
. Equivalently, the permuted version of the information matrix

Υp̂aVa
is Υq̂aVa

. The estimates p̂ai (t) computed by each robot i ∈ Va with the distributed

algorithm (6.43) converge to p̂ai = [(x̂ai )
T θ̂ai ]

T if ρ(M−1(M −Υq̂aVa
)) < 1, or equivalently if

ρ(I−M−1Υq̂aVa
) < 1. (6.53)

Since λ(I−M−1Υq̂aVa
) = 1−λ(M−1Υq̂aVa

), then (6.43) converges if 0 < λ(M−1Υq̂aVa
) < 2.

The �rst part 0 < λ(M−1Υq̂aVa
) can be easily checked taking into account that both

M−1 and Υq̂aVa
are nonsingular, symmetric, positive de�nite, and that λ(M−1Υq̂aVa

) ≥
λmin(M−1)
λmax(Υq̂aVa

)
[77, Lemma 1]. Since 0 < λmin(M−1)

λmax(Υq̂aVa
)
, then 0 < λ(M−1Υq̂aVa

).

In order to prove the second part, λ(M−1Υq̂aVa
) < 2, let us �rst focus on the structure

of the information matrix Υq̂aVa
. This matrix has zeros for the elements associated to

non neighboring robots, and thus it is compatible with adj(G) ⊗ I3, where adj(G) is the
adjacency matrix of the graph, and I3 is the 3 × 3 identity matrix. For ring or string
graphs, the adjacency matrix can be reordered grouping the elements around the main
diagonal resulting in a matrix that has semi bandwidth s = 1, i.e.,

adj(G)ij = 0 for |i− j| > s.

As a consequence, the information matrix Υq̂aVa
has block semi bandwidth s′ = 1, and as

stated by [77, Theorem 1],

λmax(M−1Υq̂aVa
) < 2s

′
= 2.

Due to the structure of the information matrices, the third phase of the algorithm can
be expressed in terms of local information (6.43)-(6.48) and interactions with neighbors,
and thus it can be implemented in a distributed fashion. It is observed that the robots
actually use θ̄aV instead of θ̃

a
V and as a result, the solution obtained is slightly di�erent from

the one in the centralized case. We experimentally analyze the e�ects of these di�erences.
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6.5 Centroid-based Noisy Position Localization

This section addresses the problem of estimating the positions of the robots from noisy
measurements of the relative positions of neighbors. We propose a distributed method
for the estimation of the centroid of the network of robots. The localization of all robots
in the network is then obtained relative to the estimated centroid. The usual approach
to multi-robot localization assumes instead that one anchor robot exists in the network,
and the other robots positions are estimated with respect to the anchor. We show that
the proposed centroid-based algorithm converges to the optimal solution, and that such a
centroid-based representation produces results that are more accurate than anchor-based
ones, irrespective of the selected anchor. In previous sections we denoted pi the pose of
a robot i. Since in this section we exclusively consider robot positions, for clarity we use
a di�erent symbol xi for the robots variables.

Consider that each robot i ∈ {1, . . . , n} has a p−dimensional state xi ∈ Rp and it
observes the states of a subset of the robots relative to its own state, xj−xi. These states
can be, for instance, positions in cartesian coordinates, orientations, speeds, accelerations,
or current times. Each edge e = (i, j) ∈ E in the relative measurements graph G = (V , E)
represents that robot i has a noisy relative measurement ze ∈ Rp of the state of robot j,

ze = xj − xi + ve, (6.54)

where ve ∼ N (0p×p,Σze) is a Gaussian additive noise. We let z ∈ Rmp and Σz ∈ Rmp×mp
contain the information of the m measurements,

z = (zT1 , . . . , z
T
m)T , Σz = blkDiag(Σz1 , . . . ,Σzm), (6.55)

We assume that the measurement graph G is directed and weakly connected, and that an
robot i can exchange data with both its in and out neighbors Ni so that the associated
communication graph is undirected. The estimation from relative measurements problem
consists of estimating the states of the n robots from the relative measurements z. Any
solution can be determined only up to an additive constant. Conventionally [18] one
of the robots a ∈ V , e.g., the �rst one a = 1, is established as an anchor with state
x̂aa = 0p. We call such approaches anchor-based and add the superscript a to their
associated variables. The Best Linear Unbiased Estimator of the states x̂aVa ∈ R(n−1)p,
x̂aVa = ((x̂a2)T , . . . , (x̂an)T )T , of the non-anchor robots Va = V\{a} relative to a are obtained
as follows [18],

x̂aVa = Σx̂aVa
(Aa ⊗ Ip) Σ−1

z z, Σx̂aVa
=
(
(Aa ⊗ Ip)Σ

−1
z (Aa ⊗ Ip)

T
)−1

, (6.56)

where Aa ∈ R(n−1)×m is the incidence matrix of G as in eq. (6.1), but without the
row associated to the anchor a. From now on, both x̂aV = (0Tp , (x̂

a
Va)

T )T and Σx̂aV
=

blkDiag
(
0p×p,Σx̂aVa

)
, include the estimated state of the anchor a as well.

6.5.1 Distributed estimation relative to an anchor

We are interested in distributed strategies where each robot i iteratively estimates its own
state in eq. (6.56) through local interactions with its neighbors Ni. Among the di�erent
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existing methods for estimating the states x̂aV relative to an anchor, we use the Jacobi
algorithm [18], although other distributed methods such as the Jacobi Overrelaxation [26],
or the Overlapping Subgraph Estimator [19] could alternatively be applied. The approach
in [119], based on the cycle structure of the graph, could be used as well, although it
requires multi-hop communication.

Considering eq. (6.56), it can be seen that computing x̂aVa is equivalent to �nding
a solution to the system Υx̂aVa = η, being η and Υ the information vector and matrix
associated to x̂aVa and Σx̂aVa

,

η = (Aa ⊗ Ip) Σ−1
z z, Υ = (Aa ⊗ Ip) Σ−1

z (Aa ⊗ Ip)
T . (6.57)

This can be iteratively solved with the Jacobi method [26], where the variable x̂aVa(t) ∈
R(n−1)p is initialized with an arbitrary value x̂aVa(0) and it is updated at each step t with
the following rule,

x̂aVa(t+ 1) = D−1N x̂aVa(t) +D−1η, (6.58)

being D,N the following decomposition of Υ = [Υij]:

D = blkDiag(Υ22, . . . ,Υnn), N = D −Υ. (6.59)

The previous variable x̂aVa(t) converges to x̂aVa if the Jacobi matrix J = D−1N has spectral
radius less than or equal to one, ρ(J) = ρ(D−1N) < 1. The interest of the Jacobi method
is that it can be executed in a distributed fashion when the information matrix Υ is
compatible with the graph (if j /∈ Ni then Υij = Υji = 0p×p), and when in addition the
rows of Υ and of η associated to each robot i ∈ Va only depend on data which is local
to robot i. Next, the general anchor-based estimation algorithm [18] base on the Jacobi
method is presented. It allows each robot i ∈ V to iteratively estimates its own x̂ai within
x̂aVa = ((x̂a2)T , . . . , (x̂an)T )T in a distributed fashion.

Algorithm 6.5.1. Let each robot i ∈ V have a variable x̂ai (t) ∈ Rp initialized at t = 0
with x̂ai (0) = 0p. At each time step t, each robot i ∈ V updates x̂ai (t) with

x̂ai (t+ 1) =
∑
j∈Ni

MiBijx̂aj (t) +
∑

e=(j,i)∈E

MiΣ
−1
ze ze −

∑
e=(i,j)∈E

MiΣ
−1
ze ze, (6.60)

where Mi and Bij are p×p matrices with Mi = 0 for i = a, Mi = (
∑

j∈Ni Bij)
−1 for i 6= a,

and

Bij =


Σ−1

ze + Σ−1
ze′

if e = (i, j), e′ = (j, i) ∈ E
Σ−1

ze if e = (i, j) ∈ E , (j, i) /∈ E
Σ−1

ze if e = (j, i) ∈ E , (i, j) /∈ E
. (6.61)

The convergence of this estimation algorithm has been proved [18, Theorem 1] for
connected measurement graphs with independent relative measurements, under the as-
sumption that either
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(i) The covariance matrices of the measurements are exactly diagonal; or

(ii) All measurements have exactly the same covariance matrix.

However, we would like our algorithm to be applicable to a wider case of relative noises,
in particular to independent noises, with not necessarily diagonal or equal covariance
matrices. Next we use results on block matrices [51], see Section 6.5.4, to prove the
convergence of the Jacobi algorithm for this more general case.

Theorem 6.5.2. Let the measurement graph G be weakly connected, Σz1 , . . . ,Σzm be
the covariance matrices, not necessarily equal or diagonal, associated to m independent
p−dimensional measurements, and Σz be their associated block-diagonal covariance ma-
trix as in eq. (6.55). Then, the spectral radius of D−1N , with D and N computed as in
eqs. (6.57)-(6.59), is less than 1,

ρ(D−1N) < 1. (6.62)

Proof. In order to prove (6.62) we use the de�nitions and results in Section 6.5.4. We �rst
analyze the contents of Υ and show that Υ is of class Zp

n−1 according to De�nition 6.5.7
in Section 6.5.4. Then, we use Lemma 6.5.8 and Theorem 6.5.9 to show that Υ is of class
Mp

n−1 as in De�nition 6.5.7. Finally, we show that Υ+ΥT ∈Mp
n−1 and use Theorem 6.5.10

to prove (6.62). Note that the subscript n− 1 used in this proof instead of n comes from
the fact that Υ = [Υij], with i, j ∈ Va and |Va| = n− 1.

We �rst analyze the contents of the information matrix Υ given by eq. (6.57). Each
block Υij of the information matrix Υ is given by

Υij =

{
−Bij if j ∈ Ni, j 6= i
0 if j /∈ Ni, j 6= i

, and Υii =
∑
j∈Ni

Bij, (6.63)

for i, j ∈ Va, where Bij is given by eq. (6.61). Note that Bij is symmetric and that
Bij � 01 and thus −Bij ≺ 0 and symmetric. Therefore, matrix Υ is of class Zp

n−1

according to De�nition 6.5.7.
Now we focus on Lemma 6.5.8. We are interested in showing that, given any subset

of robots J ⊂ Va, there exists i ∈ J such that
∑

j∈J Υij � 0. First we analyze the case
J = Va. Observe that Υ does not have rows or columns associated to the anchor robot
a, i.e., Υ = [Υij] with i, j ∈ Va. On the other hand, for each robot i that has the anchor a
as a neighbor, a ∈ Ni, the block Υii includes Bia. Therefore,

∑
j∈Va Υij � 0 for all i ∈ Va,

speci�cally∑
j∈Va

Υij = 0 if a /∈ Ni, and
∑
j∈Va

Υij = Bia � 0, when a ∈ Ni. (6.64)

1A � B (A � B) represent that matrix A−B is positive-de�nite (positive-semide�nite). Equivalently,
≺, � are used for negative-de�nite and negative-semide�nite matrices.
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Since G is connected, a ∈ Ni for at least one robot i ∈ Va. Now consider a proper subset
J  Va. Note that for each i ∈ J  Va,∑

j∈J

Υij = 0 if Ni ⊆ J , and
∑
j∈J

Υij =
∑

j∈Ni\J

Bij � 0, otherwise. (6.65)

Since G is connected, given any proper subset J  Va of robots, there is always an robot
i ∈ J that has at least one neighbor outside J or that has the anchor a as a neighbor,
for which

∑
j∈J Υij � 0. Therefore Lemma 6.5.8 holds, and by applying Theorem 6.5.9

taking u2, . . . , un = 1 we conclude that matrix Υ ∈ Mp
n−1. Since Υ is symmetric, then

Υ + ΥT ∈Mp
n−1, and by [51, Theorem 4.7] we conclude that ρ(D−1N) < 1.

Corollary 6.5.3. Let G be connected, Σz1 , . . . ,Σzm be the covariance matrices associ-
ated to m independent p−dimensional measurements, and Σz be their associated block-
diagonal covariance matrix as in eq. (6.55). Consider that each robot i ∈ V executes the
Algorithm 6.5.1 to update its variable x̂ai (t). Then, for all i ∈ V,

lim
t→∞

x̂ai (t) = x̂ai , (6.66)

converges to the anchor-based centralized solution x̂ai given by eq. (6.56).

6.5.2 Centroid estimation

The accuracy of the estimated states x̂aV , Σx̂aV
in anchor-based approaches depends on the

selected anchor a. Instead, we compute the states of the robots x̂cenV , Σx̂cenV
relative to the

centroid given by the average of the states,

x̂cenV = (I−Hcen) x̂aV , Σx̂cenV
= (I−Hcen) Σx̂aV

(I−Hcen)T , (6.67)

where Hcen = (1n ⊗ Ip) (1n ⊗ Ip)
T /n.

The interest of this representation is that the states of the robots x̂cenV , Σx̂cenV
with respect

to the centroid are the same regardless of the anchor robot, i.e., the centroid solution is
unique. Additionally, as the following result shows, it produces more accurate estimates
than the ones provided by any anchor selection. We compare the block-traces2 blkTr of
their covariance matrices [20].

Proposition 6.5.4. The covariance matrices of the centroid-based Σx̂cenV
and anchor-based

Σx̂aV
estimates satisfy, for all anchors a ∈ V,

blkTr
(
Σx̂cenV

)
� blkTr

(
Σx̂aV

)
, Tr

(
Σx̂cenV

)
≤ Tr

(
Σx̂aV

)
. (6.68)

Proof. Let Pij and Qij be the p × p blocks of, respectively, the anchor and the centroid-
based covariances, Σx̂aV

= [Pij], Σx̂cenV
= [Qij] with i, j ∈ V . The block-trace of the

anchor-based covariance matrix is

blkTr
(
Σx̂aV

)
=

n∑
i=1

Pii. (6.69)

2The block-trace of a matrix de�ned by blocks P = [Pij ] with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n} is the sum of its
diagonal blocks, blkTr(P ) =

∑n
i=1 Pii
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Considering eq. (6.67), each block in the main diagonal of the centroid-based Σx̂cenV
co-

variance matrix is given by

Qii = Pii −
1

n

n∑
j=1

(Pij + Pji) +
1

n2

n∑
j=1

n∑
j′=1

Pjj′ , (6.70)

for i ∈ V , and thus its block-trace is

blkTr
(
Σx̂cenV

)
=

n∑
i=1

Qii =
n∑
i=1

Pii −
1

n

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

Pij

= blkTr
(
Σx̂aV

)
− (1n ⊗ Ip)

TΣx̂aV
(1n ⊗ Ip)/n. (6.71)

Since Σx̂aV
is symmetric and positive-semide�nite, then (1n ⊗ Ip)

TΣx̂aV
(1n ⊗ Ip) � 0,

and thus blkTr
(
Σx̂cenV

)
− blkTr

(
Σx̂aV

)
� 0, as in eq. (6.68). Observe that the trace

of the block-trace of a matrix A is equal to its trace, Tr(blkTr(A)) = Tr(A). Since
blkTr

(
Σx̂cenV

)
− blkTr

(
Σx̂aV

)
� 0, the elements in the main diagonal of blkTr

(
Σx̂cenV

)
are

smaller than or equal to the ones in the main diagonal of blkTr
(
Σx̂aV

)
so that

Tr(Σx̂cenV
) = Tr(blkTr(Σx̂cenV

)) ≤ Tr(blkTr(Σx̂aV
)) = Tr(Σx̂aV

).

In particular, from eq. (6.71), Tr(Σx̂aV
)− Tr(Σx̂cenV

) = 1
n

∑n
i=1

∑n
j=1 Tr(Pij). Note that

the previous result holds when the anchor state x̂aa is set to a general value, not nec-
essarily 0. It also holds when there is more than one anchor. Consider that the �rst
k robots are anchors. In this case, matrix Σx̂aV

= [Pij] has its blocks Pij = 0 for
i, j ∈ {1, . . . , k}, and eq. (6.71) gives blkTr(Σx̂cenV

) = blkTr(Σx̂aV
)−

∑n
i=k+1

∑n
j=k+1 Pij/n,

where
∑n

i=k+1

∑n
j=k+1 Pij/n � 0.

We propose an algorithm that allows each robot i ∈ V to compute its state x̂ceni with
respect to the centroid in a distributed fashion, where x̂cenV = ((x̂cen1 )T , . . . , (x̂cenn )T )T is
given in eq. (6.67). These states sum up to zero, x̂cen1 + · · · + x̂cenn = 0, since (1n ⊗
Ip)(I − Hcen) = 0, and for neighboring robots i and j satisfy x̂ceni = x̂cenj − x̂aj + x̂ai ,
where x̂aV = ((x̂a1)T , . . . , (x̂an)T )T . Thus, a straightforward solution would consist of �rstly
computing the anchor-based states of the robots x̂aV , and in a second phase initializing
the robots' variables so that they sum up to zero, x̂ceni (0) = 0, for i ∈ V , and updating
them at each step t with an averaging algorithm that conserves the sum:

x̂ceni (t+ 1) =
∑

j∈Ni∪{i}

Wi,j(x̂
cen
j (t)− x̂aj + x̂ai ) (6.72)

for i ∈ V , where W = [Wi,j] is a doubly stochastic weight matrix such that Wi,j > 0 if
(i, j) ∈ E and Wi,j = 0 when j /∈ Ni. Besides, Wi,i ∈ [α, 1], Wi,j ∈ {0} ∪ [α, 1] for all
i, j ∈ V , for some α ∈ (0, 1]. More information about averaging algorithms can be found
at [27, 113, 152] and in Appendix A. The term −x̂aj + x̂ai is the relative measurement ze
with e = (j, i) for noise free scenarios, and the optimal or corrected measurement [119]
ẑe for the noisy case, ẑ = (A ⊗ Ip)

T x̂aV , with ẑ = ((ẑ1)T , . . . , (ẑm)T )T . In what follows
we propose an algorithm where, at each iteration t, (6.72) is executed not on the exact
x̂ai , x̂

a
j , but on the most recent estimates x̂ai (t), x̂

a
j (t) obtained with Algorithm 6.5.1.
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6.5.3 Distributed centroid estimation algorithm

Now we are ready to present the distributed algorithm for estimating the states of the
robots relative to the centroid.

Algorithm 6.5.5. Let each robot i ∈ V have an estimate of its own state relative to the
centroid, x̂ceni (t) ∈ Rp, initialized at t = 0 with x̂ceni (0) = 0. At each time step t, each
robot i ∈ V updates x̂ceni (t) with

x̂ceni (t+ 1) =
∑

j∈Ni∪{i}

Wi,j(x̂
cen
j (t) + x̂ai (t)− x̂aj (t)), (6.73)

where x̂ai (t), x̂
a
j (t) are the most recent estimates that robots i and j have at iteration t of

the variables in Algorithm 6.5.1 andWi,j are the Metropolis weights as de�ned in eq. (A.3)
in Appendix A.

Theorem 6.5.6. Let all the robots i ∈ V execute the Algorithm 6.5.5 and let G be con-
nected. Then, the estimated states x̂ceni (t) at each robot i ∈ V asymptotically converge to
the state of i relative to the centroid x̂ceni given by eq. (6.67),

lim
t→∞

x̂ceni (t) = x̂ceni . (6.74)

Let ecen(t) =
[
(x̂cen1 (t)− x̂cen1 )T , . . . , (x̂cenn (t)− x̂cenn )T

]T
be the error vector containing the

estimation errors of the n robots at iteration t. For �xed communication graphs G, the
norm of the error vector after t iterations of Algorithm 6.5.5 satis�es

||ecen(t)||2 ≤ λteff(W)||ecen(0)||2 + 2p(n− 1)σJλ
t
eff(W)

t∑
k=1

(
ρ(J)

λeff(W)

)k
, (6.75)

where J is the Jacobi matrix J = D−1N , with D and N computed as in eqs. (6.57)-(6.59),
σJ is a constant that depends on the initial Jacobi error and on J . W is the Metropolis
weight matrix as de�ned in eq. (A.3) in Appendix A, and ecen(0) is the initial error at
t = 0.

Proof. First of all, we derive the expression for the convergence rate in eq. (6.75). We
express Algorithm 6.5.5 in terms of the error vectors associated to the centroid ecen(t)
and the anchor-based ea(t) ∈ R(n−1)p estimation methods (Algorithms 6.5.1 and 6.5.5),

ecen(t) =
[
(x̂cen1 (t))T , . . . , (x̂cenn (t))T

]T − x̂cenV , with x̂cenV =
[
(x̂cen1 )T , . . . , (x̂cenn )T

]T
given by

eq. (6.67), and ẽa(t) =
[
(x̂a2(t)T , . . . , x̂an(t)T

]T − x̂aVa , with x̂aVa =
[
(x̂a2)T , . . . , (x̂an)T

]T
given

by eq. (6.56), where for simplicity we let the robot i = 1 be the anchor a. We let ea(t) be
(0Tp , ẽa(t)

T )T . Recall that
∑

j∈Ni∪{i} x̂
a
i (t) = x̂ai (t) and that the estimated states relative

to the centroid x̂cenV are x̂cenV = (I−Hcen)x̂aV as in eq. (6.67). Algorithm 6.5.5 becomes

ecen(t) = (W ⊗ Ip)ecen(t− 1) + ((In −W)⊗ Ip)ea(t− 1) + P x̂aV , (6.76)

where the term P that is multiplying x̂aV is

P = I− (W ⊗ Ip)− (I− (W ⊗ Ip))(I−Hcen) = (I− (W ⊗ Ip))Hcen. (6.77)
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We use the fact that (W ⊗ Ip)Hcen = Hcen, and the previous expression gives P = 0 and
eq. (6.76) becomes

ecen(t) = (W ⊗ Ip)ecen(t− 1) + ((In −W)⊗ Ip)ea(t− 1) =

= (W ⊗ Ip)
tecen(0) +

t−1∑
k=0

(W ⊗ Ip)
t−k−1 ((I−W)⊗ Ip) ea(k). (6.78)

Then, the norm of the error ecen(t) satis�es

‖ecen(t)‖2 ≤ λteff(W)‖ecen(0)‖2 + 2
t−1∑
k=0

λt−k−1
eff (W)‖ea(k)‖2, (6.79)

where we have used the fact that ‖ ((W − I)⊗ Ip) ‖2 ≤ 2 sinceW is the Metropolis weight
matrix given by eq. (A.3) in Appendix A.

We analyze now the norm of error ‖ea(t)‖2, which is related to the error vector of
the Jacobi algorithm ẽa(t) ∈ R(n−1)p by ea(t) = (0, ẽTa (t))T . Let J be the Jacobi matrix,
and VJ = [vp+1(J), . . . ,vnp(J)] and λJ = Diag (λp+1(J), . . . , λnp(J)) be its associated
eigenvectors and eigenvalues so that J = VJ λJ V

−1
J , and ||vi(J)||2 = 1. The error vector

ẽa(t) evolves according to

ẽa(t) = J ẽa(t− 1) = J tẽa(0). (6.80)

For each initial error vector ẽa(0) there exist σp+1, . . . , σnp such that

ẽa(0) =

np∑
i=p+1

σivi(J),

and then the error vector ẽa(t) after t iterations of the Jacobi algorithm given by eq. (6.80)
can be expressed as

ẽa(t) = VJλ
t
JV
−1
J VJ [σp+1, . . . , σnp]

T =

np∑
i=p+1

σivi(J)λti(J).

Let σJ = maxnpi=p+1 |σi|, and ρ(J) = maxnpi=p+1 |λi(J)|. For all t ≥ 0, the norm of the error
vector ||ẽa(t)||2 satis�es

||ea(t)||2 = ||ẽa(t)||2 ≤ p(n− 1)σJρ
t(J). (6.81)

Linking this with eq. (6.79) gives that the convergence rate is

‖ecen(t)‖2 ≤ λteff(W)‖ecen(0)‖2 + 2p(n− 1)σJ

t−1∑
k=0

λt−k−1
eff (W)ρk(J), (6.82)

as in eq. (6.75).
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Now we prove the asymptotical convergence to the centroid (6.74). If both the Jacobi
and the general algorithm have the same convergence rate, ρ(J) = λeff(W), then eq. (6.82)
gives

||ecen(t)||2 ≤ λteff(W)||ecen(0)||2 + 2p(n− 1)σJλ
t−1
eff (W)t, (6.83)

whereas for ρ(J) 6= λeff(W), it gives

||ecen(t)||2 ≤ λteff(W)||ecen(0)||2 +
2p(n− 1)σJ
ρ(J)− λeff(W)

(ρt(J)− λteff(W)). (6.84)

Note that λeff(W) < 1 for connected graphs G. Then, the term λteff(W)||ecen(0)||2 in
eqs. (6.83) and (6.84) exponentially tends to zero as t → ∞ regardless of the initial
error ecen(0). For the case ρ(J) = λeff(W), the term λteff(W)t in eq. (6.83) is decreasing

for t ≥ λeff(W)
1−λeff(W)

and thus it tends to zero as t → ∞. For ρ(J) 6= λeff(W), the term

(ρt(J) − λteff(W)) in eq. (6.84) asymptotically tends to zero since λeff(W) is less than
1, and as stated by Theorem 6.5.2, ρ(J) < 1. Therefore, limt→∞ ||ecen(t)||2 = 0, where
||ecen(t)||2 = 0 i� ecen(t) = 0, what concludes the proof.

6.5.4 Zp
n and Mp

n matrices de�ned by blocks

In [51] a classi�cation of matrices de�ned by blocks and a study of their properties is
given. Here we show a brief summary of some of these properties. We use the notation
A = [Aij] for a real matrix A ∈ Rnp×np de�ned by blocks, where each block Aij is a p× p
matrix, for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

De�nition 6.5.7. [51] Matrix A is of class Zp
n if Aij is symmetric for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}

and Aij � 0 for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, j 6= i. In addition, it is of class Ẑp
n if A ∈ Zp

n and

Aii � 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Matrix A is of class Mp
n if A ∈ Ẑp

n and there exist positive
scalars u1, . . . , un > 0 such that

n∑
j=1

ujAij � 0 for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Lemma 6.5.8. [51, Lemma 3.8] Let A ∈ Zp
n and assume that ∀J ⊂ {1, . . . , n} there

exists i ∈ J such that
∑

j∈J Aij � 0. Then, there exists a permutation π such that∑
j≥iAπ(i),π(j) � 0, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}.

Theorem 6.5.9. [51, Theorem 3.11] Let A ∈ Zp
n, let u1, . . . , un > 0 and let

n∑
j=1

Aijuj � 0, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (6.85)

Assume that there exists a permutation π of {1, . . . , n} such that∑
j≥i

Aπ(i),π(j)uπj � 0, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. (6.86)

Then, A ∈Mp
n.
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Theorem 6.5.10. [51, Theorem 4.7] Let

A+ AT ∈Mp
n, D = blkDiag (A11, . . . , Ann) , and A = D −N.

Then ρ (D−1N) < 1.

6.6 Discussion

Noise-free pose localization

In order to show the performance of the noise-free pose localization algorithm, we have
carried out several simulations with a team composed by 7 robots exploring an environ-
ment of 20× 20 m with 300 features, see Fig. 6.1.
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Figure 6.1: A team of 7 robots explore an environment of 20 × 20 m. Gray areas are
walls and red dots are the ground-truth location of landmarks. Initially, the robots are
placed in the black box region. From these initial poses, they reach consensus on the
global reference frame. After that, they explore the environment and build their maps
according this global reference frame. We display the trajectories followed by robots 2, 3,
and 5, together with the �nal poses of the 7 robots.
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Figure 6.2: Communication graphs associated to the initial robot poses in Fig. 6.1. There
is a link (blue solid line) between any pair of robot poses (red triangles) that are within
a distance of 3 m.
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Initially, the robots are placed within the black rectangle in Fig. 6.1. We assume that
a pair of robots can exchange information and compute their relative poses if they are
within a distance of 3 m. The robots execute the consensus on the global reference frame
algorithm (Section 6.3) using the initial communication graph G (Fig. 6.2). Based on
local interactions with its neighbors, each robot i computes the position and orientation
of the global frame relative to its own pose (Fig. 6.3). The estimates (T iG(t), Ri

G(t)) of
each robot (gray triangles) converge very fast to the correct centroid and Karcher mean
of the team (T w

G, R
w

G) (red triangle). Recall that, from this estimates (T iG(t), Ri
G(t)), each

robot i locally computes its pose pGi relative to the global frame G as in eq. (6.5). After
10 iterations, the errors in the x− and y−coordinates (Fig. 6.4 (a), (b)) are less than
0.11 cm and 2.12 cm respectively, and the error in the estimated orientation (Fig. 6.4 (c))
is less than 0.43 degrees.
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Figure 6.3: From the initial poses within the black box in Fig. 6.1, the robots reach
a consensus on the global reference frame. Initially (t = 0), each robot i estimates the
global frame (T iG(t), Ri

G(t)) as its own pose (black triangles). During successive iterations,
they update (T iG(t), Ri

G(t)) based on their neighbors estimates and their relative poses
(T ij (t), R

i
j(t)). We display the centroid and Karcher mean estimated by the 7 robots (gray

triangles), transformed into a common reference frame, for iterations t = 1, 3, 7. Their
estimates after 7 iterations are very close to the ground truth centroid and Karcher mean
(T w

G, R
w

G) (red triangle).

Noisy pose localization

A set of simulations have been carried out to show the performance of the noisy pose
localization algorithm and to compare the results of the distributed (Section 6.4.2) and
the centralized (Section 6.4.1) approaches.

In the �rst set of experiments, a team of n = 20 robots are placed along a ring
of radius 4 m with their orientations randomly generated within ±π

2
(Fig. 6.5). Each

robot measures the relative pose of the next robot and these measurements are corrupted
with noises in the x- and y- coordinates of 6 cm standard deviation, and of 1 degree for
the orientation. The robots execute the proposed method to compute their pose with
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Figure 6.4: Position of the centroid and Karcher mean orientation estimated by the 7
robots (blue dashed) compared to the true centroid and Karcher mean (red solid), along
10 iterations.

respect to the anchor node R1. The experiment is repeated 100 times and the average
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Figure 6.5: A team of 20 robots are placed along a circle of 4m radius. Each robot (red
triangles) measures the relative pose of its next robot (outgoing arrow), and exchanges
data with both its previous and next robots.

results can be seen in Table 6.1. The solution computed by the localization algorithm
in Section 6.4.1 presents a high accuracy. The greatest di�erence between the ground
truth and the obtained positions are of around 25 cm for the x− and y− coordinates,
with around 13 cm standard deviation, and of around 4 degrees for the orientation, with
approximately 1.7 degrees of standard deviation.

The distributed implementation of the algorithm (Section 6.4.2) has also been tested
for the scenario in Fig.6.5 and its results have been compared to the ones that would be ob-
tained by the centralized algorithm in Section 6.4.1. We use the �agged initialization [18]
that is known to produce fast convergence results. The convergence speeds during the
�rst and the third phases depend on the values of respectively ρ(C−1D) in (6.40) and
ρ(I −M−1Υq̂aVa

) in (6.53). The closer to one the values are, the slower the system con-
verges. Observe that the second phase is always executed in a single iteration and for
this reason it does not have any convergence speed associated. In this experiment, both
ρ(C−1D) and ρ(I−M−1Υq̂aVa

) are close to one (0.99), and thus we expect the algorithm to

converge slowly. After executing the �rst phase during t = 50 iterations, the obtained θ̄aV
still di�ers from the centralized solution θ̃aV by around 0.16◦. If we increase the number of
iterations we obtain better approximations that di�er only by 0.01 (t = 100) and 8.5e−05
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Table 6.1: Results for the scenario in Fig. 6.5

LOCALIZATION RESULTS VS. GROUND TRUTH
Max error Avg standard deviation

Orientation phase 1 3.38◦ 1.87◦

x-coordinate phase 3 27.85 cm 13.45 cm
y-coordinate phase 3 24.33 cm 12.31 cm
Orientation phase 3 4.03◦ 1.66◦

DISTRIBUTED IMPLEMENTATION (�agged-initialization)
ρ(C−1D) 0.99

ρ(I−M−1Υq̂aVa
) 0.99

Max error t = 50 t = 100 t = 200
Orientation phase 1 0.16◦ 0.01◦ 8.5e− 05◦

x-coordinate phase 3 1.74 cm 1.64 cm 1.64 cm
y-coordinate phase 3 0.84 cm 0.49 cm 0.48 cm
Orientation phase 3 0.29◦ 0.12◦ 0.11◦

(t = 200) degrees. The next three rows show the results after executing the second phase
followed by 200 iterations of the third phase. Since the second and third phases have been
executed using θ̄aV instead of θ̃aV , the �nal results also di�er. For the case t = 200 (third
column), the di�erence between the pose estimated by the distributed and centralized ap-
proaches is small (1.64 cm and 0.48 cm for the x− and y− coordinates, and 0.11 degrees
for the orientation), and similar results are obtained for t = 100. However, for t = 50
the �nal errors are larger (1.74 cm and 0.84 cm for the x− and y− coordinates, and 0.29
degrees for the orientation), which is due to the use of a less accurate approximation of
θ̃aV .

A simulation with 10 robots placed as in Fig. 6.6 has been carried out. A robot i
measures the relative position and orientation of a second robot j if there is an arrow from
i into j. The measured positions are corrupted with additive noises of standard deviation
proportional to the distance d between the robots, 5% d for the x-coordinate, and 0.7% d
for the y-coordinate. And the measured orientations are corrupted with additive noises of
2.5 degrees of standard deviation. The robots execute the distributed algorithm (Fig. 6.8)
during the phase 1 to compute their orientations with respect to the anchor node R1. At
t = 0 they initialize their orientations to 0 (black). Along the iterations the robots
update their estimates (gray), which successively approach the orientations that would be
obtained by a centralized system (blue). After the �rst phase (Fig. 6.7(a)), the orientations
computed by the robots (blue) are very close to the ground truth data (red). After
that, they execute the second phase to transform their local measurements. The relative
positions measured by the robots were initially expressed into the reference frame of the
observer. After the phase 2, they are expressed in the reference frame of the anchor
node (Fig. 6.7(b)). And �nally, they execute the last phase to obtain both, their positions
and orientations relative to the anchor node (Fig. 6.7(c)). As an example, a detail of the
evolution of the estimates at R10 can be observed in Fig. 6.9. Although the convergence
was previously proved only for graphs with low connectivity (ring or string graphs), in
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Figure 6.6: A team of 10 robots are placed at unknown poses in a planar environment.
Each robot can measure the relative pose (position and orientation) of a subset of the
other robots (outgoing arrows).
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Figure 6.7: The robots execute the proposed strategy to obtain their poses relative to the
anchor R1 for the experiment in Fig. 6.6. The estimates (blue dashed) are compared to the
ground truth data (red solid). The covariances computed by the centralized approach are
also displayed (blue solid). (a) After the �rst phase, the robots obtain their orientations
relative to the anchor R1 (blue dashed). These orientation are very similar to the ground
data (red solid). (b) The robots transform their local position measurements according to
the previously obtained global orientation. (c) Finally, the robots compute their position
relative to the anchor (blue triangles). We are also displaying the covariances obtained
by the centralized algorithm (blue ellipses).

the experiments with general communication graphs the algorithm has been found to
converge as well.

Centroid-based noisy position localization

We study the performance of the algorithm presented in Section 6.5 in a planar multi-
robot localization scenario (Fig. 6.10) with n = 20 robots (black circles) that get noisy
measurements (gray crosses and ellipses) of the position of robots which are closer than
4 meters.

Each robot i ∈ V is used as an anchor and its covariance matrix Σx̂iV
is computed.

The eigenvalues of the block-traces blkTr(Σx̂iV
) of their covariance matrices are depicted in
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Figure 6.8: Phase 1 of the proposed strategy. The orientations estimated by the robot
R10 along di�erent iterations of the distributed algorithm (gray) successively approach
the centralized solution (blue).
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Figure 6.9: At t = 0 the estimated pose of R10 in Fig. 6.6 is initialized in the origin
(black). Along the iterations, its estimated orientation almost does not vary, while its
pose (gray) successively approaches the centralized solution (blue).
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Figure 6.10: (a) 20 robots (black circles) are placed randomly in a region of 10 me-
ters ×10 meters. There is an ingoing or outgoing edge e = (i, j) ∈ E (red arrows) between
pairs of robots that are closer than 4 meters. (b) Each robot i has a noisy measurement
ze (gray crosses and ellipses) of the relative position of its out-neighbors j, with e = (i, j).
The noises are proportional to the distance between the robots.
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Fig. 6.11 (a) (black crosses). For all the possible anchors i ∈ V , the eigenvalues associated
to the anchor-based covariance matrices blkTr(Σx̂iV

) are larger (more uncertain) than the
ones associated to the centroid-based covariance matrix blkTr(Σx̂cenV

) (red circle). Robots
R3 and R12 which produce respectively the most and the least precise anchor-based
results, and robot R1 which is conventionally used as the anchor (in blue) are studied in
detail. Fig. 6.11 (b) shows the estimated states relative to the centroid x̂cenV , Σx̂cenV

(black
crosses and ellipses) and the anchor a = R1, x̂aV , Σx̂aV

(blue crosses and ellipses) compared
with the ground-truth positions of the robots (red crosses). The ground-truth position
of the centroid is marked with a black 'x'. The errors and covariances associated to the
centroid-based estimates (black) are in general smaller than the ones obtained by using
R1 as the anchor (blue).
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Figure 6.11: (a) The eigenvalues of blkTr(Σx̂iV
) when each robot i ∈ V is taken as the

anchor (black crosses) are always greater than the ones of the centroid-based blkTr(Σx̂cenV
)

representation (red circle). The values when the anchor is R1 which is the classical
situation, and when it is R3 and R12 which are the extreme values are shown in blue.
(b) The positions estimated relative to the centroid (black crosses and ellipses) are in
general more accurate and closer to the ground-truth (red crosses) than the ones estimated
by using R1 as the anchor (blue crosses and ellipses).

We analyze the states estimated by the n robots along 1000 iterations of the proposed
algorithm (Fig. 6.12). Robots initialize their states x̂ai (t), x̂ceni (t) with zeros and execute
Algorithms 6.5.1 and 6.5.5. We generate speci�c noises as the ones in Fig. 6.10 for 100
di�erent samples. For each of them, we record the norm of the error vector containing the
di�erence between the estimates at the n robots and the ground-truth positions at each
iteration t. In Fig. 6.12 (a) we show the results of Algorithm 6.5.1 when each robot i ∈ V
is used as the anchor (gray lines). The special cases that the anchor is R1, R3 and R12
are displayed in blue. The black line is the asymptotic error reached with the centroid-
based estimation method. As it can be seen, the errors reached with the anchor-based
solutions are greater than the ones associated to the centroid. This is even more evident
in Fig. 6.12 (b), which shows the last 100 iterations in Fig. 6.12 (a). In Fig. 6.12 (c) we
show the equivalent errors for the centroid-based estimation algorithm (Algorithm 6.5.5),
using all the possible anchors for Algorithm 6.5.1. Here, in all cases the error estimates
(gray lines) converge to the asymptotic error of the centroid-based estimation method
(black line).
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Figure 6.12: The experiment in Fig. 6.10 is generated 100 times with the same noise
levels but di�erent noise values. We display the average norm of the error with the
di�erence between the estimates and the ground truth for the 100 di�erent experiments.
(a) Results of Algorithm 6.5.1 when each robot i ∈ V is used as the anchor (gray lines).
The special cases that the anchor is R1, R3 and R12 are shown in blue. The black
line is the asymptotic error reached with the centroid-based estimation. (b) Detail of
iterations 900-1000 in (a). The errors of the anchor-based solutions are bigger than the
ones associated to the centroid. (c) Results of Algorithm 6.5.5 using all the possible
anchors. (d) Detail of iterations 900-1000 in (c). The anchor choice a�ects to the
convergence speed of Algorithm 6.5.5. However, the �nal accuracy is independent on
the selected anchor, and in all cases the errors converge to the asymptotic centroid error
(black line).
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6.7 Conclusions

Along this chapter, the network localization problem has been addressed for three di�er-
ent scenarios: the pose network localization from noise-free relative measurements, the
pose network localization from noisy relative measurements, and the position network
computation from noisy measurements. We have proposed distributed strategies that al-
low the robots to agree on a common global frame, and to compute their poses relative
to the global frame. The presented algorithms exclusively rely on local computations and
data exchange with direct neighbors. Besides, they only require the robots to maintain
their own estimated poses relative to the common frame. Thus, the memory load of the
algorithm is low compared to methods where each robot must also estimate the positions
or poses of any other robot. The noise-free pose localization algorithm has been demon-
strated to perform properly in noise-free scenarios and to have a fast convergence speed.
For the noisy case, the pose localization algorithm has been shown to correctly compute
the poses of the robots relative to an anchor node, for ring or string topologies. The
centroid-based position localization method has been proved to produce more accurate
results than any anchor-based solution. Besides, in the experiments we have observed
that it converges faster than the anchor-based solutions.



Chapter 7

Strategies for Improved Multi Robot

Perception

This chapter discusses strategies for improving the multi-robot perception. First, we
propose a method that allows the robots to decide their next motions so that the global
map is more precise. We de�ne a cost function measuring the perception improvement
when a robot moves to a new position. Each robot selects a �nite set of candidate next
positions within its local landmark-based stochastic map and evaluates the cost function
on the candidate positions. Then, based on this information, robots in the team coordinate
their next motions. We present a solution designed for omnidirectional cameras, although
the results can be extended to conventional cameras. Second, we propose a method that
allows the robots to compute the algebraic connectivity, which is very important in the
context of network topology. This parameter characterizes the speed of convergence of
most of the distributed algorithm presented in this thesis, i.e., it establishes the rate at
which the variables maintained by the robots converge to the desired values. Thus, we can
have a deeper control of the quality of our methods by controlling the network topology
so that the algebraic connectivity remains within some speci�c values.

7.1 Introduction

The convenience of having groups of robots working cooperatively has been stressed along
this document. An important issue in these scenarios consists of placing the robots
at positions where they are more useful. Extensive research has been focused on the
optimization of facilities [98,99,132], and on coverage problems [45,89], where a group of
robots is optimally placed in an environment of interest to achieve maximum coverage.
Here we focus on controlling the robot motions so that their perception of the environment
is improved. In the previous chapters, we have proposed several methods that allow the
robots to cooperatively perceive the environment and to acquire a global map of their
surroundings. In this chapter, we discuss strategies to optimize individual robot motions
to maximize the information collected about the scene, and to optimize the convergence
speed of the distributed map merging algorithms.

First, we discuss the cooperative selection of next robot motions. We focus on strate-
gies that improve the local maps taking into account the proposed improvements of other
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robots, giving rise to an improvement of the global map. This problem is highly related
to exploration guided by information and active sensing, which has been investigated for
both single robot [131,136] and multi-robot systems [28]. The previous works are based on
grid maps, where frontier cells dividing between already explored and unknown sections
can be easily detected. Robots evaluate a cost function on this small subset of destinations
and make decisions propagating small pieces of information with the other robots. The
exploration [115, 116] and feature tracking [155] problems turn out to be more compli-
cated for landmark-based representations, since the number of candidate destinations is
in�nite. It is common the use of global optimization methods, where robots search for the
best position to reduce the whole map uncertainty. Every robot makes decisions based
on its current local estimate of the global map and propagates its observations to the
other robots so that they can update their maps. These approaches result in weak robot
coordination, because without a common global map estimate, di�erent robots may end
up exploring exactly the same regions. In addition, many of these solutions use gradient
methods to �nd minima on the cost function. Gradient algorithms are computationally ex-
pensive since the gradient must be reevaluated at every step. Besides, they may �nd local
minima, and the step size adjustment is complicated. Alternatively, clustering methods
can be used to select a �nite subset of candidate positions [150]. Our work belongs to this
latter class, although instead of choosing frontier positions as in [150], our robots look for
already explored places which present big uncertainties. We focus on one step strategies
instead of considering path planning or trajectory optimization methods [84, 85]. These
methods use a larger time horizon and consider the cost function for multiple successive
robot motions, and thus they present important scaling problems for the multi-robot case.

We de�ne a method for landmark-based maps which lets the robots select a �nite set
of destinations based on their local data. Each robot associates to these positions cost
values that can be sent to other robots in the team with the aim of negotiating their next
motions. This solution presents multiple appealing features due to its low computation
complexity and to the fact that the robots do not need to wait for having a good global
map estimate. Instead, they can negotiate on small pieces of information, ensuring that
the resulting global map will be improved.

In the second part of this chapter, we discuss the problem of improving the conver-
gence speed of the distributed map merging algorithms. The algebraic connectivity is an
important network property for several multi-robot systems to reach convergence and it
characterizes the convergence rate. In this chapter, we address the problem of comput-
ing this algebraic connectivity in a distributed fashion. We provide a successive solution
where, at every iteration, each robot obtains a more accurate estimate of the algebraic
connectivity. As an application, we use this algebraic connectivity estimation algorithm to
derive an adaptive version of the event-triggered consensus protocol in [124], where at each
iteration, the robots adjust their behavior according to their most recent estimate of the
algebraic connectivity. Connectivity control methods establish robot motions that pre-
serve or maximize some network connectivity property. The k−connectivity matrix of the
graph is computed in a centralized fashion in [156]. There are several distributed methods
that compute spanning subgraphs [157], the left Laplacian eigenvector with eigenvalue 1
for directed unbalanced graphs [112], or the �rst four moments (mean, variance, skewness
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and kurtosis) of the Laplacian eigenvalue spectrum [111]. In [126], the motion control
strategy maximizes the algebraic connectivity without actually computing it. Although
the previous control methods improve the network connectivity, they do not characterize
any particular eigenvalue of the Laplacian as required in our case. A method that com-
putes and tracks the eigenvalues of the network topology is given in [58]. Robots execute
a local interaction rule that makes their states oscillate at frequencies corresponding to
these eigenvalues, and use the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) on their states to identify
these eigenvalues. The main limitation of this work is that the proper adjustment of the
FFT, so that the eigenvalues can be correctly identi�ed, is nontrivial. In addition, some
robots may observe only a subset of the eigenvalues and thus they need to execute addi-
tional coordination rules for propagating their data. Several solutions to the computation
of the Laplacian spectra rely on the power iteration method or variations [63, 74, 154].
Power iteration [68] selects an initial vector and then repeatedly multiplies it by a ma-
trix and normalizes it. This vector converges to the eigenvector associated to the leading
eigenvalue (the one with the greatest absolute value) of the matrix. The original ma-
trix can be previously de�ated so that a particular eigenvalue becomes the leading one.
A continuous-time version of the power iteration is proposed in [154] for computing the
Fiedler eigenvector, which is the one associated to the algebraic connectivity of the graph.
In [74] the orthogonal iteration method is used for simultaneously computing the k lead-
ing eigenvectors of a matrix. This algorithm can be seen as a generalization of the power
iteration where, at each step, the k vectors are multiplied by the matrix and ortonormal-
ized. The previous method is used in [63] for computing the Fiedler eigenvector. The
interest of power iteration methods is that each robot only needs to maintain its own
component within the estimate of the eigenvector. Then, the product of this vector by
the Laplacian can be executed locally by the robots. However, the main limitation of
these approaches consists on the normalization and orthonormalization of the vectors at
each step. For [74], it involves a gossip-based information aggregation algorithm [73] and
for [154] a distributed averaging method [59]. Therefore, several iterations of the previ-
ous algorithms must be executed by the robots between consecutive steps of the power
method in order to ensure that they have achieved the required accuracy in the vector
normalization. Besides, the previous methods only ensure convergence but they do not
give any upper or lower bound relating the true algebraic connectivity and the estimates
at each iteration.

We propose a method for computing the algebraic connectivity where, at each step
k, the robots compute the k−th power of a de�ated Laplacian in a distributed fash-
ion. The computation of the powers of the adjacency matrix was �rst discussed in [10].
Whenever the robots want to obtain an estimate of the algebraic connectivity, they run
a max−consensus method [134]. The robots do not need to wait for the max−consensus
to �nish before starting the next step k + 1. Instead, they can continue executing the
matrix power algorithm in parallel. An additional bene�t of our method is that it auto-
matically provides the total number of robots n. We provide proofs of convergence of the
algebraic connectivity computation algorithm, we characterize its convergence speed, and
give upper and lower bounds for the true algebraic connectivity at each iteration. Then,
we combine the previous ideas with [124] and present an adaptive triggered consensus
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algorithm where the most recent estimate of the algebraic connectivity is used at each
step. We show that both processes can be executed simultaneously due to the upper and
lower bounds of the true algebraic connectivity.

7.2 Improving the Map Precision with Motion Control

In this section, we propose a method that allows the robots to decide their next motions so
that the global map is more precise. We de�ne a cost function measuring the perception
improvement when a robot moves to a new position. Each robot selects a �nite set of
candidate next positions within its local landmark-based stochastic map and evaluates the
cost function on the candidate positions. Then, based on this information, robots in the
team coordinate their next motions. We present a solution designed for omnidirectional
cameras, although the results can be extended to conventional cameras.

We consider n robots exploring an unknown environment. Robots move on the plane
and estimate their motions (translations and rotations) using odometry information. They
are equipped with an omnidirectional camera sensor that gives bearing-only measurements
of some features in the environment. Every robot has a local map of the portion of
the environment observed by himself, expressed as a set of estimates of the position of
static features in the environment. Those estimates have an associated covariance that
represents how precise the estimate is, and the quality of the map can be measured
in terms of these covariances. Robots can improve their local estimates of features via
robot redeployment that let them reduce the feature uncertainty. The n robots have
communication capabilities for exchanging information between them.

7.2.1 Vantage locations

In order to manage a �nite set of vantage locations for every robot, we adopt a one-feature
improvement strategy. Every robot in the team will attempt to improve, at least, the
observation of one of the landmarks. As a side e�ect, the observations of other landmarks
are also improved. We compute vantage locations where the observation of the landmark
produces a high uncertainty reduction. In [125] authors discuss uncertainty minimization
within the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) framework. They show that the minimization
of the map uncertainty P is highly related to the maximization of the covariance of the
innovation S. In addition, they show that if the system is driven to the optimal position
to obtain maximum information gain, it results in numerically unstable update steps for
the EKF. The system becomes more unstable as the robot moves closer to a landmark.
To derive the vantage locations to observe the landmarks, we analyze the robot locations
that lead to the maximization of S.

In this section, we discuss the best poses for observing a landmark. We frequently
refer to Section 7.2.2, where a full development of the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) is
given. For a landmark i, the covariance of the innovation Si is (7.8)

Si = HiP(k + 1|k)HT
i + σ2

z .
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If we take P(k + 1|k) = I and apply (7.5), (7.6), we can express Si as

Si = 1 + σ2
z + 2/r2,

where r =
√

(xk+1 − xi)2 + (yk+1 − yi)2 is the distance between the robot pose and the
landmark. As it can be observed, the maximization of Si is equivalent to the minimization
of r. Now we introduce into the study the landmark covariance, taking1

P(k + 1|k) = blkDiag

(
I,

[
Pxx 0
0 Pyy

]
, I

)
,

and expressing Pyy = kPxx, with k > 1. This models an uncertainty ellipse with its mayor
axis perpendicular to the y-axis. For robot poses at a constant distance r, xk+1 = r cosα,
yk+1 = r sinα, the value of Si is

Si = 1 + σ2
z +

1 + Pxx
r2

+ (k − 1)
Pxx
r2

cos2(α),

Computing the �rst and the second derivative of Si, the critical points of Si are α =
0 + nπ, n ∈ Z and α = π

2
+ nπ, n ∈ Z. Besides we have that

∂2Si
∂α2

= 2(k − 1)
Pxx
r2

(1− 2 cos2(α)).

Since k > 1, Si reaches a maximum for α = 0 + nπ, n ∈ Z and a minimum for α =
π
2

+ nπ, n ∈ Z. Then we can conclude that Si is maximized when the distance between
the robot and the feature is minimized, and that for constant distances, Si is maximized
when the landmark is observed from a position in a line perpendicular to its mayor axis.

However, minimizing r may make the system unstable [125]. To avoid this situation, we
compute the optimal position for observing a feature so that it lays outside its uncertainty
ellipse. It is at a distance from the center so that the angle α between the lines from the
vantage point to the extremes of the ellipse must be less than π

2
(Fig. 7.1).

50º

70º

90º

50º

70º
90º

(a) ellipse (b) circle

Figure 7.1: Optimal positions for observing a feature with α = 90, 70 and 50 degrees when
its associated uncertainty is an ellipse (a) or a circle (b). As long as α < π/2 the optimal
position remains outside the uncertainty ellipse associated to the feature.

1A = blkDiag(B1, . . . , Br) returns a matrix A de�ned by blocks with Aii = Bi and Aij = 0 for i 6= j.
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7.2.2 Expected maps for the vantage locations

When a robot moves to a vantage location and takes new measurements of the environ-
ment, its local map estimate may become more precise. We compute this expected map
applying the same algorithm used by the robots to build their local maps, using the same
measurement and odometry models, and assuming that i) the measurements are exactly
the expected bearings to the features from the new robot pose, and ii) the odometry esti-
mate is exactly the new robot pose. In the following, we provide the expressions associated
to the Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) executed by the robots.

Relative motion computation

We let x̂r(k) = (x̂k, ŷk, θ̂k)
T
be the robot pose at time k, x̂i(k) = (x̂i, ŷi)

T be the feature

estimates at time k for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and x̂(k) = (x̂r(k)T , x̂1(k)T . . . , x̂m(k)T )
T
be the

local map estimate at time k, with associated covariance P(k). Let xg = (xg, yg, θg)
T be

the goal vantage location where the robot plans to move to. The relative translation and
rotation xkk+1 between x̂r(k) and xg can be computed as:

xkk+1 = (	x̂r(k))⊕ xg,

where the operator 	 is the inverse location vector

	x̂r(k) =

 −x̂k cos θ̂k − ŷk sin θ̂k
x̂k sin θ̂k − ŷk cos θ̂k

−θ̂k

 .
The operator⊕ is the composition of two location vectors. It returns a location vector that
transforms coordinates between the reference frames x̂r(k) and xg. Then, the expression
for the relative transformation xkk+1 between the robot pose at time k and the goal pose
at k + 1 is:

xkk+1 =

 (xg − x̂k) cos θ̂k + (yg − ŷk) sin θ̂k
−(xg − x̂k) sin θ̂k + (yg − ŷk) cos θ̂k

θg − θ̂k

 . (7.1)

EKF prediction

The prediction step of the localization and mapping algorithm computes the map x̄(k +
1) = x(k+1|k) = (x̄r(k+1)T , x̄1(k+1)T . . . x̄m(k+1)T )T , with associated covariance P(k+
1|k), based on the previous state x̂(k),P(k), and on the odometry measurements xkk+1 =
(xodom, yodom, θodom) with covariance matrix Podom. Here, x̄r(k + 1) = (x̄k+1, ȳk+1, θ̄k+1)T

and x̄i(k+1) = (x̄i, ȳi)
T for i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}. The odometry measurements xkk+1 are given by

(7.1), and the odometry noise is modeled as three independent noises in the perpendicular
and parallel translations and rotation, Podom = Diag

(
σ2
x, σ

2
y, σ

2
θ

)
, where σx = Kxd and

σy = Kyd are proportional to the translation distance d =
√

(xg − x̂k)2 + (yg − ŷk)2. The
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equations used to predict the new state are

x̄(k + 1) = ((x̄r(k + 1))T , x̄1, ȳ1, . . . , x̄m, ŷm)T = ((x̂r(k)⊕ xkk+1)T , x̂1, ŷ1, . . . , x̂m, ŷm)T ,

P(k + 1|k) = J1P(k)JT1 + J2PodomJT2 , (7.2)

where the operator ⊕ is the composition of the location vectors x̂r(k) and xkk+1

x̂r(k)⊕ xkk+1 =

 x̂k + xodom cos θ̂k − yodom sin θ̂k
ŷk + xodom sin θ̂k + yodom cos θ̂k

θ̂k + θodom

 ,
and J1, J2 are the Jacobians of the prediction operation relative to, respectively, the map
and the odometry measurement:

J1 = blkDiag(j1, I), J2 = ((j2)T ,0)T ,

j1 =

 1 0 −xodom sin θ̂k − yodom cos θ̂k
0 1 xodom cos θ̂k − yodom sin θ̂k
0 0 1

 , j2 =

 cos θ̂k − sin θ̂k 0

sin θ̂k cos θ̂k 0
0 0 1

 . (7.3)

Measurement prediction

For every feature with coordinates x̄i(k+ 1) = (x̄i, ȳi)
T in the map, the expected bearing

measurement with respect to the robot that should be obtained from the predicted robot
location x̄r(k + 1) = (x̄k+1, ȳk+1, θ̄k+1)T is

hi(x̄r(k + 1), x̄i(k + 1)) = atan2

(
−(x̄i − x̄k+1) sin θ̄k+1 + (ȳi − ȳk+1) cos θ̄k+1

(x̄i − x̄k+1) cos θ̄k+1 + (ȳi − ȳk+1) sin θ̄k+1

)
. (7.4)

The Jacobian of the observation model is

Hi =
[

∂hi
∂x̄r(k+1)

0 · · · 0 ∂hi
∂x̄i(k+1)

0 · · · 0
]
,

∂hi
∂x̄r(k + 1)

=
[

∂hi
∂x̄k+1

∂hi
∂ȳk+1

∂hi
∂θ̄k+1

]
,

∂hi
∂x̄i(k + 1)

=
[

∂hi
∂x̄i

∂hi
∂ȳi

]
, (7.5)

where ∂hi/∂θ̄k+1 = −1 and

∂hi
∂x̄k+1

= − ȳk+1 − ȳi
(x̄k+1 − x̄i)2 + (ȳk+1 − ȳi)2 ,

∂hi
∂ȳk+1

=
x̄k+1 − xi

(x̄k+1 − x̄i)2 + (ȳk+1 − ȳi)2 ,

∂hi
∂x̄i

=
ȳk+1 − ȳi

(x̄k+1 − x̄i)2 + (ȳk+1 − ȳi)2 ,
∂hi
∂ȳi

= − x̄k+1 − x̄i
(x̄k+1 − x̄i)2 + (ȳk+1 − ȳi)2 , (7.6)

and h and H collect the information from all the features in the map,

h = (hT1 , . . . , h
T
n )T , H = (HT

1 , . . . ,H
T
n )T . (7.7)
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EKF update

The �nal map estimate x̂(k + 1) = x(k + 1|k + 1) and covariance P(k + 1|k + 1) are
obtained as

x̂(k + 1) = x̄(k + 1) + K(z− h), P(k + 1|k + 1) = (I−KH)P(k + 1|k),

K = P(k + 1|k)HTS−1, S = HP(k + 1|k)HT + R, (7.8)

where ν = z − h is the innovation, S is the innovation covariance and K is the Kalman
gain. z is the vector with all the measurements of the features. Since the observations
are taken equal to the predicted measurements, then z = h and the innovation ν is zero.
Therefore the state vector does not change, x̂(k + 1) = x̄(k + 1). The matrix R is the
covariance of the observation noise and is equal to σ2

zI, where σz is the standard deviation
of the visual sensor noise.

7.2.3 Cost minimization approach

Before proceeding with the explanation of the proposed strategy, we brie�y discuss here
alternative methods based on cost minimization. For each of the positions where the
robot can move x = (xk+1, yk+1), we de�ne the following cost function f(x),

f(x) = Tr(P(k + 1|k + 1)),

where P(k+ 1|k+ 1) is the covariance associated to the expected map given by eq. (7.8).
Note that from the analysis performed in the previous section, the robot orientation has no
e�ect on the cost function. Now we use the following gradient descendant algorithm [24]
that looks for (global or local) minima of the cost function,

x(0) = (xk, yk), ẋ = −∇f(x),

whose discrete version is

x(0) = (xk, yk), x(t+ 1) = x(t)− h∇f(x(t)), (7.9)

where (xk, yk) is the current robot position, x(t) is the value of x at time t, ∇f(x(t) is the
gradient of f evaluated in x(t) and h is the time step. In the continuous formulation, a
local minimum point is found when ẋ = 0, and in the discrete one when x(t+ 1)−x(t) is
small enough. We execute this algorithm using a map with a single feature (Fig. 7.2 (a),
blue ellipse) and show the cost values for a region around the feature (Figs. 7.2 (b)
and (c)). Darker areas represent lower values of the cost function. The trajectory followed
by the robot when it executes the gradient descendant algorithm is shown in blue. As it
can be seen, the lowest cost robot positions correspond to the locations we identi�ed as
vantage in Section 7.2.1. Moreover, the last part of the robot trajectory follows a direction
perpendicular to the major axis of the ellipse, as we did in Section 7.2.1 for selecting
vantage locations. If no additional mechanisms are used, the gradient algorithm drives the
robot to a �nal location inside the uncertainty ellipse of the feature (Figs. 7.2 (b) and (c)),
which may lead to ill-conditioned situations which are prone to �lter divergence [125].
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Therefore, the selection of vantage points discussed in Section 7.2.1 is capable of choosing
locations similar to the ones from a gradient descendant, with a much lower computational
cost, and with the additional bene�t that we can explicitly impose the robot to remain
outside the uncertainty region associated to the feature. In Fig. 7.3 we perform a similar
analysis for features parameterized in inverse-depth, and conclude that it seems that it
would be possible to compute vantage locations also for these representations.
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Figure 7.2: Cost function, cartesian parametrization. (a): The initial map with a single
feature. The blue ellipse represents the feature estimate, and the blue triangles are the
estimates of the robot poses. The ground truth positions for the feature and the robot are
displayed in red. (b): The cost function resulting of placing the robot in di�erent positions
in the environment, computing the predicted map. Darker regions represent lower costs.
The blue arc begining at the last robot pose represent the (x, y) robot positions used by
the gradient algorithm to �nd minima in the cost function. (c): Detail of the �nal robot
position found by the gradient algorithm.

7.2.4 Strategy for improved perception

As previously discussed, we are interested in motion control strategies where robots make
decisions based on their local maps, that produce improvements in the global map. The
global map of the robot team is as explained in Chapters 3 and 4. Thus, the strategy
we present here does not necessarily have to be executed after the map merging process.
Instead, it can be executed after the localization (Chapter 6) data association processes
(Chapter 5), in parallel to the execution of the map fusion. Recall that given the n
independent local maps with mean x̂i and a covariance matrix Σi = Pi(k + 1|k + 1), for
i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, the mean and covariance matrix of the global map of the robot team is
given by (Section 3, eq. (3.4))

x̂G =

(
n∑
i=1

HT
i Σ−1

i Hi

)−1 n∑
i=1

HT
i Σ−1

i x̂i, ΣG = (
n∑
i=1

HT
i Σ−1

i Hi)

−1

, (7.10)

where Hi are the observations matrices relating the features observed by the robots.
From this expression, we can see that feature estimates with smaller covariances have
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Figure 7.3: Cost function, inverse-depth parametrization. (a): The initial map with a
single feature. The blue ellipse represents the feature estimate, and the blue triangles
are the estimates of the robot poses. The ground truth positions for the feature and
the robot are displayed in red. (b): The cost function resulting of placing the robot
in di�erent positions in the environment, computing the predicted map. Darker regions
represent lower costs. The blue arc beginning at the last robot pose represent the (x, y)
robot positions used by the gradient algorithm to �nd minima in the cost function. (c):
Detail of the �nal robot position found by the gradient algorithm.

larger information matrices and thus they greatly in�uence their estimates in the global
map. Therefore, a precise estimate of a feature can be obtained if, at least, one robot has
observed it with high precision. This observation motivates our strategy.

Aggregate objective function

The global cost function F measures the best contributions for the estimate of every
feature

F (x1, · · · ,xn) =
m∑
j=1

min
i
fij(xi)), (7.11)

where xi is the next position of the robot i at time k+ 1, for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} and fij is the
individual cost for the feature j in the local map of the robot i when the next position of
the robot i is xi.

The individual cost functions fij(xi) evaluate the covariance matrix Pi(xi) of the
expected map of robot i when it moves to the location xi. They measure the uncertainty
of the sub-matrix [Pi(xi)]jj within Pi(xi) associated to the feature j. There exist many
metrics for measuring the uncertainty in a covariance matrix. [148] compares metrics based
on the determinant, eigenvalues and trace, concluding that all of them perform properly.
Here, we select the trace. The individual cost fij is

fij(xi)) = Tr([Pi(xi)]jj). (7.12)
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Table 7.1: Predicted costs for the candidate next motions for robot i

feat 1 · · · feat m
x1
i fi1(x1

i ) · · · fim(x1
i )

...
...

...
xKi fi1(xKi ) · · · fim(xKi )

Table 7.2: Global cost for a speci�c selection of next robot poses

feat 1 · · · feat m

xl11 f11(xl11 ) · · · f1m(xl11 )
...

...
...

xlnn fn1(xlnn ) · · · fnm(xlnn )

min mini fi1(xlii ) · · · mini fim(xlii )

Coordination strategy

The proposed strategy for motion coordination consists of an iterative algorithm where,
at every time step, the team of robot performs the following actions:

1. Optimal position for feature observation: Every robot i computes the best
position for observing the K features with higher covariances in its local map, where
K ≤ mi for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is adjusted depending on the performance requirements.
As a result, robot i ∈ {1, . . . , n}, obtains K next position candidates which we
express as x1

i , · · · ,xKi .

2. Map prediction: For all the candidate next positions x1
i , · · · ,xKi , robot i computes

the predicted map and evaluates the local cost function fij(x
l
i) for all the features,

l ∈ {1, . . . , K}, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. If an estimate of the feature j cannot
be found in the local map of robot i, then we set fij(x

l
i) =∞ for all l ∈ {1, . . . , K}.

Every robot i can construct a table with the values of fij (see Table 7.1).

3. Minimization of the global cost: Given a selected combination of next robot
poses xl11 , · · · ,xlnn , its associated global cost is computed as

∑m
j=1 mini fij(x

li
i )). This

is equivalent to sum the values in the last row (min) in Table 7.2. The best robot-
vantage location assignment is the one minimizing the global cost F (see equa-
tion (7.11)). Every robot can compute this value, based on the information received
from the other robots, and on its own data.

4. Motion and observation: Once the best motions have been decided for the team,
the robots move to the new positions, they observe the environment and update their
local maps.
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In the coordination strategy presented so far, the computationally expensive opera-
tions, consisting of �nding vantage locations and computing the cost function, are carried
out locally by each robot, which it very interesting. On the other hand, the process
of exchanging data and negotiating on the next robot poses, implicitly assumes all-to-
all communications. A possible solution would consist of clustering together features
that simultaneously bene�t from a robot being placed nearby them. Then, a problem of
robot-to-cluster assignment (assign di�erent robots to di�erent clusters of features while
minimizing the total cost) would be addressed, instead of the robot-to-feature strategy
presented along this section. The robot-to-cluster assignment problems can be solved
by the use of auction algorithms [23, 25], for which exist distributed implementations for
robot networks [90]. Future extensions of the work presented in this section can be in the
line of these discussed ideas about clustering of features.

7.3 Improving the Convergence Speed

In multi-robot control problems, the convergence properties and the convergence speed of
the system depend on the algebraic connectivity of the graph. Several examples appear
in the distributed methods proposed in this thesis. The convergence speed of the static
map merging algorithm presented in Chapter 3 depends on the second eigenvalue of W
with the largest absolute value λ2(W ) associated to the Metropolis weight matrix W
(Section 3.7, eq. (3.20)). The localization methods in Chapter 6, Sections 6.3 and 6.5
also present a convergence speed depending on λ2(W ). The rate of convergence of the
dynamic map merging algorithm in Chapter 4 depends on the second smallest λ2(LW )
and the largest λn(LW ) eigenvalues of the Laplacian matrix LW (Section 4.3). In this
section, we present a novel distributed algorithm where the robots estimate the leading
eigenvalue of a weight matrix or a Laplacian, obtaining a more accurate estimate at each
iteration. We extend this method to allow the computation of the algebraic connectivity
of the Laplacian λ2(LW ). Note that for the Metropolis weight matrix W , robots can
compute the algebraic connectivity λ2(LW ) of the associated Laplacian LW = I−W , and
then get λ2(W ) = 1−λ2(LW ). This algorithm relies on the distributed computation of the
powers of the adjacency matrix. We provide proofs of convergence and convergence rate
of the algebraic connectivity estimation algorithm. In addition, we give upper and lower
bounds at each iteration of the estimated algebraic connectivity. We apply this method
to an event-triggered consensus scenario, where the most recent estimate of the algebraic
connectivity is used for adapting the behavior of the average consensus algorithm. We
show that both processes can be executed in parallel, i.e., the robots do not need to wait
for obtaining a good estimate of the algebraic connectivity before starting the averaging
algorithm. We use the notation de�ned in Table 7.3.

Consider a set of n ∈ N robots with indices i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The robots can exchange
information with nearby robots. This information can be represented by an undirected
graph G = (V , E), where V = {1, . . . , n} are the robots, and E are the edges. There is an
edge (i, j) ∈ E between robots i and j if they can exchange data. We say a n× n matrix
C is compatible with G if Cij = 0 i� (i, j) /∈ E for j 6= i; note that we let the elements in
the diagonal Cii be either equal or di�erent than 0. The adjacency matrix A ∈ {0, 1}n×n
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Table 7.3: Notation.
Indices

n Number of robots. k Iteration number, k ∈ N.
i, j Robot indices. t Time, t ∈ Rt≥0.
Matrix operations, eigenvalues and eigenvectors

Aij , [A]ij (i, j) entry of matrix A.

diag(b1, . . . , br) matrix A with Aii = bi and Aij = 0.
λi(A), vi(A) ith eigenvalue and eigenvector of A.

λA diag(λ1(A), . . . , λr(A)).
VA [v1(A), . . . ,vr(A)].
‖A‖∞ Induced ∞−norm of A, maxi

∑n
j=1 |Aij|.

‖A‖2 Spectral norm of A, maxi
√
λi(ATA).

ρ(A) Spectral radius of A, maxi |λi(A)|.
Special matrices

Ir r × r identity matrix.
0r, 1r Column vectors with the r entries equal to 0 and 1.
A Adjacency matrix of the graph.
L Laplacian matrix of the graph, L = diag(A1)−A.

λ?(L) Algebraic connectivity, the second-smallest λi(L).

of G is de�ned by

Aij =

{
1 if (i, j) ∈ E
0 otherwise

, for i, j ∈ V . (7.13)

We assume that the undirected communication graph G is connected. We use Ni for the
set of neighbors of a robot i with whom i can exchange data, Ni = {j | (i, j) ∈ E}, and
we let di be the degree of node i de�ned as the cardinality of Ni, and dmax = maxi∈V di.

The Laplacian matrix L ∈ Rn×n of G is the positive-semide�nite matrix

L = diag(A1)−A. (7.14)

Note that both A and L are compatible with the graph. In this chapter we sort the
eigenvalues of L as follows,

λ1(L) ≤ λ2(L) ≤ · · · ≤ λn(L). (7.15)

The Laplacian matrix L has the following well known properties, see e.g., [102]:

(i) It has an eigenvector v1(L) = 1/
√
n with associated eigenvalue λ1(L) = 0, L1/

√
n =

0;

(ii) When the graph G is connected, then all the other eigenvalues are strictly greater
than 0,

0 = λ1(L) < λ2(L) ≤ · · · ≤ λn(L); and
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(iii) Its eigenvalues are upper-bounded by λn(L) ≤ 2dmax.

The algebraic connectivity of G denoted by λ?(L) is the second-smallest eigenvalue λ2(L)
of the Laplacian L.

7.3.1 Consensus protocol and event-based control

Consider each robot i ∈ V has single-integrator dynamics

ẋi(t) = ui(t), with xi(t), ui(t) ∈ R, (7.16)

where ui denotes the control input at robot i given by

ui(t) = −
∑
j∈Ni

(xi(t)− xj(t)). (7.17)

With stack vectors x = [x1, . . . , xn]T , u = [u1, . . . , un],

ẋ(t) = −Lx(t), x(0) = x0. (7.18)

A well known result [103] is that if G is undirected and connected, then the previous
algorithm globally asymptotically solves the average consensus problem, i.e.,

lim
t→∞

xi(t) =
n∑
i=1

xi(0)/n. (7.19)

However in general it is necessary to implement the continuous-time law on a digital
platform. This has motivated the research on event-based and time-scheduled control.
It is of special interest the triggered-based control method in [124], where each robot
monitors its own state xi(t) continuously. However, the robots do not have continuous
communication but instead propagate their most recent states at some time instances.
Also the control law is piecewise constant. The following rule given in [124, Theorem 4]
allows each robot i to locally determine when to trigger and transmit its new state. Let
ei(t) be the measurement error at robot i containing the di�erence between its actual
current state xi(t) at time t and the last transmitted one x̂i(t),

ei(t) = x̂i(t)− xi(t), for i ∈ V , (7.20)

with stack vector e(t) = [e1(t), . . . , en(t)]T . Let c1, α be constants satisfying

c1 > 0 and 0 < α < λ?(L). (7.21)

The authors de�ne the time-dependent trigger function

fi(t, ei(t)) = |ei(t)| − c1e
−αt, (7.22)

where an event for robot i is triggered as soon as fi(t, ei(t)) > 0 resulting in robot i
sending its most recent state x̂i to its neighbors. Whenever an event is triggered, i.e.,
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robot i transmitting its new state xi(t) or receiving an updated state xj(t) from one of
its neighbors, it (i) updates its control-law immediately, and (ii) reevaluates the trigger
function and computes the next triggering time. As stated by [124, Theorem 4], for
connected graphs if robots execute the previous procedure, then for all initial conditions
x0 the overall system converges to average consensus asymptotically. Furthermore the
closed-loop system does not exhibit Zeno-behavior.

Note however that condition (7.21) requires all the robots to know λ?(L) or a lower
bound of it.

Problem 7.3.1. Our goal is to design distributed algorithms to allow the robots to compute
λ?(L) (or a lower bound of) in a distributed fashion. Then, we modify the trigger function
so that instead of using a �xed α, robots adapt this value depending on the most recent
and accurate estimate of the algebraic connectivity λ?(L).

7.3.2 Distributed computation of the algebraic connectivity

First of all, we present a novel algorithm for computing the algebraic connectivity λ?(L)
of the graph in a distributed fashion. This algorithm relies on the observation that (i) the
induced in�nite norm of a matrix ‖C‖∞ can be easily computed in a distributed fashion
with a max−consensus method, provided that each robot knows a row of this matrix;

and that (ii) ‖Ck‖
1
k∞ successively approaches the spectral radius ρ(C) of matrix C. This

allows us to propose a method for estimating the algebraic connectivity that is suited for
distributed implementation.

We start this section presenting some results about the computation of the powers of
matrices which are compatible with the graph.

Distributed computation of power of matrices

We show that if matrix C is compatible with the graph structure, the computation of its
powers can be done in a distributed fashion. Our discussion refers to �xed undirected com-
munication graphs, although the method can be easily extended to time-varying graphs.
The presented algorithm was originally proposed in [10] for adjacency matrices de�ned
by blocks. Here we propose an improved version that does not require the knowledge of
n.

Algorithm 7.3.2 (Basic Distributed Power Computation). Let each robot i ∈ V maintain
an estimate Ĉij(k) of the (i, j) entries of the k−th power of C, [Ck]ij, for all j ∈ V. At

k = 0, robot i initializes its variables Ĉij(k) with

Ĉii(0) = 1, and Ĉij(0) = 0 for j ∈ V \ {i}. (7.23)

At each k ≥ 1, robot i updates these variables as follows,

Ĉij(k + 1) =
∑

j′∈Ni∪{i}

Cij′Ĉj′j(k), for j ∈ V . (7.24)
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Note that this algorithm is distributed and each robot i updates its variable using
exclusively information from its neighbors j ∈ Ni and from itself. It requires each robot
i to store n scalars and to exchange n scalars at each iteration k. We discuss now the
outcomes of this algorithm.

Proposition 7.3.3. When C is compatible with the graph, the outcomes of algorithm (7.24)
at each step k ≥ 0 are exactly the entries of the k−th power of C, Ck.

Proof. Each robot i maintains exactly the i−th row of Ck. For k = 0, it is straightforward
to see that eq. (7.23) gives the identity matrix I which is exactly C0. For k ≥ 1, we consider
the explicit expression for Ck+1 = CCk, where each (i, j) entry is given by

[Ck+1]ij =
n∑

j′=1

Cij′ [C
k]j′j. (7.25)

Since C is compatible with the graph, then Cij′ = 0 for j′ /∈ Ni ∪ {i} and the previous
expression gives

[Ck+1]ij =
∑

j′∈Ni∪{i}

Cij′ [C
k]j′j, (7.26)

which is exactly what algorithm (7.24) does.

Observe that the previous algorithm does not compute an estimate of the centralized
one. Instead, it exactly computes the same solution as a centralized system, but distribut-
ing the operations over the robots. Observe that it remains valid if the communication
graph is time-varying, in which case each robot i computes

[Ĉ(k)]ij = [C(k)C(k − 1) . . . C(0)]ij, for j ∈ V .

The main limitation of the previous procedure is that it assumes that in the initial
phase (eq. (7.23)) each robot knows the total amount of other robots in the network n,
and that at each step k (eq. (7.24)) it knows the identities j, j′ associated to each piece
of data Ĉj′j(k). We show here that the algorithm can be slightly modi�ed so that the
previous requirement is not necessary. We only impose the assumption that each robot i
has assigned a unique identi�er ID(i), e.g., its IP address.

Algorithm 7.3.4 (Distributed Power Computation). Let each robot i ∈ V maintain a set
li(k) with the identi�ers ID(j) of the robots j it has discovered, and an estimate C̃ij(k) of
the (i, j) entries of the k−th power of C, [Ck]ij, associated to these robots j, ID(j) ∈ li(k).

At k = 0, each robot i ∈ V initializes a single variable C̃ii(k) and a single identi�er,

C̃ii(0) = 1, li(0) = {ID(i)}, (7.27)

and sends this data to its neighbors Ni.
At each step k ≥ 1, robot i �rst looks for new robots in the information lj(k) received

from its neighbors, and updates its identi�ers li(k) accordingly,

li(k + 1) =
⋃

j∈Ni∪{i}

lj(k). (7.28)
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Then, robot i creates a new variable C̃ij(k) initialized with 0, C̃ij(k) = 0, for each recently
discovered robot j,

ID(j) ∈ li(k + 1) and ID(j) /∈ li(k).

Finally, robot i and updates all its variables C̃ij(k), for ID(j) ∈ i(k + 1), by

C̃ij(k + 1) =
∑

j′∈Ni∪{i},ID(j)∈j′ (k)

Cij′C̃j′j(k), (7.29)

and sends these variables C̃ij(k), for ID(j) ∈ li(k), to its neighbors as well as its discovered
identi�ers li(k).

Proposition 7.3.5. Let us de�ne for each robot i ∈ V and each step k ≥ 0 variables
C̃ij(k) = 0 for all ID(j) /∈ li(k). Then, when C is compatible with the graph, the outcomes
of algorithm (7.29) are exactly the outcomes of (7.24). As a result, they are exactly the
entries of the k−th power of C, Ck.

Proof. We �rst consider Algorithm 7.3.2 together with the robot identi�er management
rule, with initialization

li(0) = {ID(i)}, Ĉii(0) = 1, Ĉij(0) = 0, for j 6= i, (7.30)

and update rule

li(k + 1) =
⋃

j∈Ni∪{i}

{lj(k)}, and Ĉij(k + 1) =
∑

j′∈Ni∪{i}

Cij′Ĉj′j, for all j ∈ V . (7.31)

We want to show that if j /∈ li(k) then the element Ĉij is zero. This is proved by induction.
It is true for k = 0, see eq. (7.30). Let us assume that for k it is true that, for all i ∈ V , if
j /∈ li(k) then Ĉij = 0. Consider a j which at k+ 1 satis�es j /∈ li(k+ 1). By eq. (7.31) it

means that j /∈
⋃
j′∈Ni∪{i}{lj′(k)} and therefore for all j′ ∈ Ni ∪ {i} the element Ĉj′j = 0.

Then, the update rule (7.31) gives

Ĉij(k + 1) =
∑

j′∈Ni∪{i}

Cij′0 = 0. (7.32)

Now we prove that the outcomes C̃ij(k) of algorithm (7.3.4) are exactly equal to Ĉij(k)
for all k ≥ 0, i ∈ V and all j ∈ li(k). Note that for all k ≥ 0 all i ∈ V and all j /∈ li(k) the
elements C̃ij(k) do not exist whereas Ĉij(k) = 0 as shown above. This can be shown by
induction by taking into account the following issue. We pay attention to eq. (7.29) for
ID(j) ∈ i(k + 1),

C̃ij(k + 1) =
∑

j′∈Ni∪{i},ID(j)∈j′ (k)

Cij′C̃j′j(k). (7.33)

For j /∈ lj′(k) we have Ĉj′j(k) = 0. If Ĉj′j(k) = C̃j′j(k) at k, then at k + 1 we have

C̃ij(k + 1) =
∑

j′∈Ni∪{i},ID(j)∈j′ (k)

Cij′Ĉj′j(k) +
∑

j′∈Ni∪{i},ID(j)/∈j′ (k)

Cij′0, (7.34)

which is exactly the update rule for Ĉij(k + 1).
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Therefore Algorithm 7.3.4 provides each robot i with all the elements [Ck]ij for j ∈ V
of the i − th row of the power matrix Ck. It is fully distributed and only requires each
robot i to have a unique identi�er ID(i).

The results presented so far hold for both �xed and time-varying graphs. Now we
show that in addition, for �xed graphs, the previous method can be used for obtaining
the number of robots n.

Proposition 7.3.6. For each robot i ∈ V, let ki be the �rst instant for which li(k) =
li(k − 1),

ki = min{k | li(k) = li(k − 1)}. (7.35)

Then, n = |li(ki)|.

Proof. Note that li(k − 1) contains the identi�ers of the (k − 1)−hop neighbors of i. By
the de�nition of a path, if there are no new robots at distance k, then there cannot be
new robots at distances greater than k. Therefore li(k−1) already contains the identi�ers
of all the robots that are connected with i. Since the graph is connected, these robots are
all the robots in the network and n = |li(ki)|.

Distributed computation of the spectral radius

Now we present a distributed algorithm that allows the computation of the spectral radius
of a symmetric matrix C compatible with the graph. It relies on the observation that, for
any induced norm ‖.‖, [67, Chapter 5.6]

ρ(C) ≤ ‖C‖, and ρ(C) = lim
k→∞
‖Ck‖

1
k . (7.36)

We propose to use the induced ∞−norm ‖.‖∞, which is the maximum absolute row sum
of the matrix,

‖Ck‖∞ = max
i∈V

n∑
j=1

|[Ck]ij|, (7.37)

since it can be easily computed by the robots using a distributed max−consensus algo-
rithm provided that each robot i knows the i− th row of Ck.

Algorithm 7.3.7 (Distributed Spectral Radius). Consider the robots executing Algo-
rithm 7.3.4 for a symmetric matrix C compatible with the graph. At each iteration k we
de�ne for each robot the sum ci(k) of the absolute values of its variables C̃ij(k),

ci(k) =
∑

ID(j)∈li(k)

|C̃ij(k)|. (7.38)

Robots execute the following max−consensus [134] on their variables ci(k),

βi(k) = ci(k), βi(k + τ + 1) = max
j∈Ni∪{i}

βj(k + τ), (7.39)
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which �nishes after T = diam(G) communication rounds with variables βi(T ) at all the
robots i ∈ V containing the maximum of the inputs ci(k) over all the network,

β1(k + T ) = · · · = βn(k + T ) = max
i∈V

ci(k). (7.40)

The spectral radius β∗i (k) estimated by each robot i at step k ≥ 1 is given by

β∗i (k) = (βi(k + T ))
1
k = (max

j∈V
cj(k))

1
k . (7.41)

Observe that this computation of ci(k) in eq. (7.38) is local to each robot i, since it
maintains the i − th row of Ck. Note that the estimated spectral radius β∗i (k) associ-
ated to step k is available at the robots T iterations later (at iteration k + T ). How-
ever, the max−consensus iterations (7.39) are executed independently (in parallel) to
the Algorithm 7.3.4. This means that robots do not have to wait T iterations for the
max−consensus to converge before executing a new iteration of Algorithm 7.3.4.

Now we present a result that establishes the convergence of the previous algorithm to
the spectral radius of the matrix C.

Theorem 7.3.8. Consider each robot i executing Algorithm 7.3.7 with a symmetric matrix
C compatible with the graph. Then, as k → ∞ all the variables β∗i (k) converge to the
spectral radius ρ(C) of matrix C,

lim
k→∞

β∗i (k) = ρ(C), for all i ∈ V , (7.42)

and for all k ≥ 1,

(
√
n)
−1
k β∗i (k) ≤ ρ(C) ≤ β∗i (k). (7.43)

Proof. First note that Algorithm 7.3.7 computes the k−th root of the induced in�nite
norm of Ck. Since we showed that C̃ij(k) = 0 for ID(j) /∈ li(k), then ci(k) in eq. (7.38)
is exactly the absolute sum of the i− th row of Ck. The max−consensus (7.39) provides
each robot with the induced in�nite norm of Ck. Therefore, β∗i (k) in eq. (7.41) equals

β∗i (k) = (‖Ck‖∞)
1
k , which combined with eq. (7.36) gives

ρ(C) = lim
k→∞
‖Ck‖

1
k∞ = lim

k→∞
β∗i (k), (7.44)

as stated in eq. (7.42).
Now we focus on the inequalities in eq. (7.43). From (7.36),

ρ(C) = (ρ(Ck))
1
k ≤ ‖Ck‖

1
k∞ = β∗i (k), (7.45)

which gives the right part in eq. (7.43). Since matrix C is symmetric, then its spectral
norm ‖C‖2 = maxi

√
λi(C2) equals its spectral radius ρ(C) = maxi |λi(C)|,

ρ(C) = ‖C‖2 = ‖Ck‖
1
k
2 . (7.46)
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The spectral ‖Ck‖2 and induced in�nite ‖Ck‖∞ norms of a matrix Ck are related by
(
√
n)−1‖Ck‖∞ ≤ ‖Ck‖2, [67, Chapter 5.6], which combined with eq. (7.46) gives

(
√
n)−

1
kβ∗i (k) = (

√
n)−

1
k ‖Ck‖

1
k∞ ≤ ‖Ck‖

1
k
2 = ρ(C), (7.47)

as stated in eq. (7.43) and the proof is completed.

Observe that in the previous process the robots are not required to know n. Now we
are ready to show how the algebraic connectivity of the graph λ?(L) can be computed by
using the previous algorithm.

Distributed computation of the algebraic connectivity

The method roughly consists of transforming the Laplacian L matrix associated to the
undirected and connected graph G into a new matrix C where the algebraic connectivity
λ?(L) becomes the leading eigenvalue, i.e., the spectral radius ρ(C) is an expression that
depends on λ?(L). Then, the procedure presented in the previous sections is used for
computing ρ(C) in a distributed fashion. The estimated algebraic connectivity is �nally
obtained by reversing the transformation.

Proposition 7.3.9. Consider the following de�ated version of the Perron matrix [102,
151,154] of the Laplacian,

C = I− βL − 11T/n. (7.48)

The relationship between the eigenvalues of C and L is

λ1(C) = 0, λi(C) = 1− βλi(L), for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. (7.49)

ρ(C) is associated to the algebraic connectivity λ?(L) by

λ?(L) = (1− ρ(C))/β, if 0 < β < 1/λn(L). (7.50)

The previous result can be easily proven as follows. Note that similar results can be
found at [102,151,154].

Proof. First of all, we show that L + r11T/n has the same eigenvalues as L for i ∈
{2, . . . , n}, but the �rst one that is equal to r,

λ1(L+ r11T/n) = r, and λi(L+ r11T/n) = λi(L) for i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. (7.51)

Consider the following orthogonal matrix VL composed of eigenvectors of L,

VL =
[
1/
√
n,v2(L), . . . ,vn(L)

]
=
[
1/
√
n, ṼL

]
, (7.52)
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which exists since L is symmetric. Then,

V T
L LVL = λL = diag(0, λ2(L), . . . , λn(L)), (7.53)

We apply the same operation to L+ r11T/n and get

V T
L
(
L+ r11T /n

)
VL = λL + r

[
1T1/n 1T ṼL/

√
n

Ṽ T
L 1/
√
n Ṽ T

L 11T ṼL

]
= λL + r

[
1 0
0 0

]
= diag(r, λ2(L), . . . , λn(L)), (7.54)

since 1T1 = n and 1T ṼL = 0, what yields eq. (7.51). Now note that the eigenvalues of
the Laplacian L and of the de�ated Perron matrix C in eq. (7.48) satisfy

λi(C) = 1− βλi
(
L+ (1/β)11T/n

)
, for i ∈ V , (7.55)

which combined with eq. (7.51), with r = 1/β, gives the relationship in eq. (7.49).
Now let us de�ne β as follows

β = ε/λn(L), for some ε ∈ (0, 1), (7.56)

and express the eigenvalues of C accordingly,

λ1(C) = 0, and for i ∈ {2, . . . , n},
λi(C) = 1− ελi(L)/λn(L). (7.57)

Recall that λn(L) ≥ λi(L) > 0 for all i ∈ {2, . . . , n}. Then,

1 > λ2(C) ≥ · · · ≥ λn(C) > λ1(C) = 0, (7.58)

and the eigenvalue of C with largest absolute value is λ2(C), what concludes the proof.

The previous de�ated Perron matrix C = I− βL− 11T/n is not compatible with the
graph and thus Algorithm 7.3.7 cannot be immediately applied in a distributed fashion.
Note however that, since 1/

√
n is the eigenvector v1(C) of C associated to the eigenvalue

λ1(C) = 0, then, for all k ≥ 1,

Ck = (I− βL − 11T/n)k = (I− βL)k − 11T/n, (7.59)

where matrix I− βL is compatible with the graph. We propose to use a variation (Algo-
rithm 7.3.10) of Algorithm 7.3.7.

Before presenting Algorithm 7.3.10, we discuss some issues regarding the number of
robots n. Note that the number of robots n is used in the computation of β. In case
the robots do not know n from the beginning, they can compute β = ε/(2dmax), which
satis�es β < 1/λn(L) as in Proposition 7.3.9 by executing a max−consensus algorithm
on the robots degrees in an initial phase. Once β has been computed, robots can start
Algorithm 7.3.10. At each step k of Algorithm 7.3.10, robots can always execute Algo-
rithm 7.3.4 for computing the powers of matrix Ĉ = I − βL. However, they can only
execute eqs. (7.61)-(7.63) for getting the output λ̂i(k) when they know n. At each step k
robots use Proposition 7.3.6 to �nd out if they have already found n and thus if they can
proceed with eqs. (7.61)-(7.63). Alternatively, n can be computed in an initial phase as,
for instance, in [94].
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Algorithm 7.3.10 (Distributed Algebraic Connectivity). Let ε ∈ (0, 1) be known by all
the robots and β = ε/(2n). Consider the robots execute Algorithm 7.3.4 for computing
the powers of matrix Ĉ = I − βL. At each step k ≥ 1, each robot i ∈ V has variables
Ĉij(k) with the (i, j) entries of the k−th power of matrix Ĉ, [Ĉk]ij, for all the robots it
has discovered so far, ID(j) ∈ li(k). Note that

[Ĉk]ij = [Ck]ij + 1/n, (7.60)

with C being the de�ated Perron matrix in eq. (7.48).
At each step k, each robot i computes

ĉi(k) =
∑

ID(j)∈li(k)

|Ĉij(k)− 1/n|+ (n− |li(k)|)/n, (7.61)

it executes a max−consensus algorithm to obtain maxj∈V ĉj(k) and lets β̂∗i (k) be

β̂∗i (k) = (max
j∈V

ĉj(k))
1
k . (7.62)

The algebraic connectivity estimated by each robot i ∈ V at step k ≥ 1 is given by

λ̂i(k) =
(

1− β̂i
?
(k)
)
/β. (7.63)

Theorem 7.3.11. Consider each robot i executes Algorithm 7.3.10 for a connected graph.
Then, as k → ∞ all the variables λ̂i(k) asymptotically converge to the algebraic connec-
tivity λ∗(L),

lim
k→∞

λ̂i(k) = λ∗(L), for i ∈ V , (7.64)

and for each step k ≥ 1 we have the following lower- and upper-bounds for λ?(L):

λ̂i(k) ≤ λ?(L) ≤ (
√
n)
−1
k λ̂i(k) + (1− (

√
n)
−1
k )/β. (7.65)

Proof. First note that β = ε/(2n) satis�es 0 < β < 1/λn(L) since ε ∈ (0, 1) and λn(L) ≤
2dmax < 2n, where dmax is the maximum degree in the graph. Therefore, as stated in
Proposition 7.3.9, the algebraic connectivity is λ∗(L) = (1 − ρ(C))/β, where C is the
de�ated Perron matrix C = I − βL − 11T/n = Ĉ − 11T/n. From Proposition 7.3.5, for
all i ∈ V , the variables Ĉij(k) are equal to [Ĉk]ij for ID(j) ∈ li(k), whereas [Ĉk]ij = 0 for
ID(j) /∈ li(k). Linking this with eqs. (7.59), (7.60) yields

[Ck]ij = [Ĉk]ij − 1/n, for ID(j) ∈ li(k),

[Ck]ij = −1/n, for ID(j) /∈ li(k), (7.66)

for all i ∈ V , k ≥ 1. Therefore ĉi(k) in eq. (7.61) is the absolute row sum of the i−th row

of Ck, and β̂∗i (k) in eq. (7.62) is β̂∗i (k) = ‖Ck‖
1
k∞. As stated from eqs. (7.44)-(7.47),

(
√
n)
−1
k ‖Ck‖

1
k∞ ≤ ρ(C) ≤ ‖Ck‖

1
k∞, (7.67)

since C is symmetric. Combining this with eqs. (7.63) and (7.50) we get eqs. (7.64)
and (7.65) and the proof is completed.
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7.3.3 Distributed adaptive triggered average consensus

In this section we apply the Distributed Algebraic Connectivity algorithm previously
presented to an event-triggered consensus scenario. Event-triggered control strategies [49,
124,133] are appropriate for scenarios where the state variables evolve in continuous time
but where the robots may exchange data only at speci�c time instances. They have
the advantage that they save communication costs and that they keep the control law
piecewise constant. The event-triggered control algorithm proposed in [124] requires the
knowledge of the algebraic connectivity for properly adjusting the algorithm parameters
and ensuring convergence and absence of Zeno-behavior.

The adaptive triggered average consensus algorithm is as the one presented in Sec-
tion 7.3.1,

ẋ(t) = −Lx̂(t) = u(t), ei(t) = x̂i(t)− xi(t), (7.68)

except for the trigger function, which now is

|ei(t)| ≤ c1e
−α(t)t, (7.69)

where now α is not �xed but is adapted depending on the previously estimated algebraic
connectivity as follows:

α̂(k) = λ̂(k), for k ∈ N, and α(t) = γα̂(k), for t ∈ [k, k + 1), (7.70)

where 0 < γ < 1 is a constant and λ̂(k) is the outcome of the algorithm in the previous
section, satisfying

α̂(k) = λ̂(k) ≤ λ?(L). (7.71)

Theorem 7.3.12. Algorithm (7.68)-(7.70) asymptotically converges to the average of the
initial states and does not exhibit Zeno-behavior.

Proof. The result holds based on similar analysis as in [124].

7.4 Discussion

Map precision

In order to show the performance of the strategy for improving the map precision, a simu-
lation has been carried out where a team composed by three robots explore an obstacle-free
environment. They estimate their motions based on odometry information and sense the
environment using an omnidirectional camera that provides bearing to the landmarks.
The observation noise is σz = 1 degree whereas the odometry noises are σx = 0.01d,
σy = 0.01d, σθ = 2.5 degrees, where the translation noise is proportional to the traveled
distance d. Robots process the odometry data and the measurements and build their local
maps (Fig. 7.4 (a)). The ground-truth data is displayed in black, and points, lines, and
triangles represent respectively landmark positions, robot motions, and robot poses. The
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(c) Maps for robots 1, 2, 3 at step 1 (d) Global map at step 1
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(e) Maps for robots 1, 2, 3 at step 2 (f) Global map at step 2

Figure 7.4: Some steps of the strategy for improving the map precision are displayed.
Black dots are the ground-truth landmark positions. Local map estimates from di�erent
robots are shown in di�erent colors (a, c, e). Figures at the right column (b, d, f) show
the global map x̂G,ΣG associated to the local maps, whose uncertainty is reduced as an
indirect result of the improvement in the local maps.
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maps and trajectories estimated by the robots are shown in di�erent colors. The global
map (Fig. 7.4 (b)), given by (7.10), associated to the initial local maps (Fig. 7.4 (a)) has
several features with large uncertainties.

Robots compute their candidate next positions, and evaluate the cost function at
these vantage locations. Then, they solve the robot-to-feature assignment as explained
in Section 7.2.4 and move to the selected locations (Fig. 7.4 (c)). Observe for instance
the feature F16, which has been observed by the three robots; robot r1 (blue) possess a
very uncertain estimate, r3 (red) has a better estimate, and the estimate at r2 (green)
is very precise. Since at least one of the robots that has a precise estimate of F16, the
global map already has a precise estimate of F16 (Figs. 7.4 (b) and (d)). Robots do
not move to better observe F16 but instead move to more interesting locations. This
illustrates the proposed strategy, where robots attempt to reduce the uncertainty of the
global map, instead of focusing on their local features estimates. As a result of the robot
motions (Figs. 7.4 (c)), the precision of the most uncertain features (F6, F7, F8, F3) in
the initial global map (Figs. 7.4 (b)) are greatly reduced (Figs. 7.4 (d)). Robots execute
the proposed strategy again (Figs. 7.4 (e)), improving the precision of their local maps
and of the global map (Figs. 7.4 (f)). Since this global map has reached a high precision,
next iterations of the algorithm add no signi�cant improvements.

Convergence speed

In order to show the performance of the algorithm to compute the algebraic connectivity,
we have performed a set of simulations with n = 20 robots randomly placed as in Fig. 7.5.
The algebraic connectivity λ̂i(k) estimated by the robots i ∈ V at each step k using
the proposed method is depicted in Fig. 7.6. λ̂i(k) (light gray solid) is the same for all
of them at each step k. It is a lower-bound for the true algebraic connectivity λ∗(L)

(dark gray solid), and asymptotically converges to λ∗(L). The expression (
√
n)
−1
k λ̂i(k) +

(1 − (
√
n)
−1
k )/β (light gray dashed) is an upper-bound for λ∗(L) for each step k and it

asymptotically converges to λ∗(L).
We have studied the performance of our algorithm compared to the distributed power

iteration algorithm for the matrix I− βL − 11T/n (Figs. 7.7, 7.8),

y(k) = w(k)/normalization cons.(w(k)),

w(k + 1) = (I− βL)y(k)− deflation cons.(y(k)),

After each power iteration step, robots execute Tcons = 10, 25, 50, and 100 consensus iter-
ations for de�ating I−βL and normalizing w(k). The consensus iterations are computed
with a classical discrete-time averaging rule, z(t+ 1) =Wz(t), and using the Metropolis
weight matrix W [153] given by eq. (A.3) in Appendix A.

In Fig. 7.7 we show the estimates produced by our algorithm, λ̂i(k) (light gray solid),

which are the lower-bound, and the upper-bound (
√
n)
−1
k λ̂i(k) + (1 − (

√
n)
−1
k )/β (light

gray dashed). Recall that in our algorithm, these estimates are equal for all the robots
i ∈ V . For the power iteration estimates, we are displaying the Rayleigh quotient w(k +
1)Ty(k)/yT (k)y(k), that considers simultaneously the estimates at all the robots. The
estimates of our algorithm converge much faster than the ones produced by the power
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Figure 7.5: 20 robots (black squares) are placed randomly in a region of 10× 10 meters.
There is an edge e = (i, j) ∈ E (gray lines) between pairs of robots that are closer than
4 meters.
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Figure 7.6: The algebraic connectivity λ̂i(k) estimated by the robots i ∈ V (light gray
solid) using the proposed method is the same for all of them at each step k. It is a lower-
bound for the true algebraic connectivity λ∗(L) (dark gray solid), and asymptotically

converges to λ∗(L). The expression (
√
n)
−1
k λ̂i(k) + (1− (

√
n)
−1
k )/β (light gray dashed) is

an upper-bound for λ∗(L) for each step k and it asymptotically converges to λ∗(L).

iteration algorithms, due to the fact that we do not need to wait for a consensus process
to �nish before starting a new step. In addition, our estimates asymptotically converge to
the true algebraic connectivity, whereas the power iteration methods only converge to a
neighborhood which is further from the true λ∗(L) as the number of consensus iterations
Tcons for normalizing and de�ating decreases.

A bene�t of power iteration methods compared to our proposal is that, at each itera-
tion, the robots send constant size messages, whereas in our case the messages have size
n. We have made an analysis of the evolution of the estimates of the algorithms versus
the total size of messages sent per robot (Fig. 7.8). As it can be observed, also in this case
the estimates produced by our method are more accurate than for the power iteration
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Figure 7.7: The estimates obtained with the proposed method (light gray dashed and
solid lines) converge very fast to λ∗(L) (dark gray solid). The estimates produced with the
Power iteration algorithm (colored solid lines), with Tcons = 10, 20, 50 and 100 consensus
iterations for normalizing and de�ating, need much more iterations to converge. Besides,
they do no converge exactly to λ∗(L), but to a value which is closer to λ∗(L) as the
number of consensus iterations Tcons increases.

methods.
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Figure 7.8: With the proposed algorithm, each robot i sends messages of size n per
iteration, whereas for power iteration methods, messages have constant size. However,
also in this case our method behaves better than the power iteration approaches. For
the same communication usage, the estimates produced by our algorithm (light gray
dashed and solid lines) are more precise than the ones obtained with the power iteration
algorithms (colored solid lines).
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7.5 Conclusions

In this chapter we have discussed strategies for improving the multi-robot perception.
First, we have proposed a motion control strategy for improving the precision of the local
feature-based maps, and as a result, of the global merged map. The described strategy
selects a �nite set of candidate motions to the robots, and computes its associated cost in
the form of the individual contributions of every feature. Therefore, this cost presents a
space complexity linear on the map size. This information is used by the team members
to negotiate their next motions, presenting the bene�t that robots do not need to wait
for having a good global map estimate when they coordinate. Second, we have presented
a distributed method to compute the algebraic connectivity for networked robot systems
with limited communication. The algebraic connectivity establishes the convergence speed
of the map merging algorithm. At each iteration, the algorithm produces both an upper
and a lower bound estimates of the algebraic connectivity. We have proved theoretically
and experimentally that both estimates asymptotically converge to the true algebraic
connectivity. We have shown that our method outperforms the classical distributed power
iteration, providing more accurate estimates, and improving the network communication
usage. The ability to give upper and lower bounds of the algebraic connectivity has
been demonstrated to have a great importance for combining this method with higher
level algorithms for adaptive consensus in a parallel fashion, i.e., where both processes
are executed simultaneously. We have combined this algorithm with an event-triggered
adaptive consensus scenario where, at each iteration, the most recent estimate of the
algebraic connectivity is used by the consensus method.



Chapter 8

Real Experiments

We have tested the methods proposed in this document under real data and di�erent com-
munication schemes. We have conducted several experiments using a data set from [60]
with bearing-only data described in Appendix B for studying the performance of the static
and dynamic map merging algorithms and the data association method. We have also
tested the data association algorithm using real images acquired with cameras. Addition-
ally, we have analyzed our algorithms under real data acquired with an RGB-D sensor,
which may perform better in these kind of scenarios.

Static Map Merging

We use a data set from [60] described in Appendix B with bearing information obtained
with vision in an environment of 60m × 45m performing 3297 steps. It is an indoor
scenario where the robot moves along corridors and rooms. The data set contains real
odometry data and images captured at every step (Fig. 8.1). The images are processed
and measurements to natural landmarks are provided. The natural landmarks are verti-
cal lines extracted from the images and processed in the form of bearing-only data. The
observations in the dataset are labeled so that we have the ground-truth data association.
This dataset is very challenging for a conventional visual map building algorithm due to
the limited �eld of view of the camera (Sony EVI-371DG). Furthermore, the camera is
pointing forward in the same direction of robot motion and the robot traverses rooms and
corridors with few features in common. Notice that this situation is much more complex
than situations where the camera can achieve big parallax, or systems with ominidirec-
tional cameras, where features within 360 degrees around the robot are observed.

We have carried out these experiments with 9 robots. The total area covered by the
robots is a square of 30 m x 30 m (Fig. 8.2). We run a separate SLAM in each robot
and obtain 9 maps. We use a bearing-only SLAM algorithm with features parameterized
in inverse-depth [92] followed by a transform to Cartesian coordinates before the merging
process. The reader is referred to Chapter 2 to �nd a detailed explanation of the SLAM
algorithm we used. We express the local maps in global coordinates according to the
relative robot poses seen in Fig. 8.2, obtaining the results shown in Fig. 8.3. Note that
this is the result of putting the maps together, without applying a merging method. The
team of robots execute the fusion algorithm presented in Chapter 3 to merge the local

169
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Figure 8.1: An example of the images used by the 9 robots during the navigation to test
the proposed method [60]. Although the data set also provides arti�cial landmarks (white
circles on the �oor), we do not use them, and instead we test the algorithm using the lines
extracted from natural landmarks (in yellow).
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Figure 8.2: Trajectories followed by the 9 robots. They cover a region of 30m x 30m
of the whole dataset map. In order to give an idea of the scene structure, we display
in black the path in the dataset and a set of arti�cial landmarks (black dots) placed on
both sides of the trajectory, which are not used in the experiment. Here, the rooms can
be identi�ed since robots enter and leave them describing short trajectories. The long,
straight motions correspond to corridors.

maps. We study the behavior of the map merging method under three di�erent scenarios:
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Figure 8.3: Local maps obtained by robots 2 (green), 6 (yellow), and 9 (pink) after
following their trajectories in Fig. 8.2. The feature F23 within the black box will be used
for testing purposes within this section.

a �xed communication graph, a graph with switching topology and a graph with link
failures (Fig. 8.4). We illustrate the performance of our algorithm by comparing the
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Figure 8.4: Communication graphs. (a) The topology is a string, with robots 1 and 9
in the extremes. Each robot has two neighbors, except the extreme robots, that have
a single neighbor. This graph remains �xed for all the iterations of the algorithm. (b)
For each iteration t, there exists a single edge linking robots ((t− 1) mod 9) + 1 and (t
mod 9) + 1. (c) A connected communication graph where at each iteration one of its link
fails.

global map estimated by the robots along the iterations with the actual global map. We
use two features to do this: F23, which has been observed by several robots, and F368,
which belongs to a room visited exclusively by robot 4.

In Figs. 8.5, 8.6 we show the estimated information matrices I iG(t) and vectors iiG(t)
(colored lines) during 40 iterations, compared to the global map IG, iG (black line). We
display the subcomponent associated to the x-coordinate of features F23 and F368. As can
be observed, in all cases the estimates converge to the average value very fast. However,
for F368, the consensus is reached faster than for F23. This happens because only robot
4 possess an initial value for F368 (Fig. 8.6, iteration 0). As the other robots receive
information of F368, their estimates are displayed in colors. We can see that, since this
initial value is the unique source of information for F368, the other robots do not disagree
with this information and they just incorporate it into their estimates. In a few iterations,
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all the robots possess an estimate for F368 very close to the average value. However, for
F23 there exist many initial values at iteration 0 (Fig. 8.5) from robots 1,7,8,9. The
robots receive di�erent information for F23 from di�erent sources and, therefore, they
must reach an agreement. As a result, there is a higher discrepancy in their estimates.
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Figure 8.5: Estimated position (x−coordinate) of F23 at each robot along 40 iterations.
We display its associated components within the information matrices I iG(t) (�rst row)
and vectors iiG(t) (second row). We analyze the results for the �xed (�rst column), the
switching (second column) and the link failure (third column) communication graphs.

We analyze the evolution of the mean xiG(t) and covariance Σi
G(t) (3.8) for F23 and

F368 estimated by each robot i (Figs. 8.7, 8.8). We compare them with the mean xG
and covariance ΣG of the global map, and with the numerical covariance Qi

G(t) at each
iteration. It can be seen that xiG(t) converges to xG, and Σi

G(t) converges to nΣG. Besides,
it can also be seen that the numerical covariance Qi

G(t) remains bounded by Σi
G(t) for all

the iterations (Figs. 8.7, 8.8). When we analyzed the estimates in the information form,
we observed that only robot 4 was providing information for F368. However, when we
study the evolution of the estimates in the mean and covariance form (Fig. 8.7, 8.8), we
can see that robots which did not observe F368 are providing estimates which disagree
with those from robot 4. This is due to the e�ect of the correlations between F368 and
the other features. Therefore, modi�cations in the estimates of features correlated with
F368 produce modi�cations in the estimate of F368.

We analyze the e�ects of the communication topology on the performance of the
algorithm. In the �xed and the switching communication graphs (Fig. 8.5, �rst and
second column), the convergence is slower than for the link failure graph (Fig. 8.5, third
column). In this �xed graph (Fig. 8.4 (a)) the topology is a string, with robots 1 and 9
in the extremes. This is a specially bad con�guration since the time needed to propagate
information from the extreme robots to the whole network is maximal. The per step
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Figure 8.6: Feature F368, information matrices I iG(t) and vectors iiG(t). We display the
entry within the information matrix I iG(t) associated to the x−coordinate of F368, along
40 iterations. For the three network topologies, the estimates at each robot (color solid
lines) remain within the theoretical bounds (black dashed lines) while they asymptotically
approach the global map IG (black solid line).

convergence factor γ = |λ2(W )| (3.20) depends on the Metropolis weights matrix, which
is

W =
1

3


2 1 0 . . . 0
1 1 1 0 0

0
. . .

. . .
. . . 0

... 0 1 1 1
0 0 0 1 2

 .

We obtain a value for γ = 0.96 close to 1. This produces a slow convergence. The
convergence bounds are displayed in black dashed lines (Figs. 8.5, 8.6, �rst column). In
the switching graph case (Fig. 8.4 (b)), at every time instant, only one communication
link exists in the graph and this sequence takes place in a circular fashion. This is a
very extreme communication scheme where, although the conditions for convergence are
satis�ed, the converge speed is expected to be slow. We can see that (Figs. 8.5, 8.6, second
column) for each robot, estimates remain unchanged during long periods of time, then
they experiment two consecutive changes, and then they remain unchanged again. Each
robot remains isolated during 7 iterations, maintaining its estimates unchanged. Then, it
exchanges information with its previous neighbor and, in the next iteration, with its next
neighbor. In our case, at each iteration t, there exists a single edge linking robots ((t− 1)
mod 9) + 1 and (t mod 9) + 1. The index of joint connectivity is τ = 8 since every
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Figure 8.7: Estimated position (x−coordinate) of F23 at each robot along 40 iterations.
We display its associated components within the mean xiG(t) (�rst row) and covariance
Σi
G(t) (second row) estimated by each robot i. We analyze the results for the �xed (�rst

column), the switching (second column) and the link failure (third column) communica-
tion graphs. All the mean estimates xiG(t) (color solid lines) approach the average value
(black solid line). The numerical covariance matrix Qi

G(t) (color dashed lines) asymp-
totically approaches the covariance matrix ΣG (black solid line) of the global map. The
numerical covariance Qi

G(t), which cannot be computed by the robots using local infor-
mation, is bounded by the locally computed covariance matrix Σi

G(t) (color solid lines).
This matrix converges to nΣG.

8 iterations the joint graph is connected. There are only 9 di�erent Metropolis weight
matrices W (t), depending on the linked robots at time t, that are repeated successively.
We obtained a value for δ = 0.89 using (3.21). We draw the bounds using black dashed
lines (Figs. 8.5, 8.6, second column).

In the link-failure graph (Fig. 8.4 (c)), at each iteration one of the links in the graph
fails although the graph remains connected. Thus, we obtain an index of joint connectivity
of τ = 1. Evaluating all the possible Metropolis weight matrices in this graph, we obtain
δ = 0.80. We show the convergence speed bounds (Figs. 8.5, 8.6, third column) using black
dashed lines. This communication scheme exhibits the fastest convergence speed, since
0.80t ≤ 0.96t ≤ 0.89xt/8y for all t = 0, 1, . . .. This faster convergence can also be observed
in the estimated mean and covariance (Figs. 8.7, 8.8), where the estimates approach the
global map faster for the link failure graph (third column). It is noted that regardless
of the presence of link failures or changes in the communication topology, the numerical
covariance remains bounded by the locally computed covariance matrix (Figs. 8.7, 8.8).

In addition, we display (Fig. 8.9) the global map estimated by robot 1 after 5, and 20
iterations (colored lines) of the merging algorithm, and under the �xed communication
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Figure 8.8: Estimated position (x−coordinate) of F368 at each robot along 40 iterations.
We display its associated components within the mean xiG(t) (�rst row) and covariance
Σi
G(t) (second row) estimated by each robot i. We analyze the results for the �xed (�rst

column), the switching (second column) and the link failure (third column) communica-
tion graphs. All the mean estimates xiG(t) (color solid lines) approach the average value
(black solid line). The numerical covariance matrix Qi

G(t) (color dashed lines) asymp-
totically approaches the covariance matrix ΣG (black solid line) of the global map. The
numerical covariance Qi

G(t), which cannot be computed by the robots using local infor-
mation, is bounded by the locally computed covariance matrix Σi

G(t) (color solid lines).
This matrix converges to nΣG.

graph (Fig. 8.4 (a)). The maps estimated by the 9 robots are similar. We compare
the estimates at robot 1 to the global map in (3.4) (black lines). Due to the network
con�guration, after 5 iterations robot 1 has received information from the initial local
maps of robots 1 to 6. However, it still knows nothing of the local maps of robots 7
to 9 (Fig. 8.9 (a)). As previously stated, this �xed communication graph has a slow
convergence speed. However, after 20 iterations the map estimated by robot 1 is very
close to the global map (Fig. 8.9 (b)). In addition, it is observed that the information
fusion leads to a great improvement in the map quality, where not only the uncertainty
is greatly decreased, but also the local maps are corrected.

Finally, we have studied the performance of the map merging algorithm in terms of
execution times (Fig. 8.10). During the �rst iterations, the peaks on the execution times
are due to the expansion and arrangement of the information matrices and vectors I iG(t)
and iiG(t) that are performed by the robots whenever they discover new features in its
neighbors' information. These memory allocation operations, which are computationally
expensive, give rise to this behavior. In the �xed graph case (in blue solid) this situation
continues until iteration 5, when robot 5, the robot in the central position within the
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Figure 8.9: Global map estimated by robot 1 after 5 (a) and 20 (b) iterations of the
merging algorithm, and under the �xed communication graph (Fig. 8.4 (a)). Di�erent
colors identify the source local map. Although the global map contains a single estimate
per feature, the features observed by more than one robot are displayed by multiple
colored ellipses. The global map xG, ΣG is displayed in black. Although there is a slow
convergence speed associated to the �xed communication graph used here, the estimated
global map after 20 iterations is very close to the global map.
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Figure 8.10: Execution times (per iteration and robot) exhibited by the merging algorithm
under the three tested communication graphs.

string graph, has received information from all the robots. Its information matrix I iG(5)
reaches its maximum size and, from here to the end of the experiment, its global map
estimate changes but its size remains unchanged. The execution times reach a peak at
iteration 5 and from here on, it decreases. From iterations 5 to 9 other robots achieve
the maximal size of their matrices I iG(t), and �nally, from iteration 9 to the end of the
experiment, the global map size remains unchanged for all the robots. For this reason,
we can see that the execution times are drastically reduced from iteration 9 to the end of
the experiment. For the switching graph (in black dashed), the �rst robots that receive
information from all the others are 8 and 9, at iteration 8, and from iterations 9 to 15
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robots 1 to 7 successively expand their maps to the maximum size. Finally, from iteration
16 to the end, all the robot's global map estimates present the maximal size and only
its contents change. For this reason, the execution times decrease. Finally, for the link
failure graph (in dotted red), due to its higher connectivity, all the expansion operations
are carried out during the �rst 4 iterations, giving rise to the larger peak observed in
the plot. After these expansion operations, the execution times are similar for the three
communication graphs.

Dynamic Map Merging

In the second set of experiments, we also use real data from the data set [60] described
in Appendix B with bearing information obtained with vision (Sony EVI-371DG). The
landmarks are vertical lines extracted from the images (Fig. 8.11).

Figure 8.11: An example of the images that the robot team uses during the navigation
to test the proposed method [60]. We test the algorithm using the lines extracted from
natural landmarks (in yellow).

We select 8 subsections of the whole path for the operation of 8 di�erent robots
(Fig. 8.12). The robots execute the proposed algorithm for merging their local maps
communicating through range-limited graphs as in Fig. 8.13, with the Metropolis weights
(eq. (A.3) in Appendix A) and its Laplacian matrix (eq. (4.9)), and with the parameters
γ = 1.8 and h = 0.8. In this experiment, we get λ? = 0.97. They execute a total of
L = 500 consensus iterations. The robots run a total ofK = 5 map update steps. Between
consecutive map update steps k, k + 1, each robot performs 10 steps of a bearing-only
SLAM algorithm (Fig. 8.14).

The algorithm is executed for 3 di�erent con�gurations. In the �rst one, the robots
execute a small number of consensus iterations l = 25 after each map update step k =
1, . . . , 4, and the remaining L− (K−1)l = 400 iterations after the last one. In the second
case, they use l = 50 and execute the remaining 300 at k = K. And in the last one,
they use an equal number of iterations per step l = (L/K) = 100. The obtained scaled
estimation errors for the information matrices |[Iki (t)]r,s − [Ikavg]r,s|/σI and information
vectors |[iki (t)]r − [ikavg]r|/σi are displayed in Fig. 8.15 (a) and (b) along the L consensus
iterations. During the intermediate steps k = 1, . . . , K − 1, the con�guration l = 100
(red solid) exhibits the fastest convergence, whereas l = 50 (green dashed) also produces
good results. The con�guration l = 25 (blue dashed-dotted) however is less precise and
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Figure 8.12: Approximate trajectories followed by the 8 robots (dots). Since there is
no ground truth information available, a set of arti�cial landmarks (black squares) are
displayed to give an idea of the scene.
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Figure 8.13: Sample communication graph for the 8 robots. There is an edge (gray lines)
between two robots (black triangles) if their distance is smaller than 7.5 m.

its estimates are further from the average value. During the last step k = K both l = 25
and l = 50 con�gurations reach a small �nal error. However, the con�guration l = 100
which was reaching the best results during the previous steps, �nishes with the worst
�nal error. The con�guration l = 50 produces interesting results since the intermediate
errors are almost as good as for l = 100, whereas the �nal error is similar to the obtained
by l = 25. After the L iterations, the �nal global maps x̂ki (t), Σk

i (t), computed by the
dynamic map merging algorithm are very close to the global map x̂kG, Σk

G (4.5) at step
k = K that would be obtained by a centralized system. We show the global map at robot
1, for the l = 100 con�guration (Fig. 8.16) after L iterations, which is very similar to the
maps computed by the other robots (they are equal in the limit). Similar results have
been obtained using the other con�gurations.

We compare the behavior of the dynamic consensus algorithm with a zero-initialization
strategy (Fig. 8.17 (a)). The errors associated to the information vectors for even iteration
numbers t are showed for both the dynamic consensus algorithm with l = 100 (black solid)
and the zero-initialization strategy with l = 100 (red solid). For k = 1 both errors are
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Figure 8.14: Local map estimated by robot R7. Gray triangles represent the pose of R7
for the di�erent map update steps k = 1, . . . , 5. R7 initiates a new map update step after
executing 10 motions. Its local map at steps k = 4 (gray) and k = 5 (light gray) is also
displayed. Between steps k = 4 and k = 5, R7 introduces new features into its local map
and also improves the previous estimates at k = 4.
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Figure 8.15: Estimation errors along the L consensus iterations. (a) maxi,r,s |[Iki (t)]r,s −
[Ikavg]r,s|/σI , (b) maxi,r |[iki (t)]r− [ikavg]r|/σi. The con�guration l = 25 (blue dashed-dotted)
maintains a high error along the intermediate steps k = 1, . . . , K − 1, but at the last
step, it gets a high precision. For l = 100 (red solid) the precision at the end of each
intermediate step k = 1, . . . , K − 1 is very high, but �nishes with the worst �nal error.
The con�guration l = 50 (green dashed) produces accurate results during both the last
and the intermediate steps.

equal since the dynamic consensus algorithm performs a zero-initialization. For the other
steps k = 2, . . . , K, the errors of our proposed algorithm are smaller than the ones obtained
with the zero-initialization strategy. They are upper bounded by the theoretical rate of
convergence in eq. (4.52) (gray dashed). We analyze the behavior of the algorithm under
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Figure 8.16: Global map x̂ki (t), Σk
i (t), estimated by robot i = 1 at the last consensus

iteration L for the con�guration l = 100. The sections associated to the inputs of the
di�erent robots are displayed in di�erent colors. As it can be seen, it is very similar to
the global map x̂kG, Σk

G at step k = K, displayed in black. The black squares are the same
arti�cial landmarks than in Fig. 8.12 and they are displayed to give an idea of the scene.
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Figure 8.17: Estimation errors along the L consensus iterations for l = 100. (a) Compar-
ison with a zero-initialization strategy and with the bounds for even iteration numbers
t. The errors obtained with the con�guration l = 100 (black solid) are always within
the theoretical bounds (gray dashed) and they are smaller than the errors associated to
the zero-initialization strategy (red solid). (b) Comparison with a switching graph. The
robots execute Algorithm 4.4.1 using the communication graph G in Fig. 8.13 where, at
each iteration t and step k, one of the links is selected randomly and erased from G.
The behavior of the algorithm under the �xed (black solid) and the switching (red solid)
graphs is compared for l = 100. The estimation errors for both the �xed (black solid) and
switching (red solid) graphs converge to zero.

time-varying communication graphs (Fig. 8.17 (b)). Robots exchange data according to
the communication graph G in Fig. 8.13. At each iteration t = and step k, one of the
links G fails and it is erased from G. We display the estimation when the robots execute
the proposed algorithm with with l = 100 under the �xed graph in Fig. 8.13 without
(black solid) and with (red solid) link failures. Here, although the variations in the graph
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topology take place very often (at each iteration), these variations are small. Therefore,
as discussed in Section 4.4, the estimates of the proposed algorithm correctly track the
average of the inputs (red solid). Obviously, this convergence is slower than for the �xed
graph case (black solid).

Data Association of Stochastic Maps

The behavior of the data association algorithm is analyzed also with the data set [60]
described in Appendix B with bearing information obtained with vision (Sony EVI-
371DG). The landmarks are vertical lines extracted from the images (Fig. 8.18). The
measurements are labeled so that we can compare our results with the ground-truth data
association. We select 9 subsections of the whole path for the operation of 9 di�erent
robots (Fig. 8.19 (a)). A separate SLAM is executed on each subsection, producing the 9
local maps (Fig. 8.19 (b)). The local data associations are computed using the JCBB [97]
since it is very convenient for clutter situations like the considered scenario (Fig. 8.19 (b)).
The JCBB is applied to the local maps of any pair of neighboring robots. We analyze the
performance of the algorithm under 3 communication graphs (Fig. 8.20).

Figure 8.18: An example of the images used by the 9 robots during the navigation to
test the proposed method [60]. Although the data set also provides arti�cial landmarks
(white circles on the �oor), we test the algorithm using the lines extracted from natural
landmarks (in yellow).

Table 8.1 gives statistics about the number of inconsistencies found considering the
di�erent network topologies in Fig. 8.20. We show the obtained associations compared
to the ground truth results. The number of association sets is the number of connected
components of At. The number of good links (true positives) are obtained associations
between 2 features which are true (ground truth). The missing links (false negatives) are
associations that are in the ground truth information, but have been not detected. And
spurious links (false positives) are associations found between features that are di�erent
according to the ground truth. The sixth row, C, is the number of con�ictive sets. The
next row in the table shows the total number of features which have been associated to any
other feature from other local map. The last row gives information about how many of
those features are con�ictive. The amount of missing and spurious associations obtained
is very high for the three network topologies. This is the expected result for many real
scenarios, where the landmarks are close to each other, and where the only available
information are their cartesian coordinates. As a result, the con�ictive features are more
than a 10% of the total. In communication graphs with more cycles (Fig. 8.20 (b)(c)),
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Figure 8.19: (a) Section of the dataset used in the experiments. (b) Local maps acquired
by 9 robots exploring the region in (a).
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Figure 8.20: Communication graphs between the 9 robots after the exploration.

there are more con�ictive features. In the three cases, after a single execution of the
detection and the resolution algorithms, all the inconsistencies are solved (Table 8.2, 1st
row). An interesting result is that, although our algorithm cannot distinguish between
good and spurious edges, in practice a high number of the deleted edges (last row) are
spurious.

Data Association of Images

We have also tested the performance of our proposal with a set of images. A team of robots
equipped with cameras and limited communication capabilities is a typical situation in
which not all the images are available to execute a global matching. A solid set of matches
is required independently of the task the team is performing (visual SLAM, formation
control, etc.). In the proposed experiment 6 robots moving in formation are considered
(Fig. 8.21).

Each robot acquires one image with its onboard camera and extracts SURF fea-
tures [21]. The local matching is only applied to pairs of images which are connected
in the communication graph. For the local matching the epipolar constraint combined
with RANSAC is imposed [66]. The detection and resolution of inconsistencies is analyzed
for four di�erent typical communication graphs (Fig. 8.22).
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Table 8.1: Initial associations between the 9 local maps
Comm. graph (a) (b) (c)

Association sets (ground truth) 242 284 400
Association sets 182 218 290

Good links (true positives) 160 190 228
Missing links (false negatives) 82 94 172
Spurious links (false positives) 22 28 62

Con�ictive sets (C) 3 5 8
Number of features msum 138 144 154

Con�ictive features 16 24 51

Table 8.2: Management of the inconsistencies
Comm. graph (a) (b) (c)
Iterations 1 1 1

Initial con�ictive sets 3 5 8
Deleted links 6 10 34

Good deleted links (true positives) 2 2 12
Spurious deleted links (false positives) 4 8 22

;

Figure 8.21: Images acquired by a team of 6 robots moving in formation. We illustrate
as well an example of one inconsistency found by the algorithm. The inconsistency is
represented by the whole set of depicted links (green, blue and black). It is observed that
if all the links are considered, features of the same image are matched. After executing
Algorithm 5.5.1 (Chapter 5) the inconsistency is solved. In this example the root of the
inconsistency is the top-middle image. The black line is the link deleted by the algorithm.
Solid green lines represent one of the con�ict free components and dashed blue lines the
second. For clarity, the rest of the SURF features are only shown in the top middle image.

Although the epipolar constraint discards most part of the wrong matches, some spu-
rious associations are still found. Figure 8.21 shows an example of an inconsistency found
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(a) Ring (b) Pyramidal (c) Star-Ring (d) Complete

Figure 8.22: Formations used in the experiments

by our algorithm in the case of the formation (d). The �gure also shows how the Al-
gorithm 5.5.1 (Chapter 5) solves such inconsistency; the result is a subset of the initial
matches with more connected components than before but without any con�ict.

More general results about the experiment can be seen in Table 8.3. Since for this
experiment there is no ground truth available, the number of missing and spurious links
found in the local matching cannot be provided. Some interesting conclusions are ex-
tracted with the obtained results. First of all, the number of association sets and the
number of features involved msum are increased with the number of edges in Gcom. The
more local associations there are, the more matches the algorithm will have available.
With respect to the inconsistencies, they grow with the number of cycles in Gcom because
each cycle can generate inconsistencies independently of the rest of the communication
network. The size of the cycles also in�uence on the con�icts, cycles of smaller length
will cause more inconsistencies because the number of local associations required to �nd a
con�ict is also smaller. We de�ne a full match as an association set in which the n cameras

Table 8.3: Initial associations (before propagation)
Formation (a) (b) (c) (d)

Association sets 528 590 605 632
Con�ictive sets (c) 2 22 31 72

Number of features msum 1335 1643 1743 2069
Con�ictive features 14 144 204 521

Full Matches 5 11 14 11
Partial Matches 214 271 302 391

of the network match the same feature. The optimal solution is found when the network
�nds the m full matches. Although ground truth is not available in this examples, by
looking at the correspondences we have counted the amount of full matches. This number
is very small due to missing matches and occlusions caused by the trees. For that reason
we also de�ne a partial match when 3 or more cameras correctly match the same feature,
because in such case the propagation is required for the association.

Cameras execute the resolution algorithm. Table 8.4 shows the statistics on how are
the solutions to the con�icts provided by our algorithm. After executing the resolution
algorithm, all the inconsistencies have been solved (second and third rows in Table 8.4),
and both the number of full and partial matches are increased (forth and �fth rows). The
spurious and the good links that the algorithm deletes, have been manually counted (last
two rows). It can be seen that in general, the algorithm tends to delete more spurious
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than good links.

Table 8.4: Management of the inconsistencies
Formation (a) (b) (c) (d)

Initial con�ictive sets 2 22 31 72
Resulting con�ictive sets 0 0 0 0
Resulting incons. feats. 0 0 0 0

Full Matches 6 11 14 16
Partial Matches 215 286 326 447
Deleted links 2 26 46 131

Good deleted links (true positives) 1 2 19 43
Spurious deleted links (false positives) 1 24 27 88

Data Association and Map Merging with RGB-D Data

We have performed a set of experiments using RGB-D cameras (Fig. 8.23), which provides
both regular RGB (Fig. 8.24, �rst row) and depth image information (Fig. 8.24, second
row). Thus, it is possible to compute the cloud of points in 3D from a single image
(Fig. 8.24, third row).

Figure 8.23: RGB-D camera used.

We consider a scenario with 9 robots. Initially, robots are placed at unknown poses in
the environment. From their initial pose, robots take an image of the scene (Fig. 8.25).
They extract SIFT or SURF features from their RGB images and they use the depth
information and the camera parameters to compute the 3D position of these features, as
in Fig. 8.24, third row.

Given the sets of features of two robots, it is possible to establish matches based on the
SIFT/SURF descriptor of the features. Then, robots compute their relative pose (rotation
and translation) using the matches and the 3D position of the features in a robust way
(RANSAC) and discard matches that disagree with the most supported relative pose
candidate (Figs. 8.26).

Typically, the number of matches between overlapping images is high, and the noise
in the image points is small. Therefore, the previous method provides highly accurate
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Figure 8.24: An example of the images obtained by the 9 robots with the RGB-D sensor.

Figure 8.25: Images taken from the �rst robot poses. We are depicting the matches (red
lines) between some of the images.

results. In Fig. 8.27 we are showing the result of rotating and translating the 3D points
of images in Fig. 8.26 according to the relative pose estimated.

Robots use their initial images to compute the relative poses of their nearby robots
(Fig. 8.25) and based on this information, they compute their pose in the common refer-
ence frame as explained in Chapter 6 (Fig. 8.28). This method to obtain the robot poses
in the common frame is not only restricted to RGB-D images taken from the �rst robot
poses. It can be equivalently applied to images acquired during the exploration, or to the
local maps of the robots.

Each robot explores a region and builds a map of the environment. We let each robot
execute a SLAM algorithm with SIFT/SURF features parameterized in 3D cartesian coor-
dinates. Robots are represented by their 3D position and orientation, and robot motions
are predicted by computing the relative rotation and translation between successive im-
ages. Fig. 8.29 shows the resulting map (red points and ellipses) obtained by robot 3
(dark gray triangle) along its trajectory (dashed line). We also show the 3D RGB-D
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Figure 8.26: Surf / Sift matches (red) that satisfy the relative rotation and translation
restriction. The ones that are rejected are depicted in yellow.
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Figure 8.27: Points rotated and translated according to the previously computed relative
poses.

points observed from some of the steps of the robot trajectory (light gray points) to give
an idea of the scene.

After exploring, nearby robots compute the local data association between their maps
based on the SIFT/SURF descriptors and the position of their features. Then, they
propagate the local associations and �nd and solve inconsistencies as explained in Chap-
ter 5 (Fig. 8.30).

Finally, they merge their local maps and build a global map of the environment using
the communication graph in Fig. 8.31. In Fig. 8.32 we explain how this communication
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Figure 8.28: Initial robot poses in the global frame (red triangles). The RBG-D points
observed from these initial poses are displayed to give an idea of the scene and of the
accuracy of the obtained poses.

Figure 8.29: Robot 3 (dark gray triangle) explores the environment and builds a map (red
points and ellipses). The RBG-D points observed from some steps of the robot trajectory
displayed (light gray points) to give an idea of the scene.
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Figure 8.30: Robots (dark triangles) compute the data association (light lines) between
their local maps (dark dots). Here we display the associations between robots R2, R3, R6,
and R9.
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graph a�ect the information exchange. We are displaying a link (blue line) between pairs
of robots that have received information from each other during the any previous iteration.
Initially (Fig. 8.32 (a)), each robot only has its local information and thus there are no
lines in the graph. During the �rst iteration (Fig. 8.32 (b)), robots exchange information
with their one-hop neighbors (blue lines in Fig. 8.31). At iteration 2 robots exchange
data with their neighbors again according to the graph in Fig. 8.31, and thus they have
access to two-hop neighbors data (lines in Fig. 8.32 (c)). The process is repeated during
the next iteration, having access to three-hop neighbors data (Fig. 8.32 (d)), and so on.
After iteration 4 (Fig. 8.32 (e)-(f)), each robot has received information from all the
other robots. Additional iterations allow the robots to obtain a more accurate estimate
of the global map.
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Figure 8.31: Robots (circles) exchange data with their neighbors in the communication
graph (linked trough lines).
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Figure 8.32: Initially, robots only know their local information (a). At iteration 1, robots
(circles) exchange data with their neighbors in the communication graph (linked trough
lines) depicted in (b). Robots keep on exchanging data using the communication graph
in (b) during several iterations. Blue lines in �gures (c)-(f) indicate that the two robots
have received information from each other during the previous iterations. Red circles are
robots that have received data from R1; equivalently, R1 has received data of these robots
as well.
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Robots fuse their maps as explained in Chapter 3. Fig. 8.33 shows the global map
estimated by robot R1 along iterations 0 to 4, with contains features observed exclusively
by a single robot (exclusive), as well as features observed by several robots (common).
After 4 iterations, robot R1 has received information from all the other robots and thus
its map already contains estimates for all the features observed by the team. Successive
iterations of the map merging algorithm produce more accurate estimates of the features
(Fig. 8.34).
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Figure 8.33: Global map estimated by robot R1 at iterations 0 − 5. Common features
observed by several robots and exclusive areas observed by a single robot are depicted in
di�erent colors.
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Figure 8.34: Global map estimated by robot R1 after 20 iterations of the map merging
algorithm.
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Chapter 9

Conclusions

Along this document, the problem of perception in robotic networks has been investigated.
We have presented a new method for merging stochastic feature-based maps acquired by
a team of robots for scenarios with limited communication. The robots explore an envi-
ronment and build their local maps. When they �nish the exploration, they fuse their
information and build a global map. The whole method is fully decentralized, relying
exclusively on local interactions between neighboring robots. Under �xed connected com-
munication graphs, or time-varying jointly connected topologies, the estimates at each
robot asymptotically converge to the global map. Moreover, the intermediate estimates
at each robot present interesting properties that allow their use at any time: (i) the
mean of the global map estimated by each robot is unbiased at each iteration; (ii) the
numerical covariance of the global map estimated by each robot, which cannot be locally
computed, is bounded by the locally computed covariance. Experimental results have
shown the performance of the method for robots equipped with omnidirectional and con-
ventional cameras. The robustness of the map fusion algorithm under link failures and
changes in the communication topology has been demonstrated theoretically and tested
experimentally.

We have investigated the dynamic map merging case. Along its operation, each robot
observes the environment and builds and maintains its local map. Simultaneously, the
robots communicate and build a global map of the environment. We have presented an
algorithm for dynamically merging visual maps in a robot network with limited com-
munication. This algorithm allows the robots to have a better map of the environment
containing the features observed by any other robot in the team. Thus, it helps the co-
ordination of the team in several multi-robot tasks such as exploration or rescue. The
algorithm correctly propagates the new information added by the robots to their local
maps. We have shown that, with the proposed strategy, the robots correctly track the
global map. At the �nal step, they obtain the last global map, which contains the last
updated information at all the robots. In addition, we have formally characterized the
convergence speed of this algorithm and given proofs of its convergence.

We have addressed two additional issues that appear in multi-robot perception scenar-
ios: the establishment of a common reference frame, and the association of the features
observed by the di�erent robots. We have presented a new technique to match several
sets of features observed by a team of robots in a consistent way under limited com-
munications. Local associations are found only within robots that are neighbors in the
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communication graph. After that a fully decentralized method to compute all the paths
between local associations is carried out, allowing the robots to detect all the inconsis-
tencies related with their observations. For every con�ictive set detected, in a second
step the method is able to delete local associations to break the con�ict using only local
communications. The whole method is proved to �nish in a �nite amount of time �nding
and solving all the inconsistent associations. Experimental results show the performance
of the method in map merging scenarios, and also show its applicability for multiple view
problems.

One important problem in this context is the establishment of a common reference
frame in the robot network, which has been deeply investigated as well. Usually, robots
start at unknown poses and do not share any reference frame. The localization problem
consists of establishing this common frame and computing the robots' poses relative to
this frame. Each robot is capable of measuring the relative pose of its neighboring robots.
However, it does not know the poses of far robots, and it can only exchange data using the
range-limited communication network. The network localization problem has been ad-
dressed for three di�erent scenarios: the pose network localization from noise-free relative
measurements, the pose network localization from noisy relative measurements, and the
position network computation from noisy measurements. We have proposed distributed
strategies that allow the robots to agree on a common global frame, and to compute their
poses or positions relative to the global frame. The presented algorithms exclusively rely
on local computations and data exchange with direct neighbors and have been proved to
converge under mild conditions on the communication graph. Besides, they only require
each robot to maintain an estimate of its own position or pose. Thus, the memory load
of the algorithm is low compared to methods where each robot must also estimate the
positions or poses of any other robot

In addition, we have investigated strategies for driving the robots to positions where
the global map of the environment is more precise, and for speeding up the information
fusion algorithms. First, we have proposed a motion control strategy for improving the
precision of the local feature-based maps, and as a result, of the global merged map. The
described strategy selects a �nite set of candidate motions to the robots, and computes
its associated cost in the form of the individual contributions of every feature. Therefore,
this cost presents a space complexity linear on the map size. This information is used by
the team members to negotiate their next motions, presenting the bene�t that robots do
not need to wait for having a good global map estimate when they coordinate. Second, we
have presented a distributed method to compute the algebraic connectivity for networked
robot systems with limited communication. The algebraic connectivity establishes the
convergence speed of the map merging algorithm. At each iteration, the algorithm pro-
duces both an upper and a lower bound estimates of the algebraic connectivity. We have
proved theoretically and experimentally that both estimates asymptotically converge to
the true algebraic connectivity. We have shown that our method outperforms the clas-
sical distributed power iteration, providing more accurate estimates, and improving the
network communication usage. The ability to give upper and lower bounds of the al-
gebraic connectivity has been demonstrated to have a great importance for combining
this method with higher level algorithms for adaptive consensus in a parallel fashion, i.e.,
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where both processes are executed simultaneously.
For all the previous described problems, we have proposed novel solutions which go

beyond the current state of the art. We have given theoretical proofs of correctness
and tests of performance. Several of the results presented in this thesis have already
been published in international journals and conferences with high impact in the robotics
community, whereas the most recent results have been submitted and are currently under
review.
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Appendix A

Averaging Algorithms and Metropolis

Weights

Throughout this document, we frequently refer to averaging algorithms. They have be-
come very popular in sensor networks due to their capability to reach agreement in a dis-
tributed way. Let us assume that each robot i ∈ V has initially a scalar value zi(0) ∈ R.
Let W ∈ Rn×n≥0 be a doubly stochastic matrix such that Wi,j > 0 if (i, j) ∈ E and Wi,j = 0
when j /∈ Ni. This matrix is such that Wi,i ∈ [α, 1], Wi,j ∈ {0} ∪ [α, 1] for all i, j ∈ V , for
some α ∈ (0, 1]. Assume the communication graph G is connected. If each robot i ∈ V
updates zi(t) at each time step t ≥ 0 with the following averaging algorithm,

zi(t+ 1) =
n∑
j=1

Wi,j zj(t), (A.1)

then, as t → ∞, the variables zi(t) reach the same value for all i ∈ V , i.e., they reach a
consensus. Moreover, the consensus value is the average of the initial values,

lim
t→∞

zi(t) = z? =
1

n

n∑
j=1

zj(0), (A.2)

for all i ∈ V [27, 113]. Observe that each robot i updates its variables zi(t) using local
information since the weight matrix has zero entries for non-neighboring robots, Wi,j = 0

when j /∈ Ni. Let e(t) = (z1(t), . . . , zn(t))T − (z?, . . . , z?)
T be the error vector at iteration

t. The number of iterations t necessary for reaching ||e(t)||2/||e(0)||2 < ε ranges between
a single iteration for complete graphs, and order n2 log(ε−1) iterations for networks with
lower connectivity like string and circular graphs [27, Theorems 1.79 and 1.80].

A common choice for the matrix W ∈ Rn×n is given by the Metropolis weights given
by [152],

Wi,j =


1

1+max{|Ni|,|Nj |} if j ∈ Ni, j 6= i,

0 if j /∈ Ni, j 6= i,
1−

∑
j∈NiWi,j, if j = i,

(A.3)

for i, j ∈ V , j 6= i, where |Ni|, |Nj| are the number of neighbors of robots i, j. Note that
each robot can compute the weights that a�ect its evolution using only local information.
The algorithm (A.1) using the Metropolis weights W converges to the average of the
inputs.
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Appendix B

Dataset Visual Data

Throughout this document, we have analyzed the performance of several of our algorithms
under real data. Often, we use a data set from [60] with bearing information obtained with
vision in an environment of 60×45m performing 3297 steps. It is an indoor scenario where
the robot moves along corridors and rooms. The data set contains real odometry data
and images captured at every step (Figs. B.1 and B.2). The images are processed and
measurements to natural landmarks are provided. The natural landmarks are vertical
lines extracted from the images and processed in the form of bearing-only data. The
observations in the dataset are labeled so that we have the ground-truth data association.
This dataset is very challenging for a conventional visual map building algorithm due
to the limited �eld of view of the camera (Sony EVI-371DG). Furthermore, the camera
is pointing forward in the same direction of robot motion and the robot traverses rooms
(Fig. B.2) and corridors (Fig. B.1) with few features in common. Notice that this situation
is much more complex than situations where the camera can achieve big parallax, or
systems with ominidirectional cameras, where features within 360 degrees around the
robot are observed.

Figure B.1: An example of the images used by the robot team during the navigation to
test the proposed algorithms [60]. Although the data set also provides arti�cial landmarks
(white circles on the �oor), we test the algorithm using the lines extracted from natural
landmarks (in yellow). In the dataset, robots traverse long corridors.

We usually select a section of this dataset and let operate a team of robots in this
region. As an example, in Fig. B.3 we display the trajectories followed by 9 robots (colored
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Figure B.2: An example of the images used by the robot team during the navigation to
test the proposed algorithms [60]. We test the algorithm using the lines extracted from
natural landmarks (in yellow). Part of the robots trajectories consists of entering into
rooms.

lines). In order to give an idea of the scene structure, we display in black the path in the
dataset and a set of arti�cial landmarks (black dots) placed on both sides of the trajectory,
which are not used in the experiment.
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Figure B.3: Example of trajectories followed by 9 robots. They cover a region of 30m x
30m of the whole dataset map. In order to give an idea of the scene structure, we display
in black the path in the dataset and a set of arti�cial landmarks (black dots) placed on
both sides of the trajectory, which are not used in the experiment. Here, the rooms can
be identi�ed since robots enter and leave them describing short trajectories. The long,
straight motions correspond to corridors.
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